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Dissertation Abstract

Dissertation Title:
Implementing AB 3408 (Hart Bill)
in the Petaluma High School District:
A Case Study
The purpose of this study was to implement AB· 3408
by establishing an organizational system which would insure
the development of minimum competenc

and performance in-

dicators, and also establish necessary procedures for implementing these competencies.
In January 1976, the California Educational Accountability Bill (AB 3408) became law and required that prior to
June 1978 minimum competencies in the areas of written expression, reading and computational skills be adopted by
the local school Boards of Education.

Weber's Bureaucratic

Organizational Model was selected at the most appropriate
organizational structure for implementing AB 3408 because it
optimizes precision, speed, continuity, adequate involvement
of constituencies and the efficiency necessary for completion of the study within the prescribed time limitations.
Committees of parents, students and teachers were selected
and given their charge; namely, to solicit input from their
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constituencies and report their findings to the Staff Committee for the development of the competencies and performance indicators--eventually leatling to a report to the
Petaluma Board of Education for adoption.
The review of the literature indicated that comparison of states was difficult/impossible.

The trend toward

educational accountability has grown from five or six states
a few years ago to thirty-three states as of March 1978 •.
Each of the thirty-three states was contacted and information relative to their accountability programs was requested.
Thirty-one states responded.
The setting of the standards is the responsibility
of the State Department of Education in twenty states, by
local boards in eight states, and a combination of state and
local boards in five states.

Twenty states assess some com-

bination of grades K-12, while nine of the states assess
grades 9-12 only.

Reading comprehension, writing and compu-

tational skills are stressed most often by the respondents,
while multiple choice tests are used most frequently for
assessment.

Twenty-one states require successful achieve-

ment of minimum standard tests for awarding of a high school
diploma.
None of the states have legislation or mandates that
mirror AB 3408, but many of them had specific experiences
that were helpful in the decision-making process for the implementation of AB 3-408.
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With the adoption of the minimum competencies and
performance indicators, procedures were developed for implementation of AB 3408 in Petaluma.
For this particular setting, the bureaucratic organizational model with a humanistic element was effective
and resulted in a satisfactory implementation of AB 3408.
Careful selection of the model, attention to existing circumstances, time limitations, budget, availability of personnel and local resources, are essential for successful
implementation of AB 3408.

Random model selection might

result in opposite conclusions.
The normal criticisms and anxiety level that often
accompany change were apparently held to a minimum because
of participant involvement.

Normally, a bureaucratic model

is perceived to be formal and impersonal, less than humanistic.

The study demonstrated that people implementing a

model determine the degree of humanism.

Gerald J. ~Dadey, vthor

Dr. Anthony E. Seidl
Chairperson, Dissertation Committee
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION/HISTORY
Competency-based curriculum and accountability in
education have been an increasing concern of the American
people for the past decade.

Many citizens view schools

today with a certain skepticism.

They ask:
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Why send a

child to school for twelve years when upon graduation he/she
cannot read well, compute accurately, or express himself/
herself clearly either orally or in writing?"

With increa-

sing financial burdens and negligible educational gains,
citizens are now asking schools to account for their products.

Seat time is no longer considered a substitute for

learning, so graduation from high school now must represent
more than just attendance.
The momentum for competency requirements in
California began when SB 1302 (Dymally) was signed into
law by Governor Reagan on 27 November 1972.

This was a

master plan, called Early Childhood Education, intended
to redesign primary education in California.
This reform was an inspiration of Wilson Riles,
State Superintendent of Instruction, who in 1971 invited
a team of leading specialists in child growth and develop1
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ment to Sacramento to design an Early Childhood Education
Program of the highest quality for California children.
In his charge to the committee he stated:
If our goal is to equip our children so that they may
successfully continue their education, we must revise
our priorities. No child should leave the third grade
without being able to read, write and calculate in
accord with accepted standards. The need for costly,
and frequently unsuccessful, remediation programs can
be sharply reduced if we increase the intensity and
quality of educational programs during the early growth
period. 1
The Early Childhood Education Program has been
implemented in the State of California in kindergarten
through grade three.

The major results of this program

are parental involvement in planning and implementation
and a reduced adult-student ratio in the classroom with
the use of teacher aides.
In July 1974, the RISE (Reform of Intermediate
and Secondary Education) Commission was formed by State
Superintendent of Schools Wilson Riles, to be composed
of thirty-seven members from all walks of life.

The

basic charges of this commission were to:
l.
2.
3.

Envision an educational system that could
respond continually to changing needs in the
next quarter century.
Identify the skills and competencies indivi~
duals will need to survive and function effectively in the next 25 years.
Chart ways to make schools more effective, more
enjoyable, and more conducive to a continued
interest in learning.

1Wilson Riles, Recommended Educational Priorities,
A Report to the California State Legislature (Sacramento:
State Department of Education, March 1971), p. 4.
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4.
5.

Identify the goals California's schools should
be meeting now and through the year 2000.
Recommend immediate and long-range changes to
bring about the desired results.2
The very formation of the RISE Commission, and the

scope of its task, indicated a widespread belief that fullscale reform of the state's intermediate and secondary
schools is both desired and needed.

The commission made

many recommendations, the majority of which stemmed from
its belief that effective education is personalized education--the recognition of each student as a client who
should acquire the skills, attitudes and values necessary
for survival in the outside world.
The plan which was approved by the state was
vetoed by Governor Brown because of the financial costs
involved in implementation.

The Governor stated that the

reform was unquestionably needed, but that school districts
should and could meet the needs of students within the
existing financial structure.
With the defeat of RISE, Assemblyman Gary K. Hart
of Santa Barbara-Ventura, introduced AB 3408.

This bill

was approved by both houses of the California legislature
on 31 August 1976 and signed into law by Governor Brown
shortly thereafter.
The Hart law requires districts that operate high
schools to:
1.

Adopt assessable graduation standards in the
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2.
3.

4.

basic skills of Computation, Written Expression
and Reading by June, 1978.
Assess student progress toward these standards
at three prescribed intervals.
Conduct a diagnostic and prescriptive remedial
instruction conference for students who do not
meet district standards.
Approve alternative ways of satisfying the
district's course of study.3

These minimal standards must be satisfied, along with
existing graduation requirements, before a student will
be awarded a graduation diploma from high school.

It

was further intended that there would be involvement on
the part of parents and other citizens in determing the
competencies and the educational direction for the schools
of their community.

Historically, educational decisions

affecting the schools have been made to the exclusion of
the community and the students.

One of the major aspects

of AB 3408 is to insure that upon implementation of this
law, these two constituencies will feel that they were
involved and that they will support its outcome.
Statement of Problem
The problem for this study was to implement
AB 3408 by establishing an organizational system which
would insure development of minimum competencies and performance indicators, and establishment of procedures for
implementing these competencies.
The time line for this study was January 1977 to
3 Assembly Bill No. 3408, Chapter 856, Sec. I-11.
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December 1978.

The competencies, by law, had to be

adopted by the Petaluma Board of Education by June 1978.
The performance indicators, assessment items, and methods
of determining the mastery of the competencies do not
require board action.

Intermediate deadlines called for

completion of minimum competencies by June 1977.
To solve the problem of developing and implementing
the requirements of AB 3408, an organization had to be
created that could effectively meet the guidelines and
time requirements.

AB 3408 implies that this should be

accomplished with some form of shared decision making;
however, in this particular instance, because of limited
resources and the press of time, another organizational
model which would achieve goals of AB 3408 had to be
found.

Various organizational systems were examined by

members of the Division of Instruction, the high school
principals, the superintendent and the researcher.
Functional theory (Peter M. Blau) was reviewed,
but rejected because the basic tenet of this theoretical
framework ~equires that the social consequence of phenomena, not merely their origins, must be taken into account
in sociological inquiry.

This theory would not be desirable

in a study such as this where implementation and intent of
a law are primary considerations.
Decision-making theory (James G. March and Herbert
A. Simon) was considered and rejected primarily because
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this theory deals with selection of alternatives with each
having attached to them a set of consequences.

The primary

focus of this study did not deal with alternatives and
consequences.
Cooperation theory (Chester I. Barnard) was examined
but rejected because of the necessary ingredients of
effectiveness and efficiency for the success of an organization.

Willingness was closely associated with effectiveness

in this theory, and that was an unknown prior to the beginning
of this study.
Bureaucracy (Max Weber) was examined and determined
to be the most acceptable system for reasons listed by
Robert G. Owens, who stated four advantages he considered
important when a bureaucracy is functioning properly:
1.

2.
3.
4.

Bureaucracy is efficient. It provides administrative services to large numbers of clients systematically and uniformly. The staff--consisting of
trained specialists--proceeds with little lost
time and motion.
Bureaucracy is predictable. Rules are written and
explicit. The hierarchical status of roles, and
their authority, is clear.
Bureaucracy is impersonal. Rules and procedures
are applied on the basis of predetermined criteria,
and hence, in an unbiased and fair way.
Bureaucracy is fast. Uniform rules are impartially
applied to process thousands of cases quickly.
Specialists collaborate on important problems to
solve them without delay.4
Max Weber, when describing the organizational

system of bureaucracy, states:
4 Robert G. Owens, Organizational Behavior in
Schools (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1970).
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The decisive reason for the advance of bureaucratic
organization has always been its purely technical
superiority over any other form of organization. The
fully developed bureaucratic mechanism compares with
other organizations exactly as does the machine with
the non-mechanical modes of production.5
This model is discussed in greater detail in
chapter II I.
Assessment items were developed during the months
of July and August 1977.

Course sampling and field

testing to determine the validity, reliability and
discriminating factors of the tests began October 1977,
with a four-month allowance for completion.
When this phase of the study was completed, the
tests were reviewed and refined by curriculum area
specialists.

Prior to fall 1978 a monitoring and record-

keeping system, along with conference procedures, were
developed.

The spring and fall of 1978 involving

curriculum revision in the district, were necessary, to
insure that students with identified deficiencies would
receive diagnostic and prescriptive remedial instruction.
The first administration of these tests, in accordance
with AB 3408, was in the fall of 1978.
Figure 1 outlines the model selected for this study.
This organizational model represented a secondary purpose
of the study which was presented to and accepted by the
5oscar Grusky and George A. Miller, eds., The
Sociolo
of Or anizations: Basic Studies (New York:
The Free Press, 1970 , p. 12.
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FIGURE 1
ORGANIZATIONAL CHART FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF AB 3408
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Petaluma Board of Education on 12 April 1977.

Input was

received by all segments below the Division of Instruction.
The model was developed by the superintendent, the Division of Instruction, and the administration.
This organizational arrangement was selected because
it optimizes precision, speed, continuity, adequate involvement of constituencies and the efficiency necessary to complete the study within the prescribed time limitations as
related by Robert G. Owens. 6 In addition to these reasons,
this structure, which might not be acceptable in all districts, was selected after careful examination of the community and school district.

The five high schools are

very much alike in the type of students they serve.
minority population is less than three percent.

The

The socio-

economic level is low middle to middle class with a rapid
growth of population experienced during the past ten years.
The community, which passed a substantial tax override in
1974, has been very supportive of the schools.

Further,

it should be noted that the district has been led by the
same superintendent fo~ fourteen years.

He has demonstrated

excellent leadership and has been well accepted by the
community.
The role of the researcher was to provide leadership
in the implementation of this organizational structure with
the formation of committees, establishing deadlines, and
6 owens, Organizational Behavior.
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providing information relative to the development of
competencies in other states.
Formation of Committees
In accordance with the organizational design,
committees were formed to insure the maximum input from
teachers, students, parents and community members.

Mem-

bership for the committees was based on geographical
selection to insure that each of the school attendance
areas in the district was represented.
Staff Committee.

The members were nominated by

school principals and given the primary responsibility
of involving staff for input in developing the competencies and performance indicators in the three areas.
The members also received the suggestions of the parents,
other citizens and students, working as a coordinating
council in rewriting and redistributing the recommendations
for further review.
Parent Committee.

The members were volunteers

from the PTAs and school advisory groups, and were given
the responsibility for collecting and evaluating suggestions and recommendations from parents in their respective attendance areas.
Student Committee.

The members were selected by

student cabinets, three from each high school and two from
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each junior high school.

Student members visited class-

rooms or spoke to groups of students, explained their
role and received suggestions from their peers.

At

regularly scheduled meetings, the students' suggestions
were evaluated and forwarded to the Staff Committee.
Teacher Committee.

An overview of AB 3408 was

given to all teachers at faculty meetings.

Teachers were

asked to give input through their departments.

Staff

Committee members would be responsible for receiving input
from the teachers and departments at their respective
schools.

It was decided by the Staff Committee that all

secondary teachers would sign a document indicating that
they had read the proposed minimum competencies and had
the opportunity to provide input to the Staff Committee.
This procedure was adopted to insure maximal involvement
and input by the teaching staff.
Citizens.

This group was not a formal committee.

Input was desired from business and community persons
other than parents.

Members of the Division of Instruction

addressed various service clubs, such as Rotary, Lions,
etc., to explain AB 3408, and asked members to respond to
sets of proposed competencies.

There were no deviations

from the model which had been predetermined and there was
no input by others on choice of model or setting of rules
for use of model.
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Limitations
This study is limited to the development and
implementation of the Hart Bill (AB 3408) in a single
California high school district, beginning in January 1977
and ending in December 1978; consequently:
1.

Evaluations and revisions will be planned,
but will not be part of the study due to the
time limitation of the study, December 1978

2.

The responsibility for the validity and
reliability of the assessment items will be
that of the professional staff

3.

Curriculum revision to meet prescriptive and
diagnostic needs will not be part of this
study; each school faculty will develop its
own curriculum

4.

The time limitation for the completion of this
project will be December 1978

The results of this study, and any interpretations
upon its findings, may not be generalized to other situations where circumstances are not similarly limited.
Definition of Terms
Accountability means the quality or state of being
accountable--answerable, explainable.
Competency means sufficient for the necessities of
life.

Having the capacity to function or respond in a
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particular way.
Criterion-referenced test means one that is
deliberately constructed to yield measurements that are
directly interpretative in terms of specified performance
standards.
Diagnostic means investigation or analysis of the
cause or nature of a condition, situation or problem.
Performance indicators mean specific skills
necessary to measure competencies.
Prescriptive means the method recommended, or
corrective agent, to meet the needs of an individual.
Proficiency means mastery of standards.
RISE means Reform of Intermediate and Secondary
Education.
Skill means the ability to use one's knowledge
effectively and readily in execution or performance.
Standardized Norm Referenced Achievement Tests
mean designed to determine an individual s relative
1

standing in some norm group.
Standards mean degree of difficulty.
Significance of the Study
When addressing the California Commission for
Reform of Intermediate and Secondary Education in 1974,
Wilson Riles, Superintendent of Public Instruction,
stated:
California schools, like schools everywhere, have
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evolved out of the needs of society and the individual
within the society. Over the past two centuries,
secondary education has been remarkably able to meet
the needs of a changing society.7
As one looks back on the past two hundred years,
one can observe that there has been a notable transition
from a rural agrarian to an urban industrialized, highly
technological society.

During this period the public

schools have provided the flexibility to meet the challenges
of the times as they were presented.

Dr. Riles

1

concern,

however, was for the adolescents of the 1960s and 1970s
who had experienced upheaval in the home, the community
and the world.

He felt that schools were treating students

as members of groups who were very different from the
students of a decade or two ago.

The turmoil they experi-

enced has had a profound effect upon the attitudes and
performance of young people both in and out of school, a
situation which points up the compelling necessity for
more personalized education to equip students to cope
more effectively with personal and societal problems.
Owen B. Kiernan, Executive Secretary of the
National Association of Secondary School Principals,
stated:
The question is not one of screening persons out of
a diploma. Rather, the question is one of identifying
and remediating deficiencies early in a student s
career while at the same time verifying to the commu1

7california State Department of Education, Report
of the California Commission for Reform of Intermediate
and Secondary Education (Sacramento, 1975), p. x.
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nity that the end result of secondary education does
meet the expectations of society.
Concern is being expressed by the public and by the
profession that too many high school graduates are
deficient in these matters. Too many youth leaving
school demonstrate an inability to compute well
enough to be intelligent consumers, or lack a reading
proficiency sufficiSnt to follow job instructions and
basic safety rules.
A new awareness exists that graduation requirements should reflect in some way the public's minimum
expectations for secondary education. 9 This awareness
has been growing for the past decade--becoming more evident in recent years.

As a result of the innovative

sixties, and increasing public concern for the quality
of the high school products, the significance of high
school graduation requirements has come under closer
examination.
The uniqueness of this study was the humanistic
approach to the solution of the problem, in combination
with a bureaucratic model, of establishing minimum
standards for graduates of Petaluma high schools.

To meet

this concern relating to the validity of the high school
diploma, the community has been involved, along with
teachers and students, in determining the acceptable
standards.

Normally, a bureaucratic model is perceived

8 James P. Clark and Scott O. Thomson, Competency
Tests and Graduation Requirements (Virginia: The National
Association of Secondary School Principals, 1976), p. v.
9 Ibidq p. 15.
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to be formal and impersonal, less than humanistic.

This

study was an effort to demonstrate that people implementing
a model determine the degree of humanism.

These groups

made direct reports to the local Board of Education for
adoption of the competencies they felt significant.

As

a result of this involvement, the participants in this
study felt a pride of ownership which, in turn, provided
a greater degree of cooperation in the implementation of
the change in graduation requirements.
This project was a case study with a description of
the process by which the bureaucratic organizational model
was selected and implemented to carry out the specific task
of meeting the requirements of the law--AB 3408.

Case

studies are generally oriented toward the solution of a
particular problem at the individual level rather than toward
the derivation of generalizations having scientific validity. lO
I

l

1

1
1

It is in that context that this study was approached.
For the most part, documentation of notices of
meetings, announcements appear in the appendix due to the
appropriateness, length and magnitude of such reports.
A Manual for Writers states:

As

''The appendix is a useful

device to make available to the reader material related to
the text but not suitable for inclusion in it. 1111
10 George J. Mouly, The Science of Educational Research,
2nd ed. (New York: Van Nostrand, Reinhold, 1970), pp. 347-349.
11 Kate L. Turabian, A Manual for Writers of Term
Papers, Theses, and Dissertations, 4th ed. (Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press, 1973), p. 8.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Preface
In November 1972, after passage of SB 1302 (Early
Childhood Education), Wilson Riles, State Superintendent
of Instruction, addressed a team of leading specialists
in child growth who were asked to design a program of
highest quality for California children.

In his charge

to the committee he stated:
If our goal is to equip our children so that they
may successfully continue their education, we must
revise our priorities. No child should leave the
third grade without being able to read, write and
calculate in accord with accepted standards. The need
for costly, and frequently unsuccessful, remediation
programs can be sharply reduced if we increase the
intensity and quality of educational programs during
the early growth period. 1
The RISE (Reform of Intermediate and Secondary
Education) Commission (1974) gave further impetus to a
theoretical framework of the future of education in
California by stating its basic charges, which were to:
1.
2.

Envision an educational system that could
respond continually to changing needs in the next
quarter century.
Identify the skills and competencies individuals
will need to survive and function effectively in
the next 25 years.
1 Riles, Recommended Educational Priorities, p. 4.
17
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3.

4.
5.

Chart ways to make schools more effective, more
enjoyable, and more conducive to a continued
interest in learning.
Identify the goals California's schools should
be meeting now and through the year 2000.
Recommend immediate and long-range changes to
bring about the desired results.2
The very formation of the RISE Commission, and

the scope of its task, indicated a widespread belief
that full-scale reform of the state's intermediate and
secondary schools is both desired and needed.
As indicated in Chapter I, with the veto of RISE,
AB 3408 became law, thereby establishing the theoretical
framework for high school graduation in California.
National Scene
Keeping abreast of the competency movement in the
United States would require that someone maintain almost
daily communications with the involved states.

A few

nationally recognized experts, such as Dr. Chris Pipho,
have established direct (if not daily) lines of communication to leaders in the minimum competency movement for
immediate and current information about the subject.
Accordingly, this investigator requested and received
much of the information used in this chapter from Dr. Pipho,
Associate Director, Department of Research and Information,
Commission of the States, and the individual states, 3
2 Ibid.
3Mimeograph reports, booklets, correspondence,
copies of state and local district publications and
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between January and June 1978.

The following statistical

information has been developed from materials received
from the states and from Pipho's publication, State
Activity, Minimal Competency Testing. 4
In order to establish common factors that might
exist among the states and programs, four basic questions
were raised:
1.

Who set the standards?

2.

What ski 11 areas are being assessed?

3.

What grade levels are being assessed?

4.

What use ; s being made of the standards and
the tests?

Minimal competency testing programs, or accountability programs, are in the process of development, or in
actual practice in the schools of thirty-three states; in
nine of them as a result of legislation, and in the other
twenty-four through resolutions of state departments of
education. 5
legislation received from states of Alabama, Arizona,
California, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida,
Georgia, Idaho, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Maine, Maryland, Michigan, Missouri, Nebraska, Nevada,
New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, North
Carolina, Oklahoma, Oregon, Rhode Island, Tennessee,
Utah, Vermont, Virginia, Washington, Wyoming, and in
researcher's file. Hereafter, the above will be individually identified when referenced.
4chris Pipho, State Activity, Minimal Competency
Testing (Denver: Department of Research and Information,
Education Commission of the States, 15 March 1978).
5 Ibid.
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The setting of standards was the responsibility
of the state department of education in twenty states,
by local boards in eight states, and a combination of
state and local boards in five states.

The degree and

type of involvement by state boards with local boards
6
and community varied from state to state.
Twenty of the states assessed some combination
of grades kindergarten through twelve.

A summary and

analysis of the information received indicates that the
most common procedure was an evaluation at grades three
and five at the elementary level, one of the junior high
school grades, seven or eight, and at either grade ten
or eleven in the high school.

Nine of the states are

involved only with high school assessment, grades nine
through twelve, while four states, Oregon, Virginia,
Wyoming and Utah, allow local districts to determine the
grade levels. 7
The skill areas assessed also vary greatly.
Reading comprehension, writing and computational skills
appear most often, followed by, but not necessarily in
order of frequency, civics, citizenship, health, drug
education, social responsibility, career development and
life skills.

For the most part, states are restricting

the number of areas assessed to reading, writing and
6 Ibid.

Also mimeograph reports, p. 18.

7 Ibid.

Also mimeograph reports, p. 18.
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computation.

The measurement devices most often used are

criterion-referenced tests, either purchased from commercial companies or developed by either state departments of
education or local school districts.

Objective multiple

choice tests are being used most frequently, but exceptions
to this procedure exist.

In some cases specific courses

may be used to meet competency requirements; however, the
endorsement of a teacher or parent certifying the attainment
of the above-mentioned skills guarantees a waiver of the
.
t.8
t es t requ,remen
Twenty-one states require successful achievement
of minimum standards and tests for awarding of the high
school diploma.

Other uses of the standards and the test

are for early detection of deficiencies, remediation,
9
promotion decisions or local district use.
Materials received from Floretta D. McKenzie,
Assistant Deputy Superintendent, Maryland State Department
of Education, titled

11

Project Basic--Minimal Competency

Testing, State and National Testing, December 1977,"
reveal that thirty states have introduced eighty-five
pieces of legislation. lO

These figures represent both

passed and defeated legislation.

Thirty-nine of the

eighty-five legislative bills passed, but it must be
Also mimeograph reports, p. 18.
Also mimeograph reports, p. 18.
10 Materials received from Floretta 0. McKenzie,
Assistant Deputy Superintendent, Maryland State Department of Education, December 1977. In researcher's file.
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noted that some states introduced numerous additional
bills.

The two best examples of this are California with

seven passed and two defeated bills.

The high legislative

activity does indicate a growing concern by the public for
measurable quantitative standards in public schools.
Table 1,

11

Comparison of Elements in Passed,

Failed and Total Legislation, 11 indicates the percentage
of passed, failed or total legislation containing each
of the identified elements or element combinations in
thirty states. 11
Common Factors in the National Movement
Comparing the programs in various states would be
inappropriate due to the wide variations in their purposes,
their content and their procedures.

There were some common

elements such as grade levels being assessed and use of test
results, but there were more differences than similarities.
Each state formulated its own philosophy.

The use of

community input varied from none to much involvement.

The

use of criterion versus norm-referenced tests was approximately equal with a few of the states using teacher
verification in lieu of assessment items.

Some of the

common threads in the competency movement are:
1.

Accountability is stressed to determine how
well school districts are preparing students
in the basic skills
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TABLE 2
OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS MADE BY BOTH THE
MARYLAND STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
PERSONNEL AND COMMITTEE LIAISONS12
AFTER REVIEWING TABLE l
Observation
l.

2.

Of the total number of
minimal competency testing bills, sixty percent
had items classified
under the element
"Statewide Tests. 11

Of the basic skills of
reading, writing, and
computing, the element
Writing 11 appeared
1east often in the
11

Comments
a.

This may indicate a
sincere desire on the
part of legislators and
the public to do more
than state standards.
(They want a method
which not only evaluates pupil progress but
also a method which
evaluates the school's
responsibility in
teaching the required
competencies.)

b.

This may also be a
recognition on the part
of the legislature of
the state's responsibility to provide direction and coordination
in the assessment of
minimal competencies.

c.

There is legislative
desire to compare data
concerning the relative
11
worth 11 of one school~
system, or state.
Statewide testing is
usually standardized-the 11 simple way" to
yield such data.

a.

Writing is difficult,
if not impossible, to
measure objectively. A
large portion of the
assessment procedures

25

TABLE 2--Continued
Observation

Comments

total number of m1n1mal competency testing
legislation.

3.

Of the total number of
minimal competency
testing bills, fortythree percent tied
minimal competency
testing to graduation

deals with subjective
criteria such as style,
diction, and word choice.
b.

Writing cannot be
assessed by machine.
The mechanics, sentence
elements, and vocabulary
could be objectively
evaluated in order to
assess large numbers of
writing 11 tests." However, true writing is
the application of the
various objective pieces
in personal expression.
The cost of individual
readings of writing
samples would prohibit
their measurement for
large numbers of students.

a.

Assessment measures have
not been tested sufficiently enough to deny
a student a diploma if
he/she has not passed
the test.

b.

The closest factor in
education to the public
is the impact innovation
has on the children.
Legislators believe that
the concept of minimal
competency testing is
too new to be applied to
graduating students at
this early stage.
Neither the public, the
legislatures, nor the
educational community is
confident in its assess-
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TABLE 2--Continued
Observation

Comments
ment of the potential
of minimal competency
testing as a cure for
the ills of public
education.

J

I
I

I

4.

Of the total number of
bills, twenty-nine
percent include all the
basic skills of reading,
writing, and computing.

a.

Writing is so difficult
to assess and so seldomly included in legislation .that it lowered
the effect of the basic
skills in the total
number of bills introduced.

5.

Only 2.63 percent of
passed legislation
contained the combination of 11 Grade Promotion11 and "Graduation
Requirement."

a.

This reflects a conservative, almost cautious,
approach to the issue of
minimal competency
testing.

b.

This combination would
affect too many children too soon for the
legislators to accurately measure the
public sentiment before
actually affecting the
children of too many
parents.

6.

Of the basic skills,
computing was contained in more passed
legislation
(42. 1 percent).

a.

Computing is more
easily assessed objectively.

7.

Reading was contained
in fifty-three percent of the failed
legislation.

a.

Some of the failed
legislation were duplicate versions of passed
bills.

b.

In most states, the
first legislation to be
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TABLE 2--Continued
Observation

Comments
introduced failed.
Reading is usually
included in the first
minimal competency
testing bills.

8.

Of the individual elements, subjects other
than the basics were
found least in failed
legislation.

a.

This may be evidence
of a desire for a
balanced curriculum.
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2.

In June 1978, twenty-one states required
successful completion of minimum competency
standards for awarding of high school
diplomas

3.

Reading is mentioned approximately ninetyfive percent of the time in states with competency movements followed by computational
skills and written expression, in that order

4.

Grade promotion is based on attainment of
specific competencies, and is a feature of
legislation or rulings in at least four
states:

Arizona, Delaware, Florida, and

Maryland
5.

Most states, approximatley 20, are using a
K-12 assessment system, and are requiring
the identification of students in need of
remedial assistance

None of the states have legislation or mandates
that imitate AB 3408, but many of them have specific
experiences that will be helpful in implementing this bill.
Some of these experiences that should be considered are:
1.

Multiple choice answers for assessment items
are desirable for reasons of consistency,
objectivity, and time availability

2.

To assure as much acceptance as possible,
have a broad base input of community, students
and staff
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3.

Keep the early stages of implementation as
simple as possible; do not attempt to compose
minimum competencies in all subject areas at
the same time

4.

Early detection of deficiencies, and parental
involvement toward removing them, are primary
concerns of legislatures.

5.

Accountability and assurance that the high
school diploma has more value than time
spent in school is a major concern of the
public.

6.

None of the states indicated that a particular
organizational model was used or preferred.
The States

Highlights of minimum competency programs in a
few of the states will be described to show the diversity
of approaches used to meet expected standards.
Oregon
The state of Oregon warrants first examination as
this was the first state to become involved in a competency
based program.

In 1969, the Oregon Department of Education

conducted a needs assessment to determine what the general
public, educators, students and high school dropouts felt
were important needs or changes in the state's education
program.

This was followed by another study in 1969-70 by
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the Oregon Association of Secondary School Principals
which resulted in many of the same recommendations which
were based on previous needs assessments.

Both sets of

recommendations were later to be used in formulating the
new graduation requirements.
Dale Parnell, then Superintendent of Public
Instruction, was interested in making curriculum changes
that would accomplish two goals:
1.

2.

Would result in greater accountability on the
part of the schools.
13
Would emphasize career education.
In late 1969 and early 1970 more than 2,000

persons attended fourteen meetings held by the State
Board of Education to receive community input in making
14
changes in graduation requirements.
The first result of these meetings and assessments was the drafting of new graduation requirements in
late 1971.

A key issue that existed throughout this three-

year span, state versus local control of school curriculum,
was settled in favor of local control.
In September 1972 the new graduation requirements
were approved by the State Board of Education, with the
graduating class of 1978 to be the first class affected.
The State Board of Education stated:
13 shirley Boes Neill, The Competency Movement,
Problems and Solutions, AASA Critical Issues Report
(Sacramento: Education News Service, 1978), p. 43.
14 Ibid.
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Every student in the elementary and secondary schools
shall have the opportunity to learn to function effectively in six life roles: individual, learner
producer, citizen, consumer and family member. 15
At the same time that graduation requirements
were changing, the minimum standards expected of schools
were also undergoing change.

Minimum standards for schools

dated back to the early 1900s, but in 1947 they became
linked to monetary support.
In that year, the Oregon legislature enacted
statutes giving financial assistance to local school
districts, and directed the State Board of Eduation to
make sure that districts met the minimum standards to
qualify for state support.

With the incorporation of the

new graduation requirements into the minimum standards
for schools in 1974, schools were required to implement
the graduation requiremetns as a condition for receiving
state aid.
Previously, input factors had been important
(e.g., number of classroom square feet per student) to
determine if a district was standard or non-standard,
but now local administrators are expected to clarify
expected student outcomes.

Certain activities such as

developing local goals, assessing student performance
and identifying needs now became important. 16
15 Ibid.
16 Minimum Standards for Oregon Schools (Salem,
Oregon: Oregon Department of Education, November 1976).
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, The minimum standards, and some features of the
graduation requirements, were revised by the State Board
of Education in 1976.
The requirements that Oregon districts must meet
as part of the state 1 s goal-based system are:
1.

2.

3.

Goal setting. Three sets of goals must be set at
the district and school level. They must be
interrelated and complement one another and, of
course, be compatible with the state goals.
Local boards of education must adopt district
level goals, and the district itself must adopt
program goals and course goals for each course,
grades 9-12. All three sets of goals were to
be operative by September 1977.
Assessments in reading, writing and computing.
Such assessments are to be conducted within three
instructional programs by September 1981. Results
must be reported to the local community.
Policies and procedures for making program
improvements. They must be implemented by
September 1980, at least in reading, writing and
computing in the programs selected for assessment.17
One of the important features of the Oregon pro-

gram is the amount of discretion and decision-making
power in the hands of the local district.

The districts

determine where to start setting goals and specifying
minimum competencies.

They determine who is involved in

setting goals and specifying competencies and how assessment will be done, as well as the grade level tested.
The Oregon State Department of Education offers guidelines
and suggestions but does not dictate to local districts.
In summary, minimum competency standards and
graduation standards are part of Oregon's goal-based
17 Nei11, The Competency Movement, p. 44.
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system, with a high degree of decision making left to the
local school districts.

Because of the flexibility

allowed at the local district level, it was not possible
to identify a particular organizational model used in
the State of Oregon.
Florida
Florida was the first state to make statewide
use of a functional literacy test as a requirement for
high school graduation.

All students in grades three,

five, eight and eleven were tested in 1977.

The test

has 117 questions in reading, writing and mathematics,
with passage required for graduation starting with the
class of 1979; Florida thus became the first state to
demand evidence of functional literacy for high school
graduation.
Florida's Educational Accountability Act of 1976,
which contains the requirement of functional literacy
for high school graduation, also specifies the minimum
requirement for lower grade levels.

One portion of the

Act specifies that districts are to emphasize basic
skills starting in the earliest grades.

Each school

district was mandated to set local goals and objectives
to supplement the state's minimum standards.

Districts

are to establish progression programs that are compatible
with the minimum standards, and students are not to be
promoted in grades three, five, eight and eleven until
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they have mastered the basic skills.

Results of tests

given in these grades are used to provide appropriate
remediation. 18
The compensatory education program is aimed at
helping districts and schools provide remediation to
students unable to meet minimum standards.

Ten million

dollars were appropriated for the 1977-78 school year
and 26.5 million dollars for the 1978-79 school year.
During the first year, most districts were using the
funds to prepare eleventh graders for high school graduation. 19
In September 1977 Florida also offered students
who are between sixteen and eighteen years of age the
option of leaving school upon successful completion of
a high school equivalency test (G.E.0.--General Educational Development).

The test is written at ninth grade

reading level and has five sections (reading, writing,
math, social studies and science).

The test requires

ten hours for completion, a parental conference with the
school principal, and a ten dollar fee. 20
As with most new programs, early difficulties
were encountered in Florida.

A recent issue of Time

magazine contained an article, "Florida Flunks--A Scandal
18

Minimum Student Performance Standards for Florida
Schools (State of Florida, Department of State, 1977).
19 Neill, The Competency Movement, p. 51.

20ibid.
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for Schools. 11
Last October Florida 1 s 120,000 high school juniors
sat down to take a new exam: a Functional Literacy
Test ordered by the state legislature to determine
whether, as critics had charged, state schools had
been graduating as many as 10,000 virtually illiterate
seniors each year. The three-hour exam, divided into
math and verbal sections, focused on students
ability to cope with such simple tasks as filling out
job applications and reading labels on canned goods.
The exam, said the state testing director, Thomas
Fisher, was very, very basic"--seventh- or eighthgrade level.
1

11

Yet when the results began to filter out last week,
they proved truly alarming. In Duval County, which
includes Jacksonville, 45% of the juniors failed the
math section and 14% could not handle the reading
and grammar part. Only 6% of the juniors at
Jacksonville's overwhelmingly black Stanton High
School passed the math section.
Those who failed will be placed in remedial classes,
paid for by a $10 million grant from the legislature.
The remedial students will be given two more tries.
Some school officials fear that a lot of the flunkers
will never pass. A number of Florida juniors apparently agree: they have fled to high schools in
Georgia, which does not require studeots to pass a
minimal competency test to graduate. 21
In summary, Florida has placed a ban on social
promotion.

Minimum competencies standards for high school

graduation have been established at the state level, while
progression programs which are to be compatible with the
minimum standards are established by the local districts.
With the Florida Educational Accountability Act of 1976,
school districts are given financial assistance to meet
the minimum standards through remediation.
2111 Florida Flunks--A Scandal for Schools, 11
~ ' 12 December 1977, p. 22.

,,
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Maryland
Maryland has a program of minimum level reading
ability for grades two through twelve.

Grade-to-grade

promotions are based on students achieving a specific
minimum reading level.

Students in grades two through

seven who cannot meet the minimum reading level established
for the particular grade must be retained or enrolled in
an appropriate reading assistance program.

Students

cannot be retained more than once in grades two through
seven for that reason.

Exempt from the legislative pro-

visions are students in special reading assistance programs, or students reading to their capacity as determined
by local district guidelines in accordance with state
by-laws.

Also exempted are students with physical or

mental handicaps which affect their ability to read.
A separate initiative taken by the State Department of Education made Maryland the first state to
establish a basic functional reading program.

It assesses

functional literacy through a criterion referenced test
called the Maryland Functional Reading Test.

First used

in December 1975, the test is administered each fall,
statewide, to students in grades seven and eleven, and,
at the district's option, to students in grade twelve.
Statewide, the goal is to have all students reach
a desired competency level in reading by 1980.

A func-

tional mathematics test is being developed by the State
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Department of Education, and by 1982 students will have
to meet minimum competency standards for high school
graduation. 22
New York
In March of 1976 the New York Board of Regents
adopted a policy which required that all high school
students would successfully complete adult basic competency
tests in reading and mathematics before they receive a high
school diploma.

This requirement will be effective with
the graduating class of 1979. 23
This policy was amended during 1976-77 to include

competency tests in civics and citizenship, practical
sciences and health, and writing skills.

Successful

completion of all five tests will be required for graduation
in 1980.

These tests do not supplant any of the existing

graduation requirements.
The tests {New York Basic Competency Tests) will
measure the minimum skills required of adults to function
adequately in everyday life.
five percent on each test.

The passing score is sixtyEach test, except for the one

on writing skills, contains forty to fifty multiple choice
questions.

The Writing Skills Test measures the ability

to write acceptable sentences and coherent paragraphs,
along with a demonstration of familiarity with the
22 Neill, The Competency Movement, p. 43.
23 Mimeograph reports, p. 18.
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mechanics of writing. 24
The basic competency tests are printed and distributed by the State Department of Education and are administered twice each year.
administration.

New tests are prepared for each

Specific grade levels are not set for

initial testing, but it is recommended that all ninth
graders take the test in order to have time to receive
remedial instruction where necessary.

Students may take

the test as often as desired until passed.
Recent correspondence from Gordon E. VanHooft,
Assistant Commissioner for General Education and Curricular
Services, indicates that significant changes are taking
place.

He states:

The program previously in place, which has not been
completely implemented in terms of the requirements
tied into graduation in 1979, has now been modified
significantly. At this point, however, the full
details of the new testing program have not been
finalized and are not available for distribution.
The Board of Regents will be making further decisions
at their meeting near the end of July.25
The Post-Standard, a large daily newspaper of
Syracuse, New York, had front page headlines 28 June 1978
stating,

11

Regents to

1

Refine

1

Basic Competency Tests.

11

The article stated that both educators and laymen were
severely critical of the basic skills test in reading.
24 Ibid.
25 Letter from Gordon E. VanHooft, Assistant
Commissioner for General Education and Curricular
Services, The State Education Department, Albany, New York,
to Gerald J. Dadey, 27 June 1978.
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The fact that had aroused professional and public ire
was that pupils had to answer correctly only twenty-six
of forty questions, or sixty-five percent; in their
opinion the questions were relatively simple.

They felt

that after thirteen years of schooling, the standards
have been set too low.

On the other hand, serious ques-

tions were raised about the state's educational system,
especially in the urban areas, since more than 50,000
tenth and eleventh graders failed the competency tests
in reading and mathematics. 26
Summary of State Data
A variety of approaches are being taken by the
respective states to accomplish similar objectives.
None of the states indicated that a particular organizational model was used or preferred.

Since there was no

indication of model utilization, the research was not
helpful in making a choice of models for this study.
Research of the states indicates that Oregon has undertaken the most comprehensive remodeling of its educational
plan, with revision of its graduation requirements
resulting in a competency-based program with state financial support tied to minimum standards of outcome.

The

most significant requirement of the local districts, in
addition to assessments in reading, writing and computing,
26 Post-Standard (Syracuse, New York), 20 June 1978.
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is the district level goal

setting mandated to local

boards of education, followed by district establishment
of program goals and course goals for each course, grades
nine through twelve.
Florida, on the other hand, is making use of a
functional literacy test with successful completion in
areas of reading, writing and mathematics necessary for
graduation for the class of 1979.

This makes Florida

the first state to require evidence of functional literacy
for high school graduation.

This state further requires

that progression programs for earlier grades, compatible
with the state standards, be established by districts;
students are not to be promoted in grades three, five,
eight and eleven until they have mastered the basic
skills.

In essence, Florida is doing away with psycho-

social grading.
Maryland has taken a third approach, becoming the
first state to establish a basic functional reading program for students who cannot meet the minimum reading
level established for a grade.
step-at-a-time approach.

Maryland has taken a one-

It hopes to have all students

reach a desired competency 1eve1 in reading by 1980.
the same time, a functional mathematics test is being
developed with a goal of 1982 set for students to meet
minimum competency standards for graduation.
The state of New York appears to have taken a

At
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combination approach.

In 1976 it adopted a policy re-

quiring successful completion of basic competency tests
in reading and mathematics for high school graduation for
the class of 1979.

In 1976-77 this policy was amended

to include competency tests in civics, citizenship,
practical sciences, health and writing skills with successful completion of tests for graduation for the class
of 1980.
The most helpful part of this research of the
individual states is the finding that there is no single
infallible approach to establish a minimum competency
program.

The following assumptions appear to be valid:
1.

State legislatures are concerned about the
functional literacy of high school graduates

2.

Minimal competency programs and accountability
in education are a national trend with programs existing in thirty-three states as of
June 1978.

3.

Minimum competency standards established
either by legislation or state departments
of education must be accompanied by adequate
planning time for implementation and financial support for remedial programs

4.

It is difficult to establish statewide
standards that are valid in all school
districts of a state (i.e., large urban,
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suburban, rural)
5.

It is more acceptable and valid for local
school districts to establish local standards
for minimum competencies than to use state
norms because of the variety of standards in
communities and districts

6.

Concern exists that minimum competency programs associated with high school graduation
will result in higher percentage of high
school dropouts

7.

Social promotion in early grades is being
questioned more often

8.

A need exists for more guidance and counseling
in early grades; twenty of the thirty-three
states involved in competency programs assess
some combination of grades kindergarten to
twelve

9.

There is a need for more parent involvement
and conferences in junior and senior high
schools; the California law requires parent
conferences with students who have deficiencies in reading, computational skills and
written expression

10.

There is a concern that programs and courses
other than those called basics will be considered frills and will be dropped or reduced
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This study will attempt to incorporate the strengths,
eliminate the weaknesses and make use of the experiences
of those who pioneered the competency movement.
Local Districts
The approach to minimum competency and basic
skills programs varies greatly in the inclusiveness and
approach from state to state; furthermore, there is a
great deal of variety existing within the local districts
of a state.

Some districts prefer a skill focus, or a

school subject approach, while others prefer an application focus or a life area approach.

Some districts have

been working on basic skills long before it became the
popular thing to do, and are presently adding other basics
to their programs to meet state mandates9 while other
districts are implementing minimal competency standards
for the first time.

This researcher received detailed

responses from nine school districts and examined four
others in an attempt to find common factors.

While many

must be considered to be at a pioneering level, Denver
and Syracuse seem to best exemplify advanced stages of
implementation.
Denver Public Schools are a good example of a
~

system that has eighteen years of experience with minimum
competency testing; probably more than any other school
district in the country.

Denver's program started in 1960

as a result of a public opinion survey two years earlier
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which indicated that employers were concerned that some
graduates lacked competence in basic skills.

Because of

this situation, it was determined that students should
demonstrate at least a basic level of competency before
receiving a high school diploma.

Minimum competency

tests were developed to assess numerical, spelling,
language and reading proficiency.

Initially, Denver

administered the tests to eleventh grade students, but
soon found that was too late for effective remediation.
Presently, the district administers the tests in the ninth
grade.

Tests which will cover the same four areas are

being designed for administration to students at the end
of grades three and six.

They will be considered check-

point tests to assist in identifying deficiencies earlier
in students• careers.

It is anticipated these tests will
be available during the 1978-79 school year. 27
Syracuse City School District, New York, has been
requiring demonstrated proficiency in mathematics and
reading at the eighth grade level for high school graduation since June 1975.

Prior to the imposition of the

state requirement in 1976, any valid standardized achievement test was acceptable as evidence of pupil performance.
This district also uses checkpoints at the end of
the primary, intermediate and eighth grade levels to
insure satisfactory progress, indicating that the students
27 Floretta D. McKenzie.
file.

Materials in researcher s
1
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can function at least at a minimum competency level in
reading and mathematics by the end of the twelfth grade.
The district allows individual schools to retain students
at each level when they are not progressing satisfactorily;
it does not require involvement of teachers, parents and
pupil personnel in the recommendation for retention.
Notification of parents of students in grades nine to
twelve who are below minimum competency levels must be
mailed in November of each year. 28
Summary of Local District Data
Denver and Syracuse are typical school districts
involved in minimum competency programs.

The literature

received from these districts did not indicate the use of
any specific organizational model.

The concern for early

identification of deficiencies has become more prevalent
with the implementation of minimum standards for graduation.

Districts are realizing that by the time a student

reaches high school, it is often too late to remove
deficiencies that originated in earlier grades.

The

basic foundation of skills and building on these skills,
starting in early elementary grades with the threat of
non-promotion is becoming acceptable.
Prior to the minimum competency movement, parental
involvement during a student's high school years was often
negligible.

Legislation and state board mandates in many
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states now require that when a student has an identified
deficiency, a parent conference must be held to discuss
a remedial program most suitable to remove the deficiency. 29
In the future, parents will be made more aware of the
progress of their children in school.
The information received from school districts
has been helpful in developing an implementation plan
for this study of AB 3408, primarily in the areas of
public acceptance and involvement.

The research also

points out that it is difficult to develop state standards
for all students and confirms the principle of allowing
local districts to develop local standards as required by
AB 3408.
Other Sources
In addition to the direct communication with
involved states, districts and the Education Commission
of the States, other sources were reviewed for relevant
information.

A search of the San Mateo Educational

Resource Center was accomplished in April 1978.

This

resource provided a variety of information relating to
minimum competencies and competency-based education.
The most useful reference was a publication by
the Curriculum Services Section of the Alameda County
School Department, School-Community Planning for Compe29 Mimeograph reports, p. 18.
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tency Reguirements~O

This publication contained a

recommended step-by-step implementation of AB 3408 in
four basic chapters:
l.

The Law in Summary

2.

Local Resources for Implementation

3.

A Process for Identifying Competencies

4.

Beyond the Identification of Competencies

A Critical Issues Report by the American Asso-

ciation of School Administrators supplemented the researcher's
files with articles relative to the approaches states and
districts are following with the minimum competency movement. 31
The May 1978 issue of Phi Delta Kappan was dedicated to the topic of minimum competency testing with
Chris Pipho as special guest editor. 32

Pipho reviewed

minimum competency testing in 1978 and the growth this
movement has had from a handful of states in 1975 to
thirty-three states as of March 1978.

Pipho recruited

many nationally known authorities to write articles for
this periodical, including California Assemblyman Gary K.
Hart, author of AB 3408, who gave has rationale for the
law and an explanation of the way it is expected to work.
30 school-Communit Plannin for Com etenc
u ire29.
ments (Alameda County School Department, 1977
31 Neill, The Competency Movement, pp. 43, 44, 51.
32 chris Pipho, ed., "Minimum Competency Testing,JI
Phi Delta Kappan (May 1978).
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Education Update contains an article entitled
"Basic Competency Standards--Their Effect on School
Curricula. 1133

This article cited the comments of

Dr. Verne Duncan, Superintendent of Public Instruction
for the state of Oregon, Dr. Craig Phillips, Superintendent of Public Instruction for the state of North
Carolina, and Dr. John W. Porter, Superintendent of
Public Instruction for the state of Michigan.

The

superintendents answered questions on long-range effects
and recent activities in their states.
Responding to the questions,

11

What effect have

minimum competency tests had in the school curriculum?"
Dr. Phillips stated that,
These tests should affect the curriculum by indicating
at an early grade level when there is a need for a
more systematic structured approach to teaching.
Dr. Porter reflected that,
There has been a major shift in directions. In the
past, curriculum determined expectations. Now
expectations are a powerful influence on curriculum.
The major curriculum impact of our program is that
it requires a school system to spell out to parents
and students what the expectations are before instruction begins. Based upon that, textbooks purchased,
criterion-referenced tests utilized and report cards
can be related.
Dr. Duncan responded to the question by stating that,
One of the best effects of the competency movement
has been that we finally have school districts talking
about curriculum as a unit. Elementary curriculum is
analyzed as related to junior and senior high. I've
3311 Basic Competency Standards--Their Effect on

School Curricula, 11 Education Update No. 2 (Spring 1978):1-3.
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been encouraging this as I believe we should solve
the problem by the time students get to high school.
When asked their opinion on the long-range
effects of a minimum competency program, the three superintendents agreed that this concept would have constructive long-range results.

Students who are now in elementary

school will go through their school years with an entire
program designed to teach them what they must know to live
in today's world.
Compact, a publication of the Education Commission
of the States, devoted two articles to minimum competencies.
1.

11

Minimum Competency Testing:

Back to Basics?"

by Maureen Douglas, had its primary focus on
the problems involved in testing.

Educators

do not agree on the scope of tests.

Most

state tests measure proficiency in basic
skills while some states require an application focus, e.g., Oregon.

Another concern is

the implementation of the program that will
unfairly affect children who may fail as a
result of flaws in the educational system,
particularly in large urban areas.

The

article gives credence to the local setting
of standards. 34
2.

"Competency Testing:

~!ho Benefits?

11

by Wayne

34 Maureen Douglas, "Minimum Competency Testing:
Back to Basics? 11 Compact (Winter 1978):4-7.
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Reilly, considers whether competency testing
should be used by policy makers to provide
quality control.

Reilly states,

11

If com-

petency test scores become more important than
teaching and learning, then they defeat the
purpose of education.

11

His concern is that

teachers could be changed from artists to
technicians and, at its best, minimum competency standards can be used diagnostically to
help teachers teach slow learners in a few
narrow areas. 35
In addition to these articles, a wide variety of
information was received relative to competency-based
education, teacher preparation and competency programs
in areas other than those included in this study, from
XEROX University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Books.

A search of book titles and contents at

the University of San Francisco, the University of
California, Berkeley, and Sonoma State College indicated
that there was nothing available in the area of minimum
competency programs. A number of books on competencybased education were reviewed, but for the most part were
not relevant.

One book, however, is worth mentioning:

35 wayne Reilly, 11 Competenc.v Testing:
Benefits? Compact {Winter 1978):4-7.
11

Who
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Exploring Competency Based Education. 36

This book is a

compilation from leaders in the competency movement who
put into perspective the issues surrounding competencybased education.

Each speculates on a basic position,

reflecting on the alternatives and analyzing the potential for the movement.
Dissertation abstracts were reviewed at the
University of San Francisco library, and a comprehensive
dissertation query was obtained through XEROX University
Microfilms for years 1970-78.

The key words used in this

query were competencies-graduation, competencies-mathematics,
competencies-reading, competencies-written expression and
minimum competencies.

As a result of this search, the

investigator concluded that this dissertation is a first
of its kind.

Most of the information contained in the

literature related to teacher preparation for teaching
basic subjects in the areas of reading, written expression
and mathematics, but none related to this problem.
To summarize, the evidence indicates that minimal
competency standards and educational accountability is a
national trend and growing daily.

State departments of

education are beginning to realize that the public is
demanding results for thirteen years of education.

In

states where educators are not reacting to this public
36 w. Robert Houston, ed., Exploring Competency
Based Education (Berkeley: Mccutchan Publishing Corporation, 1974).
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concern, legislation is being passed to force accountability; it behooves state departments of education and
school districts to respond to this public demand.

CHAPTER III
DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS
With the passage of AB 3408 1 by both houses of
the California legislature on 31 August 1976 and Governor
Brown's signature shortly thereafter, a statewide minimum
competency law became effective on 1 January 1977 in the
state of California.

Assembly Bill 3408 was substantially

modified by Assembly Bill 65 2 which was enacted on 17 September 1977.

AB 65 basically added requirements for the

adoption of elementary school proficiency standards in
basic skills by June 1979 and redefined various high
school proficiency requirements already mandated.
AB 65 was an urgency statute,
now in effect."

11

•••

Since

these changes are

This study includes any modifications of

AB 3408 caused by passage of AB 65 insofar as these bills
relate to grades seven to twelve.
The time requirements necessary for implementation
were as follows:
Each governing board of a high school district or a
unified school district maintaining junior, senior and
four-year high schools must adopt its own standards of
1Assembly Bill No. 3408, Chapter 856, Statutes

of 1976.
2Assembly Bill No. 65, Chapter 894, Statutes

of 1977.
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proficiency by June 1978 in the basic skills, including,
but not limited to, reading comprehension, writing,
and computation.
In developing proficiency standards, the governing
boards must involve parents, school administrators,
teachers, and counselors in the process; and students
must also be involved in the development of standards
for the high schools.
Beginning in 1978-79 for high schools, the progress
of students toward meeting proficiency standards shall
be assessed at least once in grades seven through
nine, and twice in grades ten through eleven. Once
a student has met the standards up to prescribed
levels for graduation from high school, his or her
progress need not be reassessed.
After June 1980, any student who has not met the
locally adopted standards of proficiency shall no~
receive a diploma of graduation from high school.
With these specified time limitations, the knowledge that very little additional financing was available
for consultants, and that this study and implementation
would be in addition to an already busy work schedule,
a review of organizational structures was made by the
staff members of the Division of Instruction, the secondary school principals, the superintendent of the Petaluma
Elementary and High School Districts and the researcher. 4
The bureaucratic system was selected as the structure that
most suited the needs of this study.
Peter M. Blau allowed for some flexibility in
bureaucratic models when he stated:
3rechnical Assistance Guide for Proficienc
Assessment Sacramento: California State Department of
Education, 1977), pp. I-1, I-2.
4

Supra, p. 5.
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A bureaucracy is not a rigid and unyielding system,
for bureaucrats do make changes and adaptations of
rules to mee~ the need for flexibility to at least
some extent.
The reason for selecting this organizational
structure was that the proper setting, i.e., traditional
authority, time frame of AB 3408, and other elements of
the model discussed on pages 6, 7, 59-62, existed
for the bureaucratization of the administration in that
the project required specific developments of administrative tasks within a prescribed period of time, utilizing
input from parents, teachers and students as indicated
in the statement of the problem. 6
Care was taken to insure that the model would
remain functional throughout the study.

The rules estab-

lished were for the benefit of the participants of the
study.

The professional staff, already overburdened with

paperwork and instructional duties, indicated support of
the bureaucratic system as did the parents and community
members.
Pages six and seven summarize the results of
this writer 1 s research for determining an acceptable
organizational structure for the implementation of
AB 3408/AB 65.

This section will examine the bureaucratic

model which was chosen and the relationships of human
5Peter M. Blau, Dynamics of Bureaucracy (Chicago:
The University of Chicago Press, 1955).
6 Supra, p. 4.
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elements to such a system in the implementation process.
According to Getzels, there are two dimensions
which are significant factors in producing organizational
behavior:

the personal dimension and the organizational

dimension.

The proportion of each dimension in organiza-

tional behavior is dependent on the degree of interplay
between the two dimensions.

The bureaucratic model chosen

for this study required input from the committee structure
and individuals within the committee in such a way that it
was hoped a feeling of ownership by both the individual
and the institution existed.
Specific constrains were mandated under which
the model was required to operate.

The state of Cali-

fornia accountability law (AB 3408) mandated a specific
time limitation for adoption of the minimum competencies
of June 1978 by the local Board of Education, while at
the same time requiring broadly-based community participation.

The choice of this structure was further

enhanced by the tradition of authority existing in the
district and the limitations of budget, local resources
and available personnel.
When describing the characteristics of a bureaucracy, Weber refers to three elements which constitute
bureaucratic authority:
1.

The regular activities required for the purpose
of the bureaucratically governed structure are
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FIGURE 2
THE SCHOOL AS A SOCIAL SYSTEM

Adapted from Jacob W. Getzels and Herbert A. Thelen, "The
Classroom Group as a Unique Social System," in Nelson B.
Henry, ed., The Dynamics of Instructional Groups: Socios cholo ical As ects of Teachin and Learnin , N.S.S.E.
Yearbook LIX, Part II Chicago National Society for the
Study of Education, 1960), p. Bo.7
7owens, Organizational Behavior, p. 78.
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distributed in a fixed way as official duties. 8
In the model the Board of Education, through the superintendent, assigned to the Division of Instruction the
re~ponsibility for implementing AB 3408.

The Division of

Instruction then established time lines and formed the
necessary committees outlining the plan and responsibilities of each member fulfilling the first requirement of a
bureaucratic system.
2.

The authority to give the commands required for
the discharge of the duties is distributed in a
stable way and is strictly delimited by rules.9
The Board of Education, through the superinten-

dent, delegated the responsibility to the assistant
superintendent to establish a model and plan for the
implementation of AB 3408 within the time line prescribed
by state law.

The assistant superintendent further dele-

gated responsibilities to the director of curriculum and
the staff committee but included strict parameters of
rules and responsibilities.

The assistant superintendent

was instructed to report back periodically to the Board
of Education with progress reports.

Therefore, the model

incorporates the second characteristic of a bureaucracy.
3.

Methodical provision is made for the regular
and continuous fulfillment of these duties and 10
for the execution of the corresponding rights.

J----------

8Grusky and Miller, The Sociology of Organizations, p. 6.
9 Ibid.
lOibid.
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In the model, committees established to develop
minimum competencies had technical experts representing
each area of interest who were appointed as chairmen.
The chairmen were instructed to hold regular meetings on
specified agenda and to issue regular reports to the next
higher level of the system.

Members were given released

time to meet and fulfill assigned tasks.

Thus, the third

point of the bureaucratic structure is complete.
Formation of Committees
Staff Committee. lO

This was the first committee

formed and probably the most important from an attitudinal
viewpoint.

AB 3408 was considered a threat by many of the

professional staff in that the educational accountability
called for by the law would be the basis for the results
to be used in teacher evaluations.

Volunteers were solicited

from faculties at each of the secondary schools.

The names

were listed, and a meeting of the principals of the schools
was called to review and select school representatives.
The principals, the superintendent and the researcher
established the following criteria for this committee:
l.

Each school would have one representative
to keep the committee from being too large

2.

The selected staff member should have a
minimum of five years' experience and be

lOAppendix D, no. 4, 6, 8, 11.
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a person professionally respected based on
annual evaluation
3.

A diversification of teaching areas to include
English department, math department, counseling
and administration

4.

Proven leadership qualities and ability to
work with others as evidenced by previous
committee assignments witnessed by the principal in the school in which he/she is assigned

5.

The elementary district would have a representative for reasons of articulation and future
implementation of minimum competencies at the
elementary level

Under the direction of this researcher, the
district director of curriculum was appointed chairman of
the staff committee.

In this role he was the liaison

between the students, parents, teachers and the Division
of Instruction at the central office.

His charge was to

call meetings and provide leadership and direction in the
development of competencies and performance indicators.
Parent Committee. 11

This committee was important

to the success of the study from the standpoint of broadlybased community involvement.

This was the first time a

state law required parent participation in development of
11 Appendix D, no. 9, 13, 14, 22.

Also appendix H.
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a secondary program.

Volunteers were recruited by the

principals from each of the district's eight secondary
schools' PTAs and advisory groups.

Criteria were estab-

lished by the site administrators, the superintendent
and the researcher for the composition of the parent
committee as follows:
1.

The size of the committee should be eight
to twelve persons

2.

There should be representation from each
school

3.

There should be a variety of academic backgrounds of parents

4.

There should be a variety of socioeconomic
status of parents

Student Committee. 12

The student committee was

composed of three representatives from each high school
and two students from each junior high school.

There were

no specific qualifications for membership, but it was
suggested by the staff committee that:
1.

Students select students to represent them

2.

Representatives of various grades be selected

3.

Both male and female representatives be
selected

4.

A cross section of academic achievement should

12 Appendix D, no. 20, 24.

Also appendix H.
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be represented to provide diversification of
input
5.

Minority representation should be selected

Teacher Committee. 13

When attempting to establish

a procedure to receive maximum input from teachers, this
researcher decided that ninety-five percent of the teaching
staff would participate in the development of the minimum
competencies and performance indicators.

The committee

structure used with this group was by academic departments
under the supervision of the department chairpersons who
were responsible for receiving and disseminating information to the teachers under their jurisdiction and transmitting these recommendations on to the staff committee
representative of their respective school.
Methodology
This project was a case study, which is basically
the application of all relevant techniques, and resembles
almost all other types of research.

Mouly states that a

case study
. . . borders on historical research, for example, in
the sense that the present case can be understood only
in relation to its past. It resembles the survey in
that it is concerned with the present status of
phenomena. More fundamentally, of course, it differs
from the survey in that the determination of status
is a secondary consideration; the more fundamenta1
question is the discovery of how it got that way. 4
13 Appendix D, no. 10, 11, 16, 17, 23.

Also appendix H.

14 Mouly, The Science of Educational Research, p. 347.
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The first objective of this researcher in the
implementation of the California law on minimum competencies was to communicate with the community and staff an
understanding of the bill and the intent of its author.
This involved meetings with advisory groups, PTAs,
school departments, faculties, and management team members.

On 22 March 1977 a presentation was made to the

Petaluma District Board of Education.

The presentation

was accurately covered by the public media as judged by
a comparison of the staff report and the Board of Education minutes; thus better community support and involvement.
On 15 February 1977 an organizational meeting was
held with the staff committee.

Development of minimum

competencies in areas of reading, written expression and
computational skills was the first task along with the
development of a calendar for completion.

It was deter-

minuted by this researcher and the staff committee that
the competencies in the three areas would be developed
consecutively, beginning with computational skills.
The staff committee members then met with their
respective mathematics departments to receive suggestions.
On 28 February 1977 15 they met again to assemble the suggestions received from the staff.

After sorting, removing dup-

licates, rewording, and in some cases combining suggestions,
15 Appendix D, no. 12.
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the staff committee deve1oped a preliminary draft of
minimum competencies in computational skills.
Separate meetings were then held with the student 16
and parent 17 advisory committees. The students were
released from their classes during the school day and
the parents met in the evening.

At these meetings an

overview of AB 3408 was presented by this researcher and
the mission, purpose and function of the committees was
discussed.

Copies of the preliminary draft were distri-

buted, reviewed and revised.
The stud~nts were asked to return to their schools
to discuss and receive input from at least one hundred
other students by the next meeting.

Principals were con-

tacted by the researcher and agreed to allow students to
address classes.

When students reported back, they indi-

cated that the teachers were most cooperative.

They also

stated that they did not encounter any problems with this
procedure.

Members of the student committee were asked

to get signatures of all students who provided them input.
The student committee reviewed these recommendations, sorted
them into categories, removed duplicates, reworded and
combined, and forwarded them to the staff committee for
incoporation into the next draft. 18
16 Appendix D, no. 20.
17 Appendix D, no. 22.
18 Appendix D, no. 24.
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The parents were undecided as to the best way to
receive input from the community.

Some parents indicated

that person-to-person contact would be most beneficial,
while other parents indicated that a letter attached to
a preliminary draft would be more efficient and allow for
a larger coverage of the community.

The parents agreed

that both approaches would be acceptable.

Each member

of the committee was given thirty copies of the preliminary
draft of computational skills which they were to distribute
in the community to receive community input and the signatures of contributors.
The parent group had a meeting two weeks later at
which time they discussed the results of their interviews
and mail returns.

Each parent presented the recommenda-

tions of the people contacted.

The suggestions were

listed and then either accepted or rejected by the committee and forwarded to the staff committee.
The staff committee recieved the recommendations
of both groups, incorporating them into draft number two
of the minimum competencies in computational skills.

The

same procedure was followed with each group meeting biweekly through the months of March and April 1977 with
new drafts developed as recommendations that the committees
approved were received and included in the report.

On

22 April 1977 the parent and student committees reported
completion of the minimum competencies in computational
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skills. 19
The staff committee then went back to their respective schools to insure that each certificated faculty member had reviewed and responded to a list of the proposed
competencies.

A signature sheet was attached to the list

of competencies to insure that no teacher would deny that
he/she had this opportunity at a later date.

These sign-

off sheets were collected and filed at the district central
office. 20
On 10 May 1977 representatives of the teachers,
parents, students and staff committee made a progress
report to the Board of Education relative to the completion of minimum competencies and performance indicators
in computational skills.

The Board of Education encouraged

the groups to continue developing minimum competencies in
the areas of reading and written expression. 21
The same procedures were followed in developing
the minimum competencies for reading and written expression
as were used with computational skills.

The various commit-

tees met, received and discussed input from their peers to
be passed on to the staff committee.

In June 1977 all

committees reported completion of the competencies in
19A ppen d"1x A.
20 Appendix H.
21 Appendix I.
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reading and written expression. 22

The competencies were

then presented to the Board of Education for their review
and suggestions and subsequently adopted by the district
on 28 February 1978. 23
Establishing Procedures
During the summer and fall of 1977, assessment
items were developed and field tested by a committee of
teachers considered to be specialists in the areas of
reading, written expression and computational skills.
This committee and the researcher established some specific
requirements for the tests:
l.

The length of test time required was not to
exceed fifty minutes

2.

All tests were to be multiple choice

3.

A combination of skill and application focus
was used for test items

4.

Consideration would be given to existing
curriculum when developing questions

An item analysis for discrimination, validity and reliability of the tests was completed and all areas were
found to be within satisfactory limits.

The tests were

then printed by the Sonoma County Office of Education and
in compliance with the law will be scheduled for adminis22 Appendix Band appendix C.
23 Appendix F, no. 96A, 96B, 97, 98.

Also appendix I.
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tration in the fall of 1978.

The tests were designed for

hand scoring on a Scan-Tron machine with the Division of
Instruction providing lists of students who passed or
failed to the respective schools.
Recent correspondence received from Donald R.
McKinley, Chief Deputy Superintendent, State Department
of Education, 24 recommended that school districts provide
for a sufficient phase-in period of new curriculum and
instruction for the implementation of the minimum competencies program.

This researcher, district guidance

counselors, and school administrators recommended a fouryear phase-in schedule, which was subsequently approved
by the Petaluma Board of Education.

The following reasons

were given for this recommendation:
l.

To allow schools time to revise curriculum to
insure that all students were exposed to the
competencies being measured in the tests

2.

To allow schools time to develop appropriate
remedial courses for students with deficiencies

3.

To provide lead time for students and parents
to work with schools to develop individual
education plans which will assist in removing
deficiencies

4.

To lessen the shock of a newly imposed program

24 Donald R. McKinley, Technical Assistance Guide
for Proficiency Assessment, Fourth Revision (Sacramento:
California State Department of Education, 16 August 1978),
p. K-1.
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5.

To allow schools time to establish procedures
for parent conferences mandated by AB 3408/
AB 65

(It is anticipated, based on field

testing, that the number of students in grades
nine through twelve who will not meet the
prescribed standards the first time the test
is administered will be fifteen to twenty
percent of the student population, making it
very difficult, from a time availability
standpoint, to hold individual parent conferences.)
A passing score on each of the three tests was
recommended to and approved by the Board of Education by
this researcher at seventy percent correct.

When a

student has met any of the following criteria on each of
the three tests, he/she has satisfied the minimum competency requirements of AB 3408/AB 65.
l.

During the 1978-79 school year, of those
students in grades nine and ten who receive
less than the seventy percent grade on any
of the three tests, only the low twenty-five
percent of students on each of the tests will
be required to retake the respective test(s).
The high seventy-five percent of those who
received less than seventy percent correct
on any of the tests will be considered to
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have passed, and will not be required to
retake the test(s).
2.

During the 1979-80 school year, all ninth
graders will be tested, along with the tenth
and eleventh graders who were not successful
in passing all of the tests during 1978-79.
(A student must retake only the specific
test(s) in which he/she did not achieve
passing standards.)

The low fifty percent

of those students who did not make the seventy
percent correct standard will be required to
retake the tests, while the high fifty percent
of those students below seventy percent will
be considered to have passed.

All seventh

grade students will be tested each year from
this point on for counseling, guidance and
remedial placement purposes.

A student must

pass each of the three tests during grades
nine through twelve to meet the district's
minimum competency requirements.
3.

During the 1980-81 school year, all ninth
graders will be tested, along with the tenth,
eleventh and twelfth graders who were not
successful in passing all of the tests during
the 1979-80 school year.

The low seventy-

five percent of those students who did not
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achieve the seventy percent standard will be
required to retake the test(s), while the high
twenty-five percent of those students below
seventy percent will be considered to have
passed the test(s).
4.

During the 1981-82 school year, all students
taking the tests will be required to meet the
seventy percent standards set forth by the
district to meet the minimum competency
requirements of AB 3408/AB 65.

It should be noted that revisions and additional forms
of each of the tests are planned but are not part of this
project.
All students who receive below seventy percent
on any of the tests, even though the implementation phase
and procedures have considered them to have passed, will
be placed in remedial classes of their respective deficiency
areas until such time as a teacher certifies to the student's
counselor that the deficiencies no longer exist or the
student retakes the test successfully.

Parent conferences

will not be necessary for this group of students.
The Minimum Competency Testing Program will be
administered during the fall semester to all ninth grade
students, as well as those tenth, eleventh and twelfth
grade students who had previously failed.

A date will

be set during the spring semester for students who did
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not previously have an opportunity to retake the test.
Absentee makeup dates will be established at each of the
respective schools.

Students with diagnosed learning

disabilities will be exempt from these requirements.
Parent Conferences
The Education Code 25 requires that a conference
be arranged by the school for students who fail the proficiency tests.

The principal or his/her designee, a

teacher who knows the student, the student and the parent
are required to be present.

The purpose of the conference

is to develop an educational plan for the student that
will help the student reach a level of proficiency required
by the district.

A letter will be mailed to the parent by

the principal or his/her designee requesting a conference
within ten days of reception of information that the student
has failed one or more of the proficiency tests.

If no

answer is received within ten days, a follow-up letter or
telephone call will be made requesting a conference.

If

both attempts are unsuccessful, a conference will be held
without the parent to establish an educational plan.

The

educational plan for each student requiring remedial
instruction will be implemented the following semester.
It is necessary that the testing dates for fall and spring
semesters be coordinated with the high schools to allow
25 Education Code, Section 51216.
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the counselors time to properly schedule the students for
the ensuing semester.
Testing and Record-Keeping Procedures
Each high school will appoint a testing coordinator
who will be responsible for testing procedures and record
keeping at his/her respective school after each testing
date.
The Division of Instruction would be responsible
for:
1.

Coordinating dates and testing places with
respective schools

2.

Meeting prior to testing dates with teachers
who will administer the tests, giving them
instructions and familiarizing them with
procedures

3.

Delivering tests and answer sheets to schools
and rooms prior to testing times

4.

Collecting answer sheets and tests as they
are completed

5•

Using a Scan-Tron hand-scoring machine for
scoring all tests

6.
J

Typing three alphabetized lists of students
by schools and grades:
a.

All students who scored seventy percent
or greater

b.

All students who, because of implementation
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phase-in procedures, have passed
c.

All students who, because of implementation
phase-in procedures, have failed

7.

Forwarding lists to Sonoma County Data
Processing Center

The Data Processing Center would then provide the
respective schools with the following:
l.

Scholarship report--three copies of a list of
the entire test population for each test
which would indicate~' fail, incomplete
(those students who because of phase-in procedures passed the test but did not meet the
prescribed standard of seventy percent and
are in need of remedial course(s) to remove
deficiencies), no mark {those students who
did not take one or more of the tests)

2.

I, F, NM report (incomplete, fail, no mark)-three copies of a list of all students who
need attention by grade level

3.

Report card--three copies showing three
tests and P, F, I or No Mark

4.

Gummed labels--two copies showing three
tests and P, F, I or No Mark

The cost for this information would be approximately $62.50 per school per run.

When the information is

received at the school sites, it will be the responsibility
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of the test coordinator to distribute it to the involved
persons.
The test coordinator will be responsible for
establishing conference dates and giving parent notification for those students who failed one or more of the
tests.
The guidance counselor will be responsible for
keeping records of those students who failed one or more
of the tests--to alert them for future retake test dates,
which will be scheduled each spring semester for all
students who failed during the fall semester.
also be the responsibility of the students

1

It will

guidance

counselor to keep appropriate notes and dates of parent
conferences with the agreed upon educational plan of the
students.
This concludes the implementation phase of the
Petaluma High School District Minimum Competency Program.
These procedures described meet all the requirements of
AB 3408 and the part of AB 65 that relates to minimum
competencies in grades seven through twelve.

CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
As described in the statement of the problem, 1 this
study involved selecting an organizational system, developing minimum competencies and performance indicators, and
implementing these competencies by establishing procedures
at both the district and school site levels.
Organizational structures were reviewed for needed
criteria, and Weber's bureaucratic organizational system
was selected. 2 Following the selection of the organizational structure, committees were formed 3 and date lines
were established.
The review of the literature provided input relative to what other states were doing in the area of educational accountability.

It is apparent from the literature

that accountability in education is a national trend with
thirty-three states presently involved with some form of
a minimum competency program.

Twenty-one states require

successful achievement of minimum standards and tests
1supra, p. 4.
2supra, p. 7 •
3supra, pp. 8-9.
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for the awarding of a high school diploma, with reading
comprehension, writing and computational skills the areas
most often mentioned.

Twenty of the states assess some

combination of grades kindergarten through twelve.
None of the states reflect AB 3408, the subject
of this study, in that the standards are mandated by the
State Departments of Education in twenty states and by
local boards of education in only eight states, and a combination of local and state boards in the other five
instances.

AB 3408, by contrast, requires that standards

be developed by local boards of education with a broad
base of community involvement.

The degree of involvement

of parents, teachers, students and communities varied from
state to state.

The review provided recommendations for

this project as a result of experiences of other states
and verified that this is the first time a study such as
this has been undertaken.
One of the major changes in education in recent
years has been the involvement of parents in the educational system.

The Early Childhood Education Program

(SB 1302), which became law in November 1972, provided
the most significant involvement of parents up to that
point in time.
'

~

Since then, parents of elementary students

have become an integral part of the educational system,
particularly with the passage of AB 3408, which requires
community involvement and AB 65, which requires the forma-
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tion of school site councils at each school.

Parents at

the elementary level and parents and students at the
secondary level would have an equal voice with teachers
and administrators in the educational programs of their
respective schools.
AB 3408 mandated that parents and students as well
as teachers and administrators be involved in the development of minimum competencies.

This was the first time

in California that persons other than teachers and administrators were so involved in an educational program at the
secondary level.
From this process the following conclusions can
be drawn:
1.

The use of the bureaucratic model in this
particular setting resulted in the implementation of AB 3408 within the time frame and
resource limitation established by the
law and Petaluma Board of Education.

It is

not necessarily the best or only model but
worked in this situation.
2.

Implementation was accomplished in-house without the use of outside aid and consequent
costs except for test item construction of
competencies.
a.

The competencies were developed consecutively beginning with computational
skills followed by reading and written
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expression.
b.

On 28 February 1978 the competencies
were adopted by the Petaluma Board of
Education.

c.

Assessment items for the above three
areas were developed and field tested
during the summer and fall of 1977 and
administered in fall 1978.
l) Through an item analysis, validity
and reliability were completed and
found to be within limits according to
normal psychometric standards.

d.

A four-year phase-in schedule for complete
implementation of AB 3408 was approved by
the Petaluma Board of Education in
September 1978.

The following implications can be drawn:
1.

Careful selection of the model with consideration given to existing circumstances
such as time limitations, budget, availability
of personnel and local resources for implementation of AB 3408 is essential to achieving
success in such a venture.

Random model

selection might result in opposite conclusions.
2.

The normal criticisms and anxiety level that
often accompany change were apparently held
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to a minimum because of participant involvement.

Normally, a bureaucratic model is

perceived to be formal and impersonal,
less than humanistic.

The study was an effort

to demonstrate that people implementing a
model determine the degree of humanism.
3.

One of the educational areas that is frequently criticized by community, staff and
students is the communication network.

In

this study the involvement apparently reduced
the communication problem.

Memos were used

to supplement meetings relative to the progress
of the project, service clubs were addressed,
and the subject was an agenda item for staff
and management meetings as often as possible.
4.

For a similar project, strong consideration
should be given to using the same organizational structure because of the efficiency
and straight-line communication it provides.
When reviewing the various organizational
structures before the project started, this
researcher received strong recommendations to
mix teachers, students and parents on committees.

This was considered and rejected in
favor of the bureaucratic structure. 4 The
4Supra, p. 7.
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researcher s experience indicated that these
1

three groups were from different backgrounds
and qualifications and if brought together
in one committee, one of the groups would
dominate the meetings, probably the teachers
or administrators, with the possibility of
stifling good input from other members.
5.

One portion of AB 3408/AB 65, which requires
that parent conferences must be held for all
students with deficiencies, 5 will be difficult
to implement with present staffing ratios
unless one of the following occurs:
a.

Student counselor ratios are reduced for
ninth grade

b.

Group conferences are held with parents
and students in lieu of individual conferences

c.

A restructuring of guidance counselors'
job description and responsibilities
for ninth graders occurs.

It is assumed

that the number of tenth, eleventh and
twelfth grade students needing remedial
placement will be significantly reduced
so that the guidance counselor can handle
these as part of his/her routine work.
5 Supra, p. 63.
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It appears that this segment of the bill was not thought
through when the law was passed.
6.

The development of a program such as this is
better handled in-house than hiring consultants for reasons of control, money, time and,
most importantly, a feeling of ownership.
As a result of this study, it became clear
that this was a key feature even though not
in the original design or purpose.
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APPENDIX A
PETALUMA (ELEMENTARY) SCHOOL DISTRICT
PETALUMA HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
ll Fifth Street
Petaluma, California

94952

FINAL DRAFT

MINIMUM COMPETENCIES IN COMPUTATIONAL SKILLS
Mathematics

COMPETENCIES
l.

Mastery will be demonstrated by the student
in four basic operations addition, subtraction, multiplication and division;
also addition and
subtraction of fractions and decimals.

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
1. l

Given 3 digit by l digit
multiplication problems,
the student will select
the correct products.

1.2

Given division problems
with one or two digit
divisors, the student
will select the correct
quotients.

1.3

a. Given a starting balance of less than $900
and five bills to pay,
the students will
select the correct
final balance.

1.3

b. Given a facsimile
check register with a
starting balance of
less than $900 showing
transactions in one of
which an error has been
made, the student will
identify the error.

1.3

c. Given a bill and four
facsimile checks
written to pay it,
the student will select
the correctly-written
check.

1.4

Given addition problems
with five or fewer
addends involving

.]
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APPENDIX A--Continued
Mathematics
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

COMPETENCIES

decimal fractions
written in either tenths
or hundredths, the student will select the
correct sums {the total
wil 1 not exceed l , 000).
1.5

Given subtraction problems
involving decimal fractions written in either
tenths, hundredths, or
thousandths, the student
will select the correct
differences {no number
wi 11 exceed 1,000).

1.6

Given a facsimile payroll
check stub with the gross
earnings and deductions
listed, the student will
select the correct takehome pay.

1.7

Given the following decimal fractions: .25, .33,
.50, .66, .75, the student will select the
correct common fraction
equivalent and conversely
(vice versa).

1.8

Given addition or subtraction problems involving
two common fractions with
unlike denominators, the
student will select the
correct answers. (The
answers need not be
expressed in simplest form.)
Denominators limited to
2, 4, 8, 16; 3, 6, 12;
5, 10.

2.

The student writes
whole numbers in
word form.

2.1

Given numbers up to 1,000
including whole numbers,
common fractions and deci-
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APPENDIX A--Continued
Mathematics
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

COMPETENCIES

mal fractions, the student will select the
correct word form and
conversely (vice versa).
3.

The student will
estimate the
answers.

3. l

Given numbers less than
100, the student will
select the closest estimated answer to (a) addition, (b) subtraction,
(c) multiplication and
(d) division problems.

4.

The student rounds
off numbers.

4.1

Given decimal fractions
written in tenths or
hundredths, the student
will select the nearest
whole number.

5.

The student will
demonstrate ability
to read whole numbers
and decimals, to read
and interpret tables,
schedules, calibrated
gauges and maps.

5. l

Given a facsimile bus
or airline schedule, the
student will select the
correct arrival and departure times.

5.2

Given a tax, time or
mileage table and relevant information, the
student will select the
correct response.

5.3

Given a facsimile thermometer, the student will
select the correct temperature.

5.4

a. Given a facsimile road
map with a scale of
miles, the student will
select the closest
approximate distance
between two points

5.4

b. Given the map in 5.4 a.,
the student will select
the most direct route
between two points.
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APPENDIX A--Continued
Mathematics
COMPETENCIES

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

6.

The student counts
correct amounts of
change.

6. 1

Given a purchase made with
a $1, $2, $5, $10, or $20
bill, the student will
select the correct amount
of change to be received.

7.

The student will
demonstrate ability
to measure using
linear, liquid,
weight, and metric
measures.

7. 1

Given a facsimile ruler
scaled in eighths of an
inch, the student will
match ruler markings with
the correct measurement
and conversely (vice
versa).

7.2

Given measurements of
cups, tablespoons, teaspoons, gallons, quarts,
pints, and appropriate
conversion tables, the
student will select
measurements which are
equivalent.

7.3

Given an English/metric
conversion table, the
student will select
measurements which are
equivalent.

8.

Value determination.

8. l

Given cans of differing
sizes of the same brand
and product and the
costs and weights of each
brand, the student will
select the best buy per
unit.

9.

The student figures
elapsed time.

9. 1

Given problems which
state the starting and
stopping time within a
24-hour period, the student will select the
correct elapsed time.
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APPENDIX A--Continued
Mathematics
COMPETENCIES
10.

The student will
demonstrate ability
to understand percentage and interest.

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
10. 1 Given the monthly service
rate as a mixed number
percent, such as 1½% on
a credit charge account,
the student will select
the correct monthly
interest on an amount
which is a multiple of
$100.
10.2 Given the monthly payments and length of time
on a contract, the student will select the
correct amount to be
paid in excess of purchase price.
10.3 Given a word problem
that includes the price
of an object and the
rate of the down payment,
the student will select
the correct payment.

11.

The student will be
able to demonstrate
ability to understand
perimeter and area.

January 27, 1978

11. 1 Given simple geometric
figures such as a rectangle, the student
will select the correct
perimeters and areas.
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APPENDIX B
PETALUMA (ELEMENTARY) SCHOOL DISTRICT
PETALUMA HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
11 Fifth Street
Petaluma, California 94952
FINAL DRAFT
MINIMUM COMPETENCIES IN READING SKILLS
COMPETENCIES
1.

2.

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

The student will demon- 1. l
strate mastery of
basic vocabulary
and word analysis
skills.

Given a basic list of
words, such as the Dolch
list, the student will
demonstrate proficiency
in word recognition.

1.2

Given a list of five or
more words, the student
will arrange them alphabetically.

1.3

Given a list of common
abbreviations (weights,
measures, states, etc.),
the student will be able
to identify them.

1.4

Given five or more commonly
used words, the student
will satisfactorily
match other words with
similar meanings.

1.5

Given five or more commonly
used words, the student
will satisfactorily
match other words with
opposite meanings.

2. 1

Using a dictionary, the
student will locate five
or more words correctly.

2.2

Given a list of subjects,
the student will locate
them using a book index.

2.3

Given examples of labels,
such as clothing labels,

The student uses
organized information
to retrieve data.
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APPENDIX B--Continued
READING
COMPETENCIES

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
food labels, etc., the
student will show his
understanding of them.

3.

The student demonstrates ability to
apply basic reading
comprehension skills
to obtain ideas and
information, follow
directions, and be
able to make judgments.

2.4

Given a newspaper, the
student will be able to
locate job opportunities,
a place to live, advertisement, etc.

2.5

Students will demonstrate
knowledge of proper use
of the telephone book.

3. l

Given a newspaper or magazine article, the student
will read and state the
main idea.

3.2

Given information, the
student will demonstrate
the ability to follow the
directions given.

3.3

Given a variety of forms
(e.g., short tax forms,
checks, voter s pamphlet,
social security forms,
accident reports, credit
applications, ballots,
warranty cards, driver s
license, rental agreements and contracts), the
student will read them
and fill them out correctly.
1

1

3.4
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Given dosage instructions,
the student will establish
a daily schedule for
taking medication.
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APPENDIX C
PETALUMA (ELEMENTARY) SCHOOL DISTRICT
PETALUMA HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
11 Fifth Street
Petaluma, California 94952

FINAL DRAFT

MINIMUM COMPETENCIES IN WRITTEN EXPRESSION SKILLS
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

COMPETENCIES
1.

The student uses
correct spelling.

l. 1

Given a list of 30 or
more words, the student
will be able to identify
the correct spelling of
the words.

2.

The student will write
a functional statement
about a real-life
situation.

2. l

The student will demonstrate mastery of the
end of sentence punctuation, capitalization and
s pe 11 in g ski 11 s .

2.2

The student will be able
to write five related sentences that follow in
logical sequence.

2.3

Given a standard road
map, the student will be
able to give written
directions from Point A
to Point B.

2.4

The student will be able
to make his wishes
known by use of a note.

2.5

The student should be
able to write an appropriate letter response
with properly addressed
envelope.

January 27, 1978
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APPENDIX D

FLOW CHART OF AB 3408 IMPLEMENTATION
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APPENDIX E

SUBJECTS COVERED

l Ol

SUBJECTS COVERED
l.

7 January 1977 (Workshop--Napa)
A half-day workshop was held to discuss the progress
that each district has made relative to implementation
of AB 3408 and to share ideas and experiences that
districts have encountered relative to this program.
It was agreed that any materials developed by individual
districts would be shared with others in this group.
(See Attachment l)

2.

2 February 1977 (Workshop--Holiday Inn, Oakland)
Workshop director Jack Green, Director of Instruction,
Oceanside Unified, discussed areas of concentration
for the workshop which included:
l. Familiarization
2. Interpretation
3. Implementation
4. Samples of performance

3.

4 February 1977
Distributed copies of AB 3408; discussed proposed
plans for proceeding to form committees and implementation of bill. (Elementary principals)

4.

7 February 1977
Distributed copies of AB 3408; discussed proposed
plans for proceeding to form committees and implementation of bill. Requested principals to submit one
representative from each school to serve as a member
of the Staff Committee. (Secondary principals)

5.

7 February 1977
English Department Chairmen. Presented slides,
introduced the bill 3408, discussed procedures which
would be followed relative to completion of committees
and implementation of the bill.

6.

9 February 1977 (Staff Committee)
This was the first meeting of the staff committee
whose membership is composed of one representative
from each secondary school and Clark Matthiessen,
representing the elementary schools.
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continued

Members were presented with a copy of AB 3408 and a
slide presentation explaining the bill. Discussion
was held relative to the semantics of defining such
terms as minimum competencies and basic survival
skills. Samples from other districts of minimum
competencies in mathematics were distributed to the
committee. The members were asked to review them
and become thoroughly familiar with the material
distributed and at the next meeting make recommendations as to the particular format that they prefer
to follow.
The next meeting will be held at 3:15 p.m., Tuesday,
15 February.
7.

10 February 1977 (Citizens Advisory, Petaluma Junior High)
A presentation was made on the implementation of the
Hart Act AB 3408. A discussion followed on establishment of minimum competencies. (See attachment 7)

8.

15 February 1977 (Hart Staff Committee)
See attachment 8.

9.

24 February 1977 (Management Team)
Explained the Hart Bill and implementation procedures. (See attachment 9)

10.

28 February 1977 (Hart Staff Committee)
See attachment 10.

11.

2 March 1977 (PTA Council)
Overview of AB 3408.
was held.

12.

A question and answer period

4 March 1977 (Hart Law Conference, San Jose)
Address by Assemblyman Hart. Examined various approaches
to writing competency tests, and the level of skills
tested.

13.

2 March 1977 (Northern Area Citizens Advisory Committee)
Overview of AB 3408.

(See attachment 13)
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14.

7 March 1977 (Home Economics Teachers)
Overview of AB 3408.

15.

continued

(See attachment 14)

9 March 1977 (Kenilworth Junior High Faculty}
Overview of AB 3408.

(See attachments 15 and 15a)

16.

11 March 1977 (Conference in Vallejo)

17.

16 March 1977 (Student Advisory Committee)
See attachments 17 and 17a.

18.

21 March 1977 (Citizens Advisory)
Orientation meeting to explain the charge of the
committee. Overview of AB 3408. Reviewed minimum
competencies in computational skills that have been
established by the staff committee. The parents were
asked to go into their community and share this information with other members of the community. They are
to report back at the next citizens advisory meeting.

19.

17 March 1977 (Hart Staff Committee)
Distributed drafts of the flow chart. Discussed
competencies. Changes, deletions and additions were
made. (See attachment 19)

20.

25 March 1977 (Student Advisory)
See attachment 20.

21.

28 March 1977 (Citizens Advisory)
Draft two, math minimum competency was discussed.
(See attachment 21)

22.

l April 1977 (Rotary Club, Rohnert Park)
Overview of Hart Bill and a copy of Draft two of the
minimum competencies in computational skills that
have been developed in the district were distributed
to each member of the Rotary Club, along with selfaddressed stamped envelopes. The members were asked
to comment on the minimum competencies and mail them
back to the Division of Instruction office.
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23.

21 March 1977 (Elementary Curriculum Advisory)
See attachment 23.

24.

26 February 1977 (ACSA Workshop, San Francisco Hilton)
"Educational Renewal!
(See attachment 24)

25.

Competencies for What?

15 March 1977 (Citizens Advisory Committee, Casa
Grande High School)
Implementation of the Hart Bill.

26.

11

(See attachment 25)

12 April 1977 (Student Advisory)
Reviewed draft two of the mathematics competencies
and performance indicators. (See attachment 26)

27.

13 April 1977 (Work Experience Coordinators, Petaluma
High School)
Overview of AB 3408.

28.

13 April 1977 (Rotary Club Meeting, Sonoma Joe s)
1

Overview of AB 3408 and distributed draft two of
minimum competencies mathematics.
29.

13 April 1977 (Hart Citizens Advisory Meeting)
Final meeting on minimum competencies in mathematics.
(See attachment 29)

30.

14 April 1977 (Hart Staff Committee Meeting)
Worked on third draft of minimum competencies
mathematics and first draft of reading competencies.
(See attachment 30)

31.

20 April 1977 (Lion s Club Meeting)
1

Overview of AB 3408 and distributed copies of draft
three of minimum competencies in mathematics.
32.

22 April 1977 (Staff Committee and Student Advisory
Committee Meeting)
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Copies of third draft of minimum competencies in
mathematics and copies of first draft of minimum
competencies in reading were distributed. (See
attachment 32)
33.

4 May 1977 (Student Advisory Committee Meeting)
Reviewed first draft of minimum competencies in
reading. (See attachment 33)

34.

3 May 1977
Gerald Dadey and Everett Neil met with Dr. Bjorn
Karlsen and discussed third draft of minimum competencies in mathematics.

35.

4 May 1977
Steve Stedman, English consultant, and Frank Wright,
math consultant, reviewed third draft of minimum
competencies in mathematics.

36.

9 May 1977
Dave Noble, Hart staff committee, and Jean Conklin,
citizens advisory committee, met with Gerald Dadey
in regard to their presentation to the Board of
Education on 10 May 1977.

37.

10 May 1977
Minimum competencies in computational skills were
presented to the Board of Education for their
acceptance.

38.

12 May 1977

(Hart Staff Committee)

Worked on and completed draft two of minimum competencies in reading. Initiated work on minimum competencies in written expression. (See attachment 38)
39.

16 May 1977 (Hart Bill Consortium, Sonoma Joe's)
Superintendents and assistant superintendents from
Petaluma, Fairfield-Suisun, Napa, Santa Rosa and
Vallejo school districts met to discuss their progress
in the implementation of the Hart Bill.
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40.

18 May 1977

Hart staff committee worked on and completed draft
one of minimum comptencies in written expression.
(See attachment 40)
4 1.

2 3 May l 9 7 7

Personnel office was asked to advertise for the
employment of teachers for the week of 20 June
through 24 June to write assessment items towards
composing tests for implementation of AB 3408. (See
attachments 41a and 41b)
1

42.

26 May 1977

Hart staff committee worked on draft two of m1n1mum competencies in written expression. (See
attachment 42)
43.

27 May 1977

Hart student advisory committee meeting at North Bay
discussed draft two of reading and draft two of
written expression. (See attachment 43)
44.

2 June 1977

Hart staff committee worked on m1n1mum competencies
in written expression, draft two, and came up with
suggestions for a draft three. (See attachment 44)
45.

14 June 1977

Hart citizens advisory committee meeting. Discussed
second draft of minimum comptencies in reading and third
draft of written expression. (See attachment 45)
46.

22 June 1977

Mr. Dadey made a Hart Bill presentation to a meeting
at Comstock Junior High (arranged by Joe Alvarez).
47.

24 June 1977

Meeting of teachers who will write the assessments
for the three areas of minimum competencies.
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48.

27 and 28 June 1977

Hart Conference, Hilton, San Francisco Airport.
Developing test materials for Hart Bill.
49.

30 June 1977

Citizens advisory committee meeting.
50.

(Attachment 49)

l July 1977
Meeting of assessment writers, Bob Davis, Gloria
Gessaman, and Marilyn Stratford with Gerald Dadey
and Everett Neil.

51.

7 July 1977

Gloria Gessaman and Marilyn Stratford had a work
session on writing test items for minimum competencies.
52.

15 July 1977

Dr. Bjorn Karlsen met with assessment writers Bob
Davis and Marilyn Stratford.
53.

22 July 1977

Meeting of assessment writers, Bob Davis, Gloria
Gessaman, and Marilyn Stratford with Gerald Dadey
and Everett Neil.
54.

28 July 1977

A pilot test on m1n1mum competencies in math and
reading was given at Kenilworth Junior High School
by Bob Davis and Gloria Gessaman.
55.

29 July 1977

A pilot test on m1n1mum competencies in math was
given at Rancho Cotate High School by Bob Davis.
56.

2 August 1977

The minimum competencies in computational skills,
reading and written expression were presented to the
Petaluma Board of Education. (The final drafts of
the three competencies)
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58.

8 August 1977

Pilot test in m1n1mum competencies in mathematics
was given to enlisted men at Two Rock Coast Guard
Station.
59.

19 August 1977

Pilot tests in mathematics and reading m1n1mum
competencies were given to enlisted men at Two Rock
Coast Guard Station.
60.

22 August 1977

Gloria Gessaman and Bob Davis met with Gerald Dadey
to discuss the results of the minimum competency
tests given in mathematics and English at summer
school and Two Rock Coast Guard Station.
61.

30 August 1977

Reviewed pilot tests with district administrators.
62.

19 September 1977

Hart Bill Consortium at Fairfield-Suisun. Representatives from five school districts were in attendance:
Petaluma, Santa Rosa, Napa, Vallejo and FairfieldSuisun.
63.

21 September 1977

Meeting at Sonoma County Office of Education of Hart
Bill coordinators. Share progress and problems.
64.

21 September 1977

Gerald Dadey met with the Penngrove School citizens
advisory committee to discuss the implementation of
the Hart Bill.
65.

23 September 1977

A meeting between Gerald Dadey and Dr. Bjorn Karlsen
to discuss rewriting the tests for the three areas
of minimum competencies.
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66.

10 October 1977
Dr. Thor Carlson met with Mr. Dadey in regard to
minimum competency test items.

67.

11 October 1977
Dr. Thor Carlson met again with Mr. Dadey regarding
minimum competency test items.

68.

13 October 1977
Hart Bill meeting, Sonoma County Office of Education.

69.

19 October 1977
Mr. Dadey discussed Hart Bill implementation at
Kenilworth Junior High School

70.

21 October 1977
Hart Bill meeting, county offices (competency based
education, Oregon)

71.

2 November 1977
Hart staff committee meeting.

72.

(See attachment 71)

9 November 1977
Random testing in computational skills given at
Rancho Cotate High School.

73.

10 November 1977
Random testing in computational skills given at
Casa Grande High School.

74.

14 November 1977
Random testing in computational skills given at
Petaluma High School.

75.

15 November 1977
Random testing in computational skills given at
San Antonio High School and Petaluma Junior High
School.
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76.

17 November 1977
Random testing in computational skills given at
Rohnert Park Junior High School.
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PETALUMA CITY , ELEMENTARYl SCHOOL DISTRICT
PETALUMA HIGH SCHOO!.. DISTRICT
1

t

FIFTH STREET

,I
I

[I

PETALUMA. CALIFORNIA 94952

PETALUMA JUNIOR.HIGH SCHOOL
CI ZEN'S ADVISORY COMMIT~EE
MINUTES
February 10, 1977

Present:

Everett Neil, Administration Building
High School
Robert Shawler, Petaluma Jun
Mrs. Dolly De Graffenneid
Mrs. Sybil Mavawalla
Mr. Jess Maynard
Mrs.
LooI:J.is
Mrs. Clyde Nelson

1.

Mr. Neil
a presentation on the
implementation of
Hart Act AB 3408.
A lengthy discussion followed on

establishment of minimum competencies.
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HART STAFF COMMITTEE MEETING
February 15, 1977
Present:

Everett Neil, Jim McGloin, Howard Hill, Dorothy
McHenry, LaMoyne Frank, Mat Keller, Dave Noble,
Armand Bascherini, Eleanor Mooney

Discussion was held on the organization and implementation of
the Hart Act.
Mr. Neil asked the members to bring to the next meeting ten
copies of the minimum competency level skills identified by
the staff in their schools.
Mr. Neil passed out copies of a summary of legislation for
use by the Staff Committee. Committee members also received
a set of the materials prepared for the overhead projector.
The next meeting will be held Thursday, February 24, at 12:00
o'clock in the TRAC Room. Members were asked to bring a sack
lunch and coffee will be provided. Mr. Neil said that a
schedule cf meeting dates will be established at this meeting.
A copy of the Santa Rosa City Schools proposed graduation requirements has been sent to each member of the Committee.
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Attachment 9

Petaluma School Districts
l\1ANAGEJ\lENT TEAM
February 24, 1977
Present: Mr. Meyer, Mr. Cadman, Mr. Condrotte, Mr. Dadey, Mr. Neil,
Dr. King, Dr. Collins, Mr. Brinson, :>.1r. McHenry, Mr. Johnson, Mr. J. Ande,-son,
Mr. Matthiessen, J\lr. Arthur, Mr. Whitney, Mr. Kennedy, Mr. Hill, Mr. Garzoli,
Mrs, Chamberlin, :Vlr. W. And..:rson, :Mr. McGloin, Mr. Peckham, Mr. Willis,
Mr. Shawler, Mr. Davis, l\lr. \Ililliams, Mr. Thorsen, Mr. Hutchison, Mr. Clecak,
Mr. Hansen, Mr. Daggett, Mr. Keller, Mr. Janney, Mr. Brock, Dr. Loewke,
Mr. Stoddard, Mr. Hall, Mr. Guy Walker, Mrs. Powell,
Absent: Mr. Robbins, Mr. Klor, Mr. A. Walker, Mr. Wurzburg

_,,,.,-·

~ : l.1eyer aru,ounced the following schedule for Public Schools,.V:.:eek, April 25-29:
Monday, Ju,iior High Schools; Tuesday, Continuation High Schools;
Wednesday, Elementary Schools; Thursday, High Schools.
Cherry Valley - A1arch 15
Penngrove - March 15
The election to fill vacancies on the-5chool Board will be held on June 14.
Three terms e:q,ire this year: Mary Shearer, Dr. Ebert and Dr. Saunders.
It is not the role of school administrators to-take an active part in the campaigns
of specific candidates.
'--......_--.....,

A description of the Secret Witness Program currentlv employed in the Roseville
Joint Union High School District was distributed. Re;ard m'or,ey is paid by th.e
parents or guardians of the minors involved in the vandalism; an-~is has beer.
found to have caused a large decrease in vandalism in that area. It ~ s noted that
El Molino is involved in a similar program, which has proven effective':'--,
s~ggestiG:is reg~=ir!g the i~vo!vf.:'ment of our Districts in this type of prog~
were requested by Mr. i\1eyer. These are to be submitted to his office in writt-en
form.

"-

Mr. Dade;· stated that the Hart Bill, AB 3408, attempts to have each district determine

what it considers to be a minimal survival competency for a person to possess in
,
order to go into the community and manage to get along. This is what one should
I
expect a student to have when he/ she graduates from one of our high s_chools..
Students are to be tested on written e>.,>ression, reading and comput_at1onal skills.
Those who do not pass will be placed in remedial classes to work with their weaknesses!

l
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PETALUMA SCHOOL DISTRICT
11 Fifth Street
Petaluma, California 94952
STAFF HART COMMITTEE MEETING

February 28, 1977
Present:

Mr. Dadey, Mr. Neil, Dorothy McHenry,
LaMoyne Frank, Armand Bascherini,
Mat Keller, Howard Hill, Dave Noble,
Clark Matthiessen, Jim McGloin.

Schedule:

March 17 - 3:15 p.m., TRAC Room
Return and discuss computation
competencies
March 31 - 12 Noon, TRAC Room
Arrive with competencies
identified in writing

1.

Mr. Dadey said that a chart will be made by Mr. Neil
to show the implementation of the Hart Act.

2.

The group discussed the need to establish a format
which would include competency level skills and
identify performance indicators.

3.

Mr. Dadey stressed the need to document all discussions
with staff and be sure they include names of individuals
attending the meeting.

4.

Mr. Dadey stressed that the purpose of the Hart Bill was
to make the high school diploma mean something -tiine versus knowledge."

11

seat

5.

At a future date, this group or another group, will
develop assessment procedures.
It was recommended by
Mr. Hill that the assessment be done in progressive format.

6.

The staff committee studied models set up by other districts
and the competencies recommended by each school staff. The
afternoon was spent reviewing, inspecting, rejecting and
revising the competencies in computational skills suggested
by the schools.

7.

These computational skills are being develbped to be distributed back to the staff members for apprcvel.
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Attachment 15

March 9, 1977
FACULTY MEETING - KENILWORTH JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

1.

Mr. Neil made a presentation to the faculty at Kenilworth Junior
High school on implementing the Hart Law.

2.

Members of the faculty participated in a discussion on the effects
of minimum computational skills.

3.

The Math Department was outspoken in their concern over the
particular format used by the District Staff Committee to illustrate
the minimum competencies identified throughout the District.

4.

Generally, the faculty was extremely enthusiastic about presenting
and preparing these kinds of minimum standards.

w,
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(;ENSION

OFFICE

OF

THE

PRINCIPAL

998 E. WASHINGTON STREET
PETALUMA. CALIFORNIA 94952

March 17, 1977
1430.04.1
FACULTY MEEI'ING:

PRESENTATION ON A.B. 3408 BY EVERE'IT NEIL

MEMBERS PRESENI':

Full faculty and Everett Neil

I.

Mr. Neil spent sane time in discussing the general provisions of
the Hart Bill, A.B. 3408. He presented the background for the
bill and indicated possible connections between R.I.S.E. and the
Hart Bill, developing a rationale for consideration of the im:fX)rtance of both by secondary faculties.

II.

Mr. Neil then rroved to the specifics of the bill, describing the

present involvement of the Petaluma High School District in
establishing proficiencies and perfonnance indicators in
mathematics, reading and writing. He discussed the composition
of the high schcx:>l district ccmnittee and stressed the need for
the teachers of all subjects to make contributions to the w::>rk
of the carmittee.
II.

At this juncture Mrs. Ruth Frederick, chainnan of the Kenilw::>rth
math deparbnent, articulated her strong disapproval of procedures
being followed by the district ccmnittee in their developnent of
a list of proficiencies in math, indicating her belief that the
contributions of the separate schools had been passed over by the
canmittee as it selected the list published by another district.
Mr. Neil explained that while it was true that another district's
list had been distributed to the schools, no suggestion sul:rnitted
by a Petaltnra. school faculty had been omitted from the rough draft
prepared by the district carmittee.
In the discussion on procedures which follo'M2d, menbers of the
staff ultimately stated they saw no reason why the v.0rk of other
districts should not be reviewed and perhaps utilized if they
could have copies before they attenpted develoµnent of lists to
use as bases for discussion.

I felt that a :fX)tentially poor rrorale situation was handled well
by Mr. Neil,and that through his directness in responding perhaps
even more supfX)rt was engendered for the ¼Drk of the district
corrmittee.

"divcrsitas intra unitatcm"
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After the faculty meeting, Mr. Neil met with the chainnan of
our English department to discuss procedures which members of
that group of teachers might follow in making recoomendations
for the list of proficiencies in reading and writing.
by:

Ibuglas Arthur, Principal
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PETALUMA HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
HART LAW
DISTRICT STUDENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING
Minutes
1.

The meeting was held at North Bay Savings and Loan Association
Conference Room from 9:30 to 11:00 a.m., March 16, 1977.

2.

Present:

3.

Mr. Dadey made a presentation on the Hart Law, and advised the
students of the District's efforts to implement said Law.

4.

The competencies and performance indicators submitted by the
Staff Committee for computational skills were reviewed. The
students were asked to take the list of competencies and performance indicators back to their schools and discuss them with
at least 30 students to receive input on the relevancy, level of
skill; and return for the next meeting at North Bay Savings and
Loan Conference Room at 8:30 a.m. on March 25. At that time,
suggestions from the students will be compiled, and then submitted back to the Staff Committee for consideration.

Gerald Dadey and Everett Neil
Jeanette Davidson, Karen Hermans, Todd Davis,
Stephanie Hadaway, Debra Gavriloff, Tim McGunagle,
Steve Wallach, Brian Fresquez, Dina Silvestri,
Tina Shonk, Lucy Wheeler, Kathy Herald, Kim Wolfe,
Dana Owens
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PETALUMA CITY <ELEMENTARY> SCHOOL DISTRICT
PETALUMA HlGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
11

FIFTH STREET

PETALUMA. CALIFORNIA 94952

HART STAFF COMMITTEE MEETING
March 17, 1977
Present:

Mr: Dadey, Mr. Neil, Mr, Keller, Mr. Hill, Mr. McGloin
Mrs. McHenry, Mr. Frank

I.

Mr. Dadey distributed drafts of the Flow Chart for the
Hart Act. He discussed the time line and explained the
proposed implementation. Parent Adivisory and Student
Advisory committees have been chosen to help implement
the program. Mr. Dadey suggested a cross section sample of
the schools' student body be taken. A number of 30 (can be
more) students should be contacted in the schools to discuss
the Hart Act for their imput (p.e. classes are best to chose
from).

2.

The Parent Advisory Committee will meet March 21; the Student
Advisory will meet March 25.

3.

Mr. Dadey asked Mr. Hill now we will get imput fro~ the
two continutation schools. At this time there is none.
Mr. Dadey suggested Mr. Hill appoint reporesentatives.

4.

The latest draft of the competencies should be brought back
to the Hart Staff Committee by March 31, hopefully, for
final approval.

5.

Mr. Dadey suggested a positive approach to all contacts with
teachers. Materials being viewed as examples should not be
given out. The more your staff feels the finished product is
''our" product the more interest we will generate in the pre gram.

6.

The finished mathematics computational will go to the Board
of Education April 12, 1977 to advise the Board of progress.

7.

Mr. Keller had been asked if curriculum is a negotiable item.
Mr. Dadey said no and then explained why.

8.

Mr. Neil discussed the Competencies with the staff.
Changes
deletions, and additions w~re mad~.
The secretary will retype the competencies and performance indicators and have
them ready for the staff by Monday, March 21.

9.

The next staff committee meetir,g is March 31.
BRING in
suggestions for mimimum comnetencies for READING on the
31st from your staff.

"dil"ers{tas intra unilalem"
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Attachment 20

PETALUMA HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
HART LA\~
DISTRICT STUDENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING
MINUTES
The meeting was held at North Bay Savings and Loan Association Conference
Room from 8:30 to 10:00 a.m., March 25, 1977.
Present:

Gerald Dadey, Everett Neil
Jeanette Davidson, Karen Hermans, Todd Davis (R.C.)
Kathy Herald (Pet. Sr.)
Dina Silvestri, Steve Wallach, Brian Fresquez, (C.G.)
Cindy Warman, Lisa Olivarez (R.P. Jr.)
Kim Wolfe (Kenilworth Jr.)
Tim McGunagle, Debra Gavriloff (Pet. Jr.)

Mr. Dadey asked the student representatives what they had found in going
to the students with the Hart Bill Math Competencies and Performance Indicators. They found that most of the students thought it was a good idea
as long as it didn't affect them. The older students didn't think it was
their problem. Some of the students were worried about the difficulty of
the test. Other students were concerned about having to convert to the
metric system. In regard to curriculum, they mentioned that check writing
is not covered in the schools.
Mr. Dadey was asked how many times the test would have to be taken. He
answered that it would have to be taken in the 7th grade, and probably in
the 9th and 11th grades. This has not been decided upon at this time.
Copies of the Second Draft of Math Competencies and Performance Indicators
were distributed. The students said they would like to have additional
copies, which will be sent to them at their schools. Mr. Dadey said he
would like them to contact 100 students this time to receive input. Mr.
Dadey emphasized that if they are speaking on the Hart Bill in a classroom, they should keep it brief - not more than 20 minutes.
Mr. Dadey asked the students to turn in to him the names of the people they
had contacted, and also their own name and school.
Mr. Neil went over the Second Draft with the students, item by item, for
any suggestions they might have. Some students thought 2.1 Performance
Indicator ("The student writes whole numbers in word form") should be -under
English. Mr. Neil said that later, when they get down to English and Reading Competencies, any duplicates will be eliminated, but want it covered now.
Students were concerned that Performance Indicator 3.4 (determining the best
buy per unit when given two cans of differing sizes) was eliminated. However, it was given a new Performance Indicator number (8.1).

1?'ltit:sr ~-r nrom:11A1t&lf/w1tle111,ztJWtlttn:::a:e:eNe'1Me±,Wt;,1e1iMeiei¾ :tH#it¥iit't'ilb'.rit%1t·t6tt7t1dittti·:ttr>tWf?rtWfiWWete's#t 'f '"f$1ifi:irt1tfi!::1:twr:'W'''iri:f5:Htrht"t1 ·tmrt1•1t1r 'ttitttstrer·'tttf' r
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Page 2
DISTRICT STUDENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING
March 25, 1977
Students suggested that there should be a Performance Indicator relative
to map reading, and have an illustration on the test to read. They discussed Competency 7 (metric measures). Mr. Neil said that it would
probably be an interpretation of a chart.
The majority of the student representatives objected to Performance Indicator 11.1 (A student will be able to compute the perimeters and areas
of simple geometric figures such as rectangles, triangles, and circles."
They did not think this information was necessary for survival.
Mr. Neil said that this years 8th graders must pass the minimum competencies that will be established before they can receive a high school
diploma in 1981.
For any student that fails the competency test, an individualized program
must be set up to correct the deficiencies, and the District must develop
alternative means of assessment.
Students must still meet the District's requirements for graduation (220
units) as well as pass the minimum competencies.
Mr. Neil advised the students to go into the English classes because
English teachers have been working with minimum competencies in reading
and are thinking about the writing competencies.
The next Student Advisory Committee Meeting will be held on Tuesday,
April 12, 8:30 to 10:00 a.m. at North Bay Savings and Loan Association
Conference Room.

:tr ttNt ·1 ·• ~
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PETALUMA HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
HART LAW
CITIZENS' ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING
March 28, 1977
Present:

Gerald Dadey, Lorraine Pulley, Fran Parriera,
Rosemarie Feickert, Bonnie Luttrell, Deborah
Bailey, Winnie Nelson, Mary Hinojosa

1.

Mr. Dadey asked each of the members for comment on the
reaction they received when they asked people for input
on Minimum Competencies and Performance Indicators,
Draft Two. The members said that the people they had
talked to hadn't heard of the Hart Bill. Mr. Dadey shared
an article from the Press Democrat with them and they each
asked for 20 copies of the article to share with others.

2.

Mr. Dadey said that the next meeting might be the last
meeting on Math and he doesn 1 t feel that we have enough
parent input. He distributed additional copies of the
second draft for competencies and performance indicators
in mathematics, and asked the members to contact more
people for input before the next meeting.

3.

Mr. Dadey said that Staff Committee members are working
with school site personnel on Reading Competencies.

4.

Mr. Dadey stated that he will be going to two Rotary Clubs
to discuss the Hart Bill as input from businessmen is desired. Mr. Neil will be discussing the Hart Bill with the
lions Club and the Work Experience Coordinators.

5.

Mr. Dadey reviewed Draft Two, Mathematics Minimum Competencies and Performance Indicators, with the members present.

6.

The next meeting of the Citizens' Advisory Committee Meeting
will be held on Wednesday, April 13, 7:00 to 8:30 p.m.
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PETALUMA CITY <ELEMENTARYJ SCHOOL DISTRICT
PETALUMA HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
1

t

FIFTH STREET

PETALUMA. CALIFORNIA 94952

ELEMENTARY CURRICULUM ADVISORY
MEETING MINUTES
March 21, 1977

Present:

►•

Mr. Neil, Administration Building; Beverly Bond,
Grant·School; Barbara Gardner, McNear; Dennis Zaro,
McDowell; Sybil Sullivan, McKinley; Erma Jensen,
Valley Vista; Harriet Krieg, District.

1.

Mr. Neil distribut
copies
the second dra
for
competencies and performance indicators with the group.
Discussion on the competencies covered many facets of
the program. When testing would be done was one concern.

2.

The question was asked if we are compiling our own set
competencies. Mr. Neil stat
we have had examples from
many communities. The format we are using seems to be
the most widely used form. We have added and
leted our
own
formation.

3.

There are representatives from all school areas on the
committee. Mr. Matthiessen, Mr.
cherini, Mr. Noble,
Mr. Hill, Mr. McGloin, Mr. Frank, Mr. Keller, Mrs. McHenry.
Mr. Neil and Mr. Dadey are working with the group.

4.

A copy of the Flow Chart for the Hart Bill showing the time
lines for implementation was distribut
The Re ing
Competencies are being worked on now.
Mathematics is almost
completed. The month of April will be spent on the Reading
competencies. All of May will be spent on Handwriting.
The
three competencies should be finished by the end of May.

6.

The first testing will be done in the Continuation Schools.

7.

Mr. Ne
told of a new innovation in scoring tests. A
machine is on loan at Casa Grande High School that can score
a multiple choice test in just a few seconds. The only need
is the purchase of answer sheets at 3 or 4¢ each.

8.

Mr. Neils
two bills, AB 356 and AB 357 by McAllister,
have been presented to the le slature.
Bill AB 356 would
request that required curriculum by the State be done away
with except language arts and arithmetic. This would give

"divcrsitas ir..lra unitntem"
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Attachment 23
Elementary Curriculum Advisory
Meeting Minutes
March 21, 1977
Page -2curriculum choice power to the districts.
AB 357 would
require testing for minimum competencies in the 4th and 6th
grades.
9.

Alternative schools were discussed. Schools like San Antonio
would not fill the need for the lower grades as it covers 9-12
grades only.
The alternative school would fill the need for
the lower school level.

10.

Mr. Neil distributed copies of an article from News Notes,
"Back to Basics" for the committees' information.

11.

The need for tutors was discussed in the case students fail
competency tests.

12.

Mr. Neil asked the committee to bring in ideas on inservice
days.
Suggestions were considered as to whether we should
have inservice days; the time: one day a month; two days a
semester; etc.
The committee is to bring these ideas back
to the next Elementary Curriculum Advisory meeting.
Guidelines have been set up for previous inservice day meetings.

13.

A presentation to the Board of Education on the Language
Arts program will be presented March 22.
Laura Richards
will handle the Kindergarten area; Del Woods, Intermediate
levels; Cathy Bond, Junior High levels and a representative
from each language arts department in the high school will
be present.

14.

A question of getting money to buy textbooks was asked.
State textbooks take the elementary monies.
It is possible
to purchase less than class sets under supplemental accounts.
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CITIZEII' S

G1--.:::;v-~:r·"""!~7l, ?£..-~ }Ier:d~rEide,,
Di9..c '.) P~tt Br·ocl::·~~ ~ Joyce Zseb: \~auf.!l.'!:l

~

J?rn._nJ: KE el. ey ~

Superintendent x:i.ii 1.!illie:n T. fH1c.erson~
3.

J.:i_..... Va1.1gh.n Stci11hc::-s-t t !'ep~ese:.1tillC: 1ia ':1er·cerc. Zler::en"'Ga~=:1.

Sc h:.iGl 1r.s.s ·•:~e: .c:.~rr:e~l af

ne1: 1rl.errtt1er.

C2,se Gr:::.nde shcuid be

ant iL'lpsct

me:::i.t. propose.1 for the scbco}. yecr 1977. It is nec'.'!.ssar;r to :::id appro:r..im:,:te'.:.Y
50 students to ?etal u.c:e, Jlli:.ior liirrh honing
to e.'.;.i:mirs.s:,:;e some o-11ercr0wdin~:- at
.
Kez:dJ.vcrth Junior Hieh a11d also to l:i:lZintain sc,:c-e: ;.;tab:'..l.ity :'or PE:-taJ.:~na .Jr. Ei.¢.
1, discussion fcllo·.;£1c..
~

9. "·' request -was :me.d.e by the Advisor-.r gro1.1-p that et om next r:eetiL,g the ch;.i:nua.:1
of the R.">J.slish Departn:ent b~ p:resent to re:p-ort ::n t:te rt::su.iti: o::: the Scp:10.:-t0r'e
:Proficienl.'.'.y test.
10.

T'ne date for Pl!blic Schcols Week was :onriouuce6..
held T'n:u-sds..y, April 28.

The nert Ee:::ti?:g uill be held ;,'.::..nday, Ap:·E 11, a.t 7: 30 in t:te LH1rar:y.
1.,.lle mee.;ing was adj ou..rn.ed a:';; 9: 40.

, l.(. \.,;; /!JC, i; i.,..
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PETALUMA HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
HART LAt•J
DISTRICT STUDENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING
Apri 1 12, 1977
Place:

North Bay Savings and Loan Association Conference Room

Time:

8:30 to 9:30 a.m.

Present:

Everett Neil
Jeanette Davidson, Todd Davis {R.C.)
Tina Shonk, Kathleen Herald (Pet. Sr.)
Brian Fresquez, Steve Wallach, Dina Silvestri (C.G.)
April Harris, Lisa Olivarez (R.P. Jr.)
Debra Gavriloff, Tim McGunagle (Pet. Jr.}
Dana Owens (Kenilworth Jr.}
Judith DeWitt (P.T.A. Rohnert Park Jr. High)

Mr. Neil and the Committee members went over Ora ft Two of the Ma thematics Competencies and Performance Indicators together to determine
whether there were any recommendations for chanqes. There were none,
but the following comments were made:
1.7 One student contacted didn't understand this Performance
Indicator.
2.1 Some students contacted thought this was a reading ~roblern.
5.
Some students contacted thought reading meters and gauges
would only be necessary for those people who would use this
knowledge in their line of work.
5.
The Committee members all thought that Competency 5 should
read, "The student will demonstrate ability to read whole
numbers and decimals, to read and interpret tables, schedules, calibrated gauges and maps.
7.
Students are worried about learning the metric system.
8.1
The Committee members all had a positive reaction to this
Performance Indicator.
9.
One Committee member thought that time zones should come
under this Competency.
10.
Mr. Neil said that he thinks emphasis will have to h~
placed on this Competency.
11.1 All of the Committee members present objected to t1is Performance Indicator.
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DISTRICT STUDENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING
Mr. Neil asked the Committee members if they had each contacted 100
students for input and listed the names of those contacted. If not,
they are to to do this and get the information to their school staff
representative by Thursday noon as the faculy representatives will meet
Thursday afternoon to finalize the Mathematics Competencies. (The
parents Citizens' Advisory group will meet on Wednesday night.) Mr. Neil
said that a copy of the Third Draft would be sent to the Student Advisory
members.
Reading Competencies that teachers have developed in the schools will
also be discussed Thursday afternoon. As soon as a First Draft is
available it will be sent to the Student Advisory members.
Mr. Neil will notify the Student Advisory members 1t1hen a date has been
decided upon for their next meeting.

,,, v:rwen rwwr en:: n1zecr:ram:t11titW'.»ttNSWt:'.tft:NtWtW!lb%'.ti estwe:wttfttMthit'dt:::fWN\'tt rr a~

t ···ws·"ttwY«alllif?tt'ttWme;;;w;s;rm~, m·,1·,w
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PETALUMA HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
HART LAW
CITIZENS 1 ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING
Apri 1 13, 1977
Present:

Gerald Dadey, Fran Parriera, Beryl Skuse, Winnie Nelson,
Mary Hinojosa, Rosemarie Feickert, Deborah Bailey,
Roberta Anderson

Mr. Dadey announced that the meeting would be the last meeting of
the Citizens• Advisory Committee on Minimum Competencies in Mathematics.
He asked the Advisory Committee members to make a presentation to the
Board on May 1O,(along with the Student Advisory Committee members and
the Staff Committee members) on the Minimum Competencies in Mathematics.
Mr. Dadey suggested that they select a spokeswoman for the group, but
said he would like to see all of the Committee members present at the
Board Meeting. (Jean Conklin will be spokeswoman for the group.) Mr.
Dadey suggested that they tell the Board, as a Citizens' Advisory Committee, what they think of the Minimum Competencies in Mathematics, and
talk about the kind of input they have received. The Board will be
asked to accept the Minimum Competencies in Mathematics that we have developed.
Mr. Dadey read excerpts from "Education USA" in regard to minimum competencies.
Mr. Dadey discussed District Goals and Objectives and said that the Board
would like to receive input from the community on whether or not we are
meeting the goals and objectives as stated. Mr. Dadey asked for a volunteer to form a committee, take the information that we have on hand, get
input from the community, and prepare a report for the Board of Education
Meeting on May 24. Beryl Skuse will Chair this Committee and Roberta
Anderson will assist her.
Mr. Dadey said that on Thursday, April 14, the Staff Committee will meet
to work up a first draft on Minimum Competencies in Reading. We will then
take the first draft in Reading to the Students Advisory Committee and
to the Citizens' Advisory Committee.
The Citizens' Advisory Committee members suggested that Reading and Written
Expression be worked on together.
A date was not set for the next Citizens' Advisory Committee meeting.

PETALUMA SCHOOL DISTRICTS
HART STAFF COMMITTEE ME[TJ~G
April J4, 1977
Present:

Everett Neil, LaMoyne Frank, Dorothy McHenry, Clark
Matthiessen, Jim McGloin, Armand Bascherini, Hat
Keller, Dave Noble

The Committee reviewed the Second Draft of Math Competencies in
order to come up with recommendations for a Third Draft. Changes
were made as follows:
Performance Indicator 1.1
3.1
5.5
5.6
11. I

Competency

5.

changed to read "3 dioits by one
~ " for clarification on wording.
"total cost of several items"
"thermometer or other common
calibrated oauoe."
This P.I. on map reading was added.
"such as a rectanole."
"calibrated gauges and maps."

Mr. Neil said the Third Draft would be typed up and sent out to
Committee members for them to take to their Math Departments.
)11,,1 IC'

Mr. Nei 1 stated that on ~ we are going to the Board with
Minimum Competencies in Mathematics and ask the Board to accept,
not adopt, these Competencies.
A lengthy discussion was held on Reading Competencies, and whether
they should be as simple as reading a newspaper article, or follow
the format of the Mathematic Competencies.
It was suggested that a
standardized achievement test be used, and any student who passes
this test at a given grade level, average or above, would meet the
minimum competency requirements and would not be required to take
the competency test. Students who fail to pass an established level
representing minimum competency of a standardized achievement test
must then demonstrate minimum competencies by taking the test.
The Committee then reviewed Santa Rosa's Reading Competencies and
made suggestions for a First Draft on Reading Competencies.

L

PETALUMh SCHOOL DlSTRJCTS
HART COMMJTTEE MEETING
(Staff and Student Advisory)
April 22, }977
Present:

1.

Gerald Dadey, Everett Nell, Dorothy McHenry, Clark
Matthiessen, Mat Keller, Dick Clecak, Dave Noble,
Yvonne Barnett, Todd Davis, Jeanette Davidson, Lisa
Olivarez, Debbie Gavriloff, Steve Wallach, Brian
Fresquez, Dina Silvestri, Liz Young, Kathy Herald,
Dana Owens, Kim Wolfe

Copies of the Third Draft of Minimum Competencies in Mathematics were distributed to the members present. The Fourth
Draft will be presented to the Board of Education at their
May lO meeting by student group, parent 9roup and Staff
committee. The Board will be asked to accept the Minimum
Competencies in Mathematics that we have.developed.
Spokesmen for the groups making the Presentation to the
Board will be:
Steve Wallach, Student Advisory
Jean Conklin, Parent Advisory
Dave Noble, Staff Committee
They are to tell the Board how the Minimum Competencies in
Mathematics were developed from the input received. All
members of the Committees are invited to attend the Board
Meeting.

2.

Copies of the First Draft of Minimum Competencies in Reading
were distributed. The students were asked to take them back
to their schools and contact students in their classes for
their comments or suggestions. lt is hoped that each student
representative will have 50 signatures on the Minimum Competencies in Reading to turn in at the next Student Advisory
Committee Meeting.

3.

The next Student Advisory Committee Meeting will be held on
Wednesday, May 4, 9:00 a.m., at North Bay Savings and Loan
Conference Room.

HLLUL/liiJt'liL
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PETALUMA HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
HART LAW
DISTRICT STUDENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING
MINUTES
Meeting held at North Bay Savings and Loan Association Conference
Room, May 4, 1977, 9:00 to 10:00 a.m.
Present:

Everett Neil, Todd Davis, Jeanette Davidson, Kathleen Herald,
Brian Fresquez, Dina Silvestri, Karen Azevedo, Karen Boysen,
Lisa Olivarez, April Harris, Tim McGunagle, Debra Gavriloff,
Kim Wolfe, Dana Owens

Mr. Neil and Committee members went over the First Draft of Minimum Competencies in Reading, and the recommendations on the attached copy of
the First Draft were made.
Mr. Neil said that the Staff Committee will meet May 12 to revise the
First Draft on Reading, and he will recommend the changes that the students suggested. The Staff Committee will also work on the First Draft
of Minimum Competencies in Written Expression. After that meeting Mr.
Neil will get the Second Draft of Reading Minimum Competencies, and the
First Draft of Written Expression Minimum Competencies out to the students. Mr. Neil reminded the students that we need 100 signatures on
these competencies, and suggested that they take them into the classrooms for signatures from everyone in the room.
Mr. Neil stated that two people are working on the Math Competencies to
make sure that they are written in the most simple language possible,
and to make sure that test questions can be made up in multiple choice
fashion. Each member of the Student Advisory Committee will receive a
copy of the Fourth Draft of the Mathematics Minimum Competencies for
their own use.
The Student Advisory Committee members were asked to attend the Board of
Education Meeting on Tuesday, May 10, 7:30 p.m., at which time the Minimum Competencies in Mathematics will be presented to the Board for their
acceptance.
Mr. Neil asked Committee members to send him a list (one page) by June,
1977, of the classes they went into, and the people they talked to -- a
summarization of their activities involving Minimum Competencies in
Mathematics.
The next meeting of the District Student Advisory Committee has not been
set yet.

.j~
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STUDENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING

PETALUMA HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
11 Hfth Street
Peta 1ul!l4, Ca 1ifornh

May 4, 1977
f 11\ST DRAFT

COMPETENCIES - BASIC SKlll AREAS

4-18-71

C(),IPETrnCIE~
l.

P£RFORMA.~CE .!!JO~

The student will demonstrate mastery
of basic vocabulary and word analysis
skill~.

1.1 Given a district devised test, the
student will satisfactor\11 IdenPhonics?
tify written symbols with appropriate
sounds.

l.2 Given a basic list of words devised
by the district, the student will
demonstnte proficiency in word
recogn 1t ion.

Phonics?

1.3

Given ten words, the student will
arrange them alphabetically.

1.4

r.i ven a 1 ist of cannon abbrevia-

O.K.
Al 1 the students questioned 1.4. Some
thought that it should go under Math Comp.
and some thought not necessary for survival.
100 too many words.

Students thought 20

~ords sufficient.
2.

tions, (wei~hts, measures, states.
etc.), the student will be able to
define them.
1.5 Given 100 11t1rds, the student will
satisfactorily ~atch other words
with similar meanin9s.

The student uses organized information
2.1 Using a dictionary, the student
to retrieve data. Eliminate_ included in 1.3.
will locate and spell five d1ctated
AAKE COtf,\£ttTS
words correctly.
Eliminate.
survi va 1.

Not necessary for basic

Questioned by students.
mixed reaction to 2.3.

2.2 Given a list of subjects, the
student will locate them using a
book index.
2.3

Given examples of clothing labels,
the student will Identify the
appropr,ate cleaning ?roce-ore.

2.4

Given a newspaoer, t~e student will
be able to locate job ooportun1ties,
a place to Jive, advertisement, etc.

There was a

Students agreed - this is important.

ituJents questioned 2.5 - ftlt tl1dl it
was ambiguous as written. Also, questioned
2.5 as a basic survival skill.

9! v~n ~ I l H 8f nj/11~~; qgmn In8
agencies, businesses, the student
will loca:e the correct phone
numbers 1n the directory.
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COMPETENCIE5 • BASIC SKILL AREAS (continued)
l'\.l thematics

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

CO!'.PETENC IE S
_._

The student demonstrates ability to
apply basic reading comprehension
skills to obta1n ideas and information, follow directions, and be able
to m.lke judgments. ELIMINATE - this is
covered in 3.4.
MAKE CtffiENTS

3.1 Given a series of road signs, the
student will tell what each s1gn
means.
ELH-'INATE as this is given on a
driver's test.
3.2 Given written directions for assignments selected by the teacher, the
student will follow the directions.
3. 3 Given a newspaper or magazine, the

student will locate an article and
state the main idea.

IMPORTANT
3.4
IMPORTANT

ELIMINATE as this was written into
Hath Competency as a basic ski 11.

Given a manual for care or operation
of a product (appliance, clothing,
equipment) the student will follow
the directions given.

3.5 Given a variety of canned food
labels, the student will d1fferent1ate between the contents,
Ingredients, weights, and size.

3.6 Given a variety of forms, {e.g.
short tax forms, checks, voter's
IMPORTANT but students think the
pamphlet, income tax instructions,
following items should be eliminated:
social security forms, accident reports, credit applications, ballots,
Voter's pamphlet, income tax instrucwarranty cards, driver's license,
tions, social security fonns, ballots
rental agreements and contracts)
and driver's license.
the student will read them and fill
them out correctly.

EllM!tlATE

3.; Given a list of advertising state•
ments, the student will indentHy
those expressing opinion or fact.

Students questioned 3.B but
thought It should be left in for now.

3.8 Given dosage 1nstructions, the stu•
dent will establish a dally schedule
for taking medication.

I'
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PETALUMA CITY <ELEMENTARY> SCHOOL DISTRICT
PETALUMA HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
11 FIFTH STREET
PETALUMA. CALIFORNIA 94952

HART STAFF COMMITTEE MEETING
May 12, 1977
Present:

Gerald Dadey, Everett Neil, Mat Keller, Armand Bascherini,
LaMoyne Frank, Howard Hill, Clark Matthiessen, Jim McGloin,
Dorothy McHenry, Dave Noble

1.

The Committee members reviewed the First Draft of Reading Competencies and comments made by the Student Advisory Committee,
and came up with suggestions for a Second Draft in Reading. This
will be typed up and sent out to Staff members.

2.

Mr. Dadey said that signatures should be obtained from at least
95% of the staff at school sites to show that they have put input
into the minimum competencies. It is not necessary to get signatures on each draft - once on each competency is sufficient.

3.

A discussion was held on minimum competencies in Written Expression.
LaMoyne Frank brought suggestions from staff at Petaluma High.
Copies were made for Staff Committee members. They were asked to
take this back to their English Departments, and ask them to provide a question that can be used to evaluate writing skills.
These suggestions are to be brought back to the next Hart Staff
Committee meeting which will be held on v/ednesday, May 18, 2:30 p.m.

4.

A copy of the suggested competencies from Petaluma High School is
attached.

lp
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Competencies
1.

The student will demonstrate mastery of writing a basic sentence:
- Given a picture, the student will satisfactorily write a
sentence identifying the picture.
- given a group of mixed up words, the student will be able
to place them into a coherent sentence.

2.

The student uses· primary punctuation:
- Given a question and a statement, the student will be able
to insert the proper end marks.
- Given a statement, the student will be able to capitalize
accordingly.

3.

The student uses correct spelling:
- Given a list of 100 words (Dolch List), the student will be
able to spell 75% of the words.

4.

The student demonstrates ability to apply basic written comprehension skills:
- Given a map, the student will be able to give written directions from A to B.
- Given an application form, the student will be able to fill it
out properly and neatly.
- Given a situation, the student will be able to make his wishes
known by use of a note.
- Using his own knowledge, the student will be able to write a
resume.
- Given a situation, a student should be able to write an appropriate response, with properly addressed envelope.

.----
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PETALUMA CITY <ELEMENTARY> SCHOOL DISTRICT
PETALUMA HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
11 FIFTH STREET

PETALUMA. CALIFORNIA 94952

MEMORANDUM
TO:

E.. Thomas Giugni. Superintendent;
Fairfield-Suisun Unified School District
Robert Hansen, Superintendent;
Napa Valley Unified School District
James M. Reusswig, Superintendent;
Vallejo City Unified School District
Mitchell Soso, Superintendent;
Santa Rosa School Districts

FROM:

Lesly H. Meyer, Superintendent of Schools

SUBJECT:

COOPERATIVE HART BILL CONSORTIUM

Just a reminder of our meeting on the Hart Bill scheduled
for Monday, May 16 at 1 O a. m.

The meeting will be held

at Sonoma Joe's in the Conference Room.
Luncheon reservations have been made.

See you then.

LHM:mb

5/9/77
cc:

Gerald Da.dey; Assistant Superintendent, Instruction

)JIIIII
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PETALUMA CITY I ELEMENTARY! SCHOOL DISTRICT
PETALUMA HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
11 F!FTI-I STREET
PETALUMA. CALIFORNIA 94952

HART STAFF COMMITTEE MEETING
May 18, 1977
Present:

Gerald Dadey, Everett tleil, Dorothy
McHenry, LaMoyne Frank, Howard Hill,
Armand Bascherini, Dave Noble

The Staff Committee discussed the Written Expression
Competency and decided upon the following recommendations for Draft One.
PERFORMA~CE INDICATOR

COMPETENCY
1.1

The student wi 11 demonstrate
mastery of end of sentence
punctuation, capitalization
and spe11ing skills.

1. 1

The student wi 11
write a functional
statement about a
real-life situation.

2.

The student uses correct
spelling.

2.1

Given a list of 25
words, the student
will be able to
spell 75% of the
words.

Copies of Draft One will be sent to Staff Committee members
and they are asked to get input from Language Arts teachers,
as well as make the rest of the staff aware of this draft.
Copies of Draft One of Minimum Competencies in Written Expression will also be sent to members of the Student
Advisory Committee. They are to get input from the students
at their schools to bring to the next Student Advisory
Committee Meeting, which will be held on Friday, May 27,
9:00 a.m.
The next Hart Staff Committee Meeting will be held on Thursday, May 26, 3:00 p.m.
1p
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PETALUMA CITY !ELEMENTARY\ SCHOOL DISTRICT
PETALUMA HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
11 FIFTH STREET
PETALUMA. CALIFORNIA 94952

'May 2 3, 19 7 7

MEMO

TO:

Chuck Cadman, Assistant Superintendent,
Administration and Personnel

FROM:

Gerald J. Dadey, Assistant Superintendent, Instruction

SUBJECT:

Writing assessment items for AB 3408
(Hart Bil 1)

This summer our Division will employ teachers from
the Secondary District to write assessment items
toward composing tests for implementation of AB 3408.
The three areas to be covered are: Reading, Written
Expression and Computational Skills. We anticipate
hiring two teachers in each of these areas for one
week.
The rate of pay will be the same as summer school.
The work week will be June 20 through June 24. The
work day will be 8:00 to 12:30.
Would you please advertise this information at our
secondary schools, with a cutoff date of June 6, if
possible.
Call me if you have any further questions.
GJ D: l p
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PETALUMA CITY (ELEMENTARY) SCHOOL DISTRICT
PETALUMA HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
11 FIFTH STREET
PETALUMA. CALIFORNIA 94952

Hart Staff Committee Meeting - May 26, 1977
Present:

Everett ~eil, Dorothy McHenry, La~oyne Frank,
Howard Hill, Armand Bascherini, Dave Noble,
Jim McGloin, ~at Kel1er

1.

The Committee feels that Draft Two of the Reading
Competencies is acceptable to District Staff,
althouqh Petaluma Hiqh Schoo1 and Casa ~rande Hiqh
School-have not yet received inout from all of ·
their staff.

2.

A discussion was held on the Written Exoression Comoetencies and suqqestions for chanaes were made. A
~econd Draft of 0~itten Expression-Competencies will
be typed up from these suooestions and sent out to
members of the Committee on Friday, May 27.

3.

Committee members will receive teacher inout and
signatures before the next Hart Staff Committee Meeting which will be held at 3:DD o.m., Thursday, June 2.

1p
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07) 712-6601

PETALUMA CITY <ELEMENTARY> SCHOOL DISTRICT
PETALUMA HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
11 FIFTH STREET

PETALUMA. CALIFORNIA 94952

PLEASE POST

May 27, 1977

MEMORANDUM TO:

All Certificated Staff, Petaluma High School
District

FROM:

Charles N. Cadman, Assistant Superintendent
Administration & Personnel

This summer the Division of Instruction will employ teachers from the
Secondary District to write assessment items toward composing tests
for implementation of AB 3408.
The three areas to be covered are: Reading, Written Expression and
Computational Skills. They anticipate hiring two teachers in each of
these areas for one week.
The rate of pay will be the same as summer school -- $178 per week.
The work week will be June 20 through June 24. The work day will be
8:00 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
All those interested in applying for these positions should contact the
Personnel Office no later than June 6, 1977.
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PETALUMA CITY <ELEMENTARY> SCHOOL DISTRICT
PETALUMA HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
11 FIFTH STREET
PETALUMA. CALIFORNIA 94952

H.A RT ST UDUlT ADVI SORY COr~ ~n TTEE ME ET I '! G
May 27, 1977
Present:

Everett Neil, April Harris, Dana Owens, Kim Wolfe,
Wendy Westfall, Todd Oavis, Debbie Gavriloff,
Kathy Herald, Karen Roysen, Brian Fresquez, nina
Silvestri, Jeanette Davidson

1.

Copies of the Hart Staff Committee Meetinq of ~ay 18
were distributed.

2.

Readinq Competencies were discussed,
It was stated that
Draft Two of Reading Competencies is acceotable to nistrict Staff. Student Committee members were asked to
comment on the inout thev had received from students on
Reading. They did not find any negative reaction to
this Comoetency.

3.

The Hart Staff Committee met on ~ay 2fi to work uo a
Draft Two of Minimum Competencies in Written Exoression.
From input received from their staff in reqard to ~raft
One, an effort has been made to make Draft Two morP.
definitive.

4.

Cooies of Draft Two of Written Exaression Competencies
were distributed to Committee members, and each Performance Indicator was discussed. Committee members were
asked to take Draft Two back to their schools to ~et input from the students, and ohtain 1n0 si9natures on the
Written Expression Competencies.

5.

It was announced that the Hart Staff Committee will meet
Thursday, June 2, 1:00 o,m.

6.

The students were asked to send a one-pane summary of
their activities and recommendations involving Minimum
Competencies in Reading and Written Expression to the
Division of Instruction Office by Fridav, June 3.
If
these reoorts are received by June 3, it will not·be necessarv.., to call another Studeht Advisory. Committee
Meetino.

1p
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:11 762-6601

PETALUMA CITY I ELEMENTARY> SCHOOL DISTRICT
PETALUMA HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
11

FIFTH STREET

PETALUMA. CALIFORNIA 94952

HART STAFF COMMITTEE MEETING
June 2, 1977
Present:

Everett Neil, Dorothy McHenry, Armand
Bascherini, Mat Keller, Jim McGloin,
LaMoyne ·Frank, Clark Matthiessen

1.

The Committee approves of the Second Draft in
Reading and recommends no changes.

2.

Committee members reviewed the Second Draft of
minimum competencies in Written Expression and
presented input from their staff, resulting in
suggestions for a Third, and probably final,
Draft. This will be typed up and sent out to
Staff Committee members.

3.

Copies of Minutes of the Hart Student Advisory
Committee Meeting, May 27, were distributed.
Staff Committee members were asked to note the
last paragraph wherein the Student members were
asked to send in a one-page summary of their
activities and r~commendations involving minimum
competencies in the three areas. The summaries
are to be in the Division of Instruction Office
by June 3.

4.

The Staff Committee members were thanked for
their cooperation and efforts in working on the
Hart Bill.

lp
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PETALUMA CITY (ELEMENTARYi SCHOOL DISTRICT
PETALUMA HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
11

FIFTH

STREET

PETALUMA. CALIFORNIA 94952

HART CITIZENS

1

ADVISORY COM~ITTEE MEETING

June 14, 1977
Present:

Everett Neil, Roberta Anderson, ~ary Hinojosa,
Winnie ~le l son , Beryl Skuse

1.

Copies of the Second Draft of Minimum Competencies in
Reading, conies of the Third Draft of Minimum Comoetencies in Written Expression, and cooies of the Fou~th
Draft of Minimum Comoetencies in Comoutational Skills
were distributed to Committee members.

2.

Committee members reviewed the Performance Indicators
in the Third Draft of Written Exoression and the Second
Draft of Reading.

3.

Committee members were asked to. take the extra copies
they received of the Third Draft of Written Expression
and the Second Draft of Readinq to citizens of the community for their inout. (Have-them read the minimum
competencies and make comments.)

4.

Committee members were asked to brinq the inout they receive to the next meeting which will be held on Thursday,
June 30, 10:00 a.m.

1p
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:11 762-6601

PETALUMA CITY < ELEMENTARY> SCHOOL DISTRICT
PETALUMA HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
11

FIF"TH STREET

PETALUMA. CALIFORNIA 94952

HART CITIZENS' ADVISORY COM~ITTEE MEETING
June 14, 1977
Present:

Everett Neil, Roberta Anderson, ~ary Hinojosa,
Winnie Nelson, Beryl Skuse

1.

Copies of the Second Oraft of Minimum Competencies in
Reading, copies of the Third Draft of Minimum Competencies in Written Expression, and copies of the Fourth
Draft of Minimum Competencies in Comoutational Skills
were distributed to Committee members,

2.

Committee members reviewed the Performance Indicators
in the Third Draft of Written Exoression and the Second
Draft of Reading.

3.

Committee members were asked to_ take the extra copies
they received of the Third Draft of Written Expression
and the Second Draft of Readinq to citizens of the community for their inout.
(Have-them read the minimum
competencies and make comments.)

4.

Committee members were asked to brino the input they receive to the next meeting which will be held on Thursday,
June 30, 10:00 a.m.

1p

"diversitas intra unitatem"

---------------.. --•-- ...······------·-------------------P':::TALUMA CITY <ELEMEl'-.1 TARY1 SCHOOL DISTRICT
PETAL.UMA HiGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
1!

FIFTH

STREET

PF.TAL!Jl'v!A. CALIFORNIA 94952

HART BILL CITIZEN 1 S ADVISORY COMMITTEE
June 30, 1977

Present:

Mr. Dadey, I1r. :'~e:il, Bonn)e Luttrell, Jean Conklin
Winni Nelson, Frances Parriera, Beryl Skuse

1.

Mrs. Luttrell had sent out 36 copies of the writing
competencies.
She received very positive reactions from
the people exposed to the materials.

2.

Mrs. Skuse suggested filling out job applications be
included in the competencies.
It has been included.

3.

Mr. Dadey asked Mr. NGil to give information he had
received at a Hart Bill Conference.
Mr. Neil said
most people at ·the conference were just beginning to
plan implementation procedures and were surprised how
advanced the Petaluma Dis·trict is.

4.

Suggestions for additions to the Writing Competencies:
(a) how to use a library, (b) add creative writing.
Both
areas do not pertain to helping a child pass the survival
materials.
(a) and Co) will not be added.·

5.

Mr. Neil said workshops are being set up for the fall to
provide inservice for staff on the Bay Area Writing Project.

6.

A discussion was held on classroom procedures i.e. having
the teachers correct papers; teaching cursive writing.

7.

A s~ggestion was made to give the completed competency
tests to the committee.

8.

A set of competencies should be made upi£or the elementary
area also.
Mr. Neil said McAllister Bill 367 was being
set up for approval to provide minimum compentencies for
4th and 6th grades.

9.

The final drafts of the competencies will be made up.

1 O.

:1r. Neil thanked the cc~mmi ttee members for the ha.rd work
11ours ser·vec. to the community.
The Division of
Instruciion will keep them informed of the implementation
':;rncedures.
Coramunity supno:-it like theirs is vital to the
t'l: ,. ,_ , '. nn :Jf a st:c-ong i:.~(::ica.t ional program.
and i,>"HW
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PETALUMA CITY cELEMENTARY> SCHOOL DISTRICT
PETALUMA HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
11 FIFTH STREET
PETALUMA, CALIFORNIA 94952

HART STAFF COMMITTEE MEETING
November 2, 1977
Present:
1.

C

✓.::

Mr. Dadey, Dorothy McHenry, LaMoyne Frank, Mat Keller,
Dave Noble, Jim McGloin, Bill Wurzburg, Howard Hill.

A packet of materials was distributed including copies of:

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
.f.
g.
h.
l.

J.

Minimum Competencies in Computational Skills
Minimum Competencies in Reading Skills
Minimum Competencies in Written Expression Skills
Competency Exam
Mathematics
Competency Exam -- Reading
Competency Exam -- Written Expression
A Sample Answer Sheet
Instructions for Students
Teacher's Tes~ Identification Form
Random Choice of Courses in Which Students Will be Tested

2.

Mr. Dadey discussed the way in which certain classes were
chosen to be utilized for testing.
Principals sent in
lists designated as "high 11 or "low." From these lists,
random samples were taken to total 500 plus 20 (for absentees)
for "high:r and 500 Plus 20 for "low" areas of student ability.
The reason for the high/low coding is to come up with a
discrimination factor for item analysis.

3.

Testing will get underway next week.
One school a day will
be tested.
Tentative schedule as follows:
Rancho Cotate High School
Casa Grande High School
Petaluma High School

Wednesday, November 9
Thursday, November 10
Monday, November 14

4.

Everett Neil will be in charge of testing
He will be at
the school to be tested at 8:00 a.m. on the morning designated
to give instructions to the teachers who will be giving tests.

5.

The group went over the Competency Exam for Mathematics and
matched each performance indicator with an assessment item.

6.

Several changes were made in the Performance Indicators as
follows:
1.3 Given the starting balance of less than $900 and (ten)
five bills to pay ..... .
7.1 Given a facsimile ruler scaled in (sixteenths) eights
of an inch ..... .
7.2 Omit

HART STAFF COMMI
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7.

Mr. Dadey expects to have the field testing of the math
tests over by November 18, 1977.

8.

A presentation to the Board for the adoption of the test
materials will be made after the data has been returned
from the scoring center probably sometime in spring,1978.

9.

Performance Indicators and test items in the areas of
Reading and Written Expression should be matched prior
to the next meeting.

10.

Next meeting:
Building.

·NOTE:

Performance Indicators match Math problems as follows:

Question
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8

9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25
26
27
28
29

rh

November 22, 2:30 p.m~ Administration

Indicators
1.1
1. 2
1. 3

1. 4
1.5
1.6
1.3b
2.1
3.la

4.1
1.3c
5.1
5.3

5.4a
5.4b
6.1
5.2
7.1
1. 7
1. 8

7. 3
7.4
8.1
9.1
10.1
10.2
10.3
11.1
11.1
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PETALUMA CITY cELEMENTARYl SCHOOL DISTRICT
PETALUMA HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
11 FIFTH STREET
PETALUMA. CALIFORNIA 94952

HART STAFF COMMITTEE MEETING
November 2, 1977
Present:

Mr. Dadey, Dorothy McHenry, LaMoyne Frank, Mat Keller,
Dave Noble, Jim McGloin, Bill Wurzburg, Howard Hill.

1.

A packet of materials was distributed including copies of:
a.
Minimum Competencies in Computational Skills
b.
Minimum Competencies in Reading Skills
c.
Minimum Competencies in Written Expression Skills
d.
Competency Exam
Mathematics
e.
Competency Exam -- Reading
f.
Competency Exam -- Written Expression
g.
A Sample Answer Sheet
h.
Instructions for Students
i.
Teacher's Test Identification Form
J. Random Choice of Courses in Which Students Will be Tested

2.

Mr. Dadey discussed the way in which certain classes were
chosen to be utilized for testing.
Principals sent i~
lists designated as 11 high" or 11 low. 11 From these lists,
random samples were taken to total 500 plus 20 (for absentees)
for 11 highn and 500 Plus 20 for 11 low" areas of student abi:;..ity.
The reason for the high/low coding.is to come up with a
discrimination factor for item analysis.

3.

Testing will get underway next week.
One school a day will
be tested.
Tentative schedule as follows:
Rancho Cotate High School
Casa Grande High School
Petaluma High School

J

/y',(

Wednesday, November 9
Thursday, November 10
Monday, November 14
1-'i'

4.

Everet'? Neil will be in charge of testing
He will be at
the school to •be tested at 8:00 a.m. on the morning designated
to give instructions to the teachers who will be giving tests.

5.

The group went over the Competency Exam for Mathematics and
matched each performance indicator with an assessment item~

6.

Several changes were made in the Performance Indicators as
follows:
1.3 Given the starting balance of less than $900 and (ten)
five bills to pay ..... .
7.1 Given a facsimile ruler scaled in (sixteenths) eights
of an inch ..... .
7.2 Omit
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7.

Mr. Dadey expects to have the field testing of the math
tests over by November 18, 1977.

8.

A presentation to the Board for the adoption of the test
materials will be made after the data has been returned
from the scoring center probably sometime in spring, 1978.

9.

Performance Indicators and test items in the areas of
Reading and Written Expression should be matched prior
to the next meeting.

10.

Next meeting:
Building.

NOTE:

Performance Indicators match Math problems as follows:

Question
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20

21
22
23
24

25
26
27
28
29

rh

November 22, 2:30 p.m. Administration

Indicators

1.1
1. 2

1. 3
1. 4

1. 5
1.6
1.3b
2.1
3. la
4.1
1. 3c

5.1
5.3
5.4a
5.4b
6.1
5.2
7.1
1.7
1.8
7.3
7.4
8.1
9.1
10.l
10.2
10.3
11.1
11.1
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PETALUMA CITY rELEMENTARY1 SCHOOL DISTRICT
PETALUMA HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT

11 FtrTH STREET
PETALUMA. CALIFORNIA 94952

December 15, 1977

TO:

Mr. Anderson

FROM:

Everett Neil, Director [-~.:.v
Curriculum Development

SUBJECT:

Pilot Test for Written Expression

Please notify the following instructors that
testing will__ t _ e 1 k e ~ e i r c ssrooms
Ganuar? ..~,. l~·-Classes:

Mr. Hill
World History - Period 3
(Mrs. Sorensen will administer the test)
Mr. Hill - Western Civilization - Period 4
(Mr~. Sorensen will administer the test)
Mr. Cleveland - History - Period 1
(Mrs. Sorensen will administer the test)
Mr. Avila - History
Period 1
(Mr. Neil will administer the test)
Mr. Heth - Political Behavior - Period 3
(Mr. Neil will administer the test)
Mr. Avila
History - Period 5
(Mr. Neil will administer the test)

All materials will be furnished
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PETALUMA CITY t ELEMENTARY l SCHOOL DISTRICT
PETALUMA HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT

11 FIFTH STREET
PETALUMA. CALIFORNIA 94952

December 15, 1977

TO:

Mr. Hutchison

FROM:

Everett Heil, Director £.rJ_,/
Curriculum Development

SUBJECT:

Pilot Test for Written Expression

Please notify the following instructors that
Pilot Tes~!~g_}:nl-1-~ne in their classrooms
,/'

.

- ~

January 5, 1978.
Classes: ~-t,+r->-e---'~..:,..,..,.,,...-,--+-i:'~a, - Basic Social Studies - Period 1
(Mrs. Sorensen will administer the test)
Mrs. Schmitka - Social Studies - Period 2
(Mrs. Schmitka will administer the test)
Mr. Hast - Social Studies - Period 6
(Mr. Hast will administer the test)
Mr.

Zurth - Social Studies - Period 6
(Mr. Zurth will administer the test)

Mr. Reese - Social Studies - Period 7
(Mrs. Sorensen will administer the test)
Mr. Hast - Asian Studies - Period 2
(Mrs. Sorensen will administer the test)
Mr. Rishel - Latin America - Period 3
(Mr. Neil will administer the test)
Mr. Zurth - Humanities - Period 7
(Mrs. Sorensen will administer the test)
Mr.

Lattimore - Driver Education - Period 1
(Mr. Neil will administer the test)

Mr. Hoadley - Psychology - Period 4
(Mr. Neil will administer the test)
Mr. Hoadley - Human Interaction - Period 6
(Mr. Hoadley will administer the test

l56

Pa

lot Test for Written Expression
-2-

Mr. Hoadley - Driver Education - Period 7
(Mr. Hoadley w 1 administer the test)
Mrs. Schmitka - Government iod 6
(Mrs. Schmit
will administer the test)
Mr. Rishel - Latin America - Period 6
(Mr. Rishel will administer the test)
Mrs. Schmitka - Government - Period 7
(Mrs. Schmitla will administer the test)
Please notify Mrs. Schmitka, Mt. Hast, Mr.Zurth,
Mr. Hoadley, Mr. Rishel to attend an 8 a.m. meet g,
to receive instructions on giving the test, in_the
conference room.
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PETALUMA CITY 1ELEMENTARY> SCHOOL DISTRICT
PETALUMA HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT

\t

FIFTH

STREIT

PETALUMA. CALIFORNIA 94952

December 15, 1977

TO:

Mr. Shawler

FRON:

Everett Nei 1, Director(',".,
Curriculum Development

SUBJECT:

Pilot Test for Written Expression

------

Please notify the following teachers that testing
wi 11 take Ql.a-0e---in--=tbeir classrooms on
.,,,-~-

January 6·, 1978.
Classes:

"

Mr. Norman - Social Studies - Period 1
Mr. Donahue - Social Studies - Period 2
Mr. Frank - Social Studies

Period 3

All materials will be furnished.
Mrs. Ruth Sorensen will administer the test.
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PETALUMA CITY < ELEMENT ARYl SCHOOL DISTRICT
PETALUMA HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
1

t

FIFTH STREET

PETALUMA. CALIFORNIA 94952

December 15, 1977

TO:

Mr. Arthur

FROM:

Everett Neil, Director~/(
Curriculum Development

SUBJECT:

Pilot Test for Writing Skills

Please notify the instructors listed below
that the Writing Skills Pilot Test will be
given th e.i-P--e-lass--9 n

G::~

Classes:

Mr. Dalbec - Soc

1 Studies - Period 2

Mrs. Dietrich - Social Studies - Period S
Mr. Dalbec - Social Studies - Period 7

All materials will be furnished.
Mr. Neil will administer the testing.
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PETALUMA CITY ,ELEMENTARY1 SCHOOL DISTRICT
PETALUMA HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
11

FIFTH

STREET

PETALUMA. CALIFORNIA 94952

December 15, 1977

tt

TO:

Mr. Da

FROM:

Everett Neil, Director/,:.,.:...,'
Curriculum Development

SUBJECT:

Pilot Test for Written Expression

Please notify the following instructors that
testing will take place
their classrooms
/--·-----

.

(

--~---"-------.

January 9, 1978

Classes: '---11r.

o e - California History - Period 4
(Mr. Dole will administer the test)

Mr. Dole - California History - Period 2
(Mr. Neil will administer the teat)
Mr. Smith - U.S. History - Period 4
(Mr. Neil will administer the test)
M~. Smith - U.S. History - Period 6
(Mr. Neil will administer the test)
All materials will be furnished.

rh
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PETALUMA CITY 1ELEMENTARY1 SCHOOL DISTRICT
PETALUMA HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
1 t Flf"TH STREET
PETALUMA. CALIFORNIA 94952.

December 15, 1977

TO:

Dr. Loewke

FROM:

Everett Neil, Director .r1:...,,
Curriculum Development

SUBJECT:

Pilot Test for Written Expression

Please notify the following instructors that
testing will take_pJ.a~e in their classrooms
'

--

--~.

January 10, 1978.
Classes:

J,

Mrs. Petersen - Social Studies - Period 2
Mr. Flynn - Social Studies - Period 5
Mr. Flynn

Social Studies - Period 1

Mrs. Petersen - Social Studies - Period 4
Mr. Tronnes - Social Studies - Period 6
Mrs. Petersen - Social Studies - Period 7
Mr. Neil will administer the test.
All materials will be furnished.
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PETALUMA CITY !ELEMENTARY, SCHOOL DISTRICT
PETALUMA HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
11

FIFTH

STREET

PETALUMA. CALIFORNIA 94952

HART STAFF COMMITTEE MEETING
January 24, 1978
Conference Room, Petaluma High School
Present:

LaMoyne Frank, Howard Hill, Mat Keller,
Jim McGloin, Dorothy McHenry, Dave Noble,
Bill Wurzburg

Members of the Committee discussed the Presentation
to the Board on February 28. LaMoyne Frank and Dave
Noble will represent the group. All members of the
Committee are requested to attend the Board Meeting.
A discussion was held advising the staff of the final
drafts of all three areas. A decision was made by
the group to circulate copies of the minimum competencies in all three areas. with a cover sheet to be
signed off by departments.
All sign-off sheets are to be returned to the Division
of Instruction Office no later than February 22.
EN: 1 p
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HART STAFF COMMITTEE MEETING.

. _

January 24, 1978
. . . . . . . __ ,.
Conference Room, Petaluma .High .School ....
Present:

laMoyne Frank, Howar.d .Htll. J1at.Keller,.
Jim McGlofn, Dor:oth,y .McHenr.y: •. Dave ,Noble,
Bill Wurzburg . . . . . .
. ........, .. .

Members of the Committee .dis.cussed .the .Prese.ntation
to the Board on February 28 •... LaMoyne. frank .and Dave
Noble wi 11 represent the group. , .All .rnernber.s .of .the
Committee are requested to .attend .the.Board Meeting.

A discussion was he 1 d advi s i.ng . the staff of the fi na 1
drafts of all three areas •. A decision was made by
the group to circulate copies .of the mintmum competencies in all three areas, with .a .cover .sheet to be
signed off by departments~--.
All sign-off sheets are to .be .r.eturned .to ,the .Division
of Instruction Office no later.than Eebruary.22.

EN:lp

Personal comments:

(Ev Neil)

Mat Keller objected to getting signatures.
Howard Hill and Dave Noble objected strenuously to getting
signatures of the total staff. All of them agreed it would
be opening a can of worms. LaMoyne Frank suggested the
final solution which was accepted; i.e. sign off sheets by
department. Main objection was "taking up teacher's time."
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PETALUMA CITY c ELEMENTARY) SCHOOL DISTRICT
PETALUMA HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT

11

FIFTH STREET

PETALUMA. CALIFORNIA 94952

DATE:

January 25, 1978 ·

MEMO TO:

Hart Staff Committee

FROM:

Division of Instruction

SUBJECT:

Minimum Competencies

The final process to establish minimum competencies
has been accomplished. Copies in the three areas
are to be circulated to staff through department
meetings to inform staff of the final drafts.
Please express appreciation for time taken to offer
suggestions for change ~nd to inform students.
The results of the pilot testing indicate the tests
are basically very sound and the competencies are
broad in scope.
Please pass out the final drafts, collect them and
return to the Division of Instruction by February 22
or sooner. Once again signatures are important. Do
the best you can!
EV: l p
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PETALUMA CITY !ELEMENTARY! SCHOOL DISTRICT
PETALUMA HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
11 FIFTH STREET
PETALUMA. CALIFORNIA 94952

PARENTS ADVISORY COMMITTEE TO THE HART BILL
Meeting on January 25, 1978
TRAC Room, Administration Building
Present:

Gerald Dadey, Everett Neil, Roberta
Anderson, Jean Conklin, Rosemarie
Feickert, Mary Hinojosa, Wini Nelson,
Frances Parriera, Beryl Skuse

1.

Discussed process of developing minimum competencies in three areas.

2.

Requested group attend Board Meeting February 28
for Presentation. Everyone indicated they would
be there.

3.

Mrs. Jean Conklin and Mrs. Roberta Anderson volunteered to act as Committee spokespersons at the
Board Meeting.

4.

Requested that each Committee member have other
parents and citizens review the competencies and
get signatures showing that they approve the competencies and have reviewed them. It was stressed
that we are not looking for changes.

5.

Expre$ed appreciation for parent and citizen cooperation in the process of identifying competencies
for our_students.

6.

February 9 was the date set for the Parents Advisory
Committee members to bring in the signatures. Committee members are encouraged to gain as many
signatures as possible. Suggest circulation of the
minimum competencies at PTA meetings, 4-H, Boy Scouts,
Girl Scouts, church groups, school advisory, etc. If
more forms are needed, call 762-6601, Ext. 187.
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PETALUMA CITY , ELEMENTARY> SCHOOL DISTRICT
PETALUMA HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
11 FIFTH STREET
PETALUMA. CALIFORNIA 94952

HART STUDENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING
February 1, 1978

Present:

Mr. Neil, Administration Building
Jeanette Davidson, Rancho Cotate High School
Todd Davis, Rancho Cotate High School
Sandy Brewer, Petaluma Junior High School
Tim McGernagle, Petaluma Junior High School
Brian Fresques, Casa Grande High School
Liz Cullerton, Kenilworth Junior High School
Deena Jensen, Kenilworth Junior High School
Karen Boysen, Petaluma High School
Kathy Herald, Petaluma High School

1.

Mr. Neil displayed and explained the charts depicting the
competency scoring of Reading.
No charts like the ones
shown have been made up for Math or Written Expression.

2.

Mr. Neil discussed the tests.
The Math tests will be
revised to some extent and re-tested by a sampling of
students again.
Testing in the schools with the finished
and up-dated tests will start in the fall as a regular
part of the testing program.

3.

The Student Advisory Committee has been asked to attend
a Board presentation on the Competency Testing Program
February 28, 1978, 7:30 p.m. in the large Board Room
at the Administration Building.
Student representatives
that will speak for the group will be:
Kathy Herald
from Petaluma High School and Brian Fresquez of Casa
Grande High School. All other committee people will be
in the audience.

4.

Each member of the student committee is requested to
share the results of the committees working by obtaining
signatures. A packet made up of the three competencies
and a sign-off sheet has been distributed to each student.
Each committee member is to gain as many signatures as
possible and return them to Mr. Neil 1 s office by
February 10, 1978.

5.

Mr. Neil, cs the representative of the Division of
Instruction, thanked the student committee for their hard
work this past year to identify the competencies.

6.

Board Meeting:
February 28, 1978, 7:30 p.m., large Board
room, Administration Building.
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by ADRV.·A''\. MrV.t;RJUY

A.s c! Jur,t. 1S:t. n:. k.nger nll fowrur! of t!.!e.r.t:..a!)ct:, O!' •·,cat 1.11;,t-•• u
cdurat:::rs hive t:.:t;~:j !t. be ,s:;!hcii:r.t

n,,,j,._,~arthl?. lt71-'

:S !l'

~:....

Gerald D;idey. ats:s:.an: SU;>!"i.tl\tr.den!

fer L".st:-u::Uor. \\-:t.t L¾e Pe!Z:a.--r..:. H.:bh
School D:strict, calll'c! a .. rti'e5.Sic:; in
~Cucalwn" - e-td:..•"'JJ;~ tesl S{'Oft! ar.C
rrowir.b ;::.1bl1t s::-rp~i:~rn over the veiue
of s high .s.::hool Clpk:na,
It is lhe conrem c:I :n.a~y. he .sald, :.'l.9~
hi;ti .5choo:S art> tumin~ c:.:t s:udrnts w:'tt,
can. nr1~"1.er read, aT!tt or prn\;nn cL'ler
basic tasks . .He poi~!ed ou: ~t th.is
probles:;-; ;s n.at10:-,a~ t."". sccpc.
Test scores han L"l:..lttMC L'".at J!bout
!.1 reilhor, Ament.ar.5 art ••fa."¼:"uor.a!lY
ill.iterate,'' Dadey cor.tinued
•

Tt,~ Tb,rt Law is Ot.•sirned to ra1-•e t"W'
1und41rd5 for tu.ch school gradWltton to
insure that stuCtnh pM:-e:s~rng a
d;'pl.:ima "can 1,;o into t."le 11rllrld 1tnd rr..ake
B

b.::sir ildng," tie no!c-d.

Pe~.alc7,a's s~r:Oards art ,uc-h t!".at
most hi;:i: sc!"lj()i ;:::-aC:.:sle5 are Je311.,,;
,,:-:L'r) whn: Hit)' nHC. he :ul,t "Howe\·er,
we\': !.-ie k:dct:Lift o:.irselves to 1..'1.ir.1 tl'..iit !t
dJdn't h3ppen wi:h lome," he added.
.,Mttr v.t W.olt:;r.e..1t Lf-it' bill tift"'ll lnott
hear-:- how w·e·ve bfu. doing."
An JJ';ipcr..ar.t a.s;,rc:. of L'lt: ltgis.tollon
is i'..s l'mg:~i:; ''t.arlY \\·arr.in; SY!terr."

D:uky s<11i1t lt ci!.ls. for tuti.:1.g St.;dc::U
thret presc;ibed int.ervU. ir, Lhe
srventr.. nl-i!h snC tltvenU-, ,znu:ies.. to

.a:

usLJ.S their pro~rrn toward lht ~--..
daro set b}· tht d!.stnct.
for t.1o;:t students 11.·?lo show 1r.srked
dt r:ciency in any c! l.ht Urrf't skill .arr-a.!,
cc;mpwut,c:a!, trritltn n;>:--essbn L"ld

rtaC~,;. , dJa;::ne!Uc cor.!erer.~ u
r.iattd..ittd i."lvo.M::.g t."'le inudu.!, teac-her,
p.arenu r.nd prtnc1p.,t!.
I\ :rt:r,!"°'..i!t \;tCr,L'D cf L"'.s'.J'.u:'JCll
rnu.'•i then be dc:1gned icr the s!..udca i.o
£p,tt:C. his prnr,rez toward caSl,Znr.z
thest b.uic illlli.
ln 1dd:tion t,.""it bill OirK\S d!.st!lCU to
ap.prove alterr..ative v.·ays cf ut!.ryir.,g
lht school's count c! st:.idy. q:± &i,t'J
indudt: practict.1 demor..strauon of skilli.

1

SkiUs Tests To Challenge 5Gai Time'
•orl e,:pe:ieru:,:t, independr::it srndy and

u..stten, u i, 5,.};iovm tn the follo,;,,i.ng
na.~1~·
"Fro:n a ~iven mc.-:t.':;y incc:nt a...Ti6

:..&. l"le studen! ru deve'.C?

adult scl',ooi

tr,rm!::.!J

Tot r,tT l.a.1Ji does n:;:it e:,p-:y Le .s;:,ecW
eJ:.ic,e!.,;o-,': s·1..'je::!.S, t~o.sr iiith h.1.1dics?5
or o!.:.~rr;T"ise l:..~ied t.tiliues.
Smc-e Ftb. l co::1.7ittf-e.S o! p.a:-e:ns,
!1.1.:~:-:i<s 2r.d 6.s:'"!ct st~.!I members have
L<.e~ lilrOTki:.~ :o re:r,;ii!e I.he citer.a fer.

budge;. C.:..-no-r.s'..:-a.~g k:,Olll:l'dge to !7:lef:
!:.n.anci.21 ,:i!,l;ta!ions:'
''The s!:;dem ,;-1!! con\'ert the k!:.r,;'1,'1t
dtc~·n.ds tc !ract10.":.!: .25, ..l3, ~. ,r.6,
.':'S.

corr.':lt!.br..:1e:. L'> the Usie 5'...!11a:n31.,"id
\O ce.s•.gn prac'..!cahie tests.
TI'JS ~ 11 job tiei.nr done in d.Lstrit'..s ~
o,•::r!lt s"..a~t, S:..-:c-e th~ in~nt c.! th law
isto.hs¥ec.;.c!"1C"t:r...":'::.ir.Jtysttsu..1ds~

.1,

"The .!11:dtn~. wl-.ni ,:lven 1 b:rs
scheCu.l.t a:id oirlL,e schfC:.i.lt, rJJ
ider.!ify l!Ines of departurt .11.'l~ .tm\'al
for I ginr. L'i;1 •·
"A si:JJenl will Lt- JbJt to .cc:,n:;'li.:1/'.' lh!

do

not rtpl.act an) gr1.du1Uon
tequire."llent., ccrre.n!ly 1n diec·l, he
poir.ted cut. Fo:- thon studtnts,
'"proji'clcd tt, Le ep;,:-tixl.';lat/:ly $ ptr cen1
or lr~, '>l;M ca~..-.r:1 r.-it-t! tht s::z..-::da:tls.
tu: t.ho r.:eet the c!..ne: re:;'.Jrm:!:::ts fct

r:aC:;;JttJo;i. a C.:;:.ic::-..a of •t~"::.:!.anct 'lrJJ
be' l.!:,5:Ji'ct
A.!::.oilfh im aU::ititlt-n ~!i t.ecr: m.&dt
by L"'ie s:.a:.e lJ:- !214,M to l ~ .ai:::er.c.ir,
for pc.:-.'...1£:e and te1t;ili&r.e bi:.!, and ot.'le:
cos~ t:',Ctlrred in not:.!yt.i:g pupil! and
JUlrer.!.S cf tonfe:-tn~. n5pc:--tlbll!ty for
t>:,Yir,5 OU\ L'l< 1.,,. ha!J been pl.teed
sqc.ueiy irilh uc."l l'.s!ri:t
_ Sinct' nt.~tir.i tltrsor.:td arr u.nde..""'!..U:.Lr.g the j:i!t l-nple~t.~ttjoo cf the
tili is not u:;:-e.:~ to be • C..•11.ndal
b:!.'i!en on !t,e C.:.:t..-ict. Dod~r reported.
"C.C.::"'...'Tiu.."'..:!r L-:;i:.it u. o: L~ utzno.11
u:"')'Or"_.net," he~ lr,te.-....ste-d p,er:s.oru
r;;:.:;y cont.set the s::t.c:icJ ».d."':1..inis;n~nn 11t
76:-wOl !~r mort ::t',forms.tJon u.d b..'Te.s
ar:::f dates o: 1dv110-ry co!::ll'll1~te-e

perit:1e!crs and .arees tJ.! s::nyle
~est may ••ar.t *'from a r.ul1 Jos;~--;g grometrk figures scch u ret'..ar.p:les,
rc:::..-n:irJ:y tc , ta:-ge i."lr.rr city sch.,oJ tria::J!'le.!i, rl'!.:! cirdes.''
di,;>.r.~:." !):i.:!ey r.oteG.
Dt je~· r..rus~ tl-..lt t.~~ rr.d..ard,
The rr-:;:.J! so far is a set o! •·per~ trt =.=..-.!.":ll!Zl; ·'t:.1t Loor o1 ed:;-:z::-1..--..
fcn"r'..ar::e eci.:ato:-s·• t.l".!ch W".D ,:a·.:u
\\" e s..'iGt:.!.d h.i,·i s! Jean~ .e.,"l(! rr,Qre, ff
corr:i;;~LG~ic.·u;J si!ll, tnd the atil::y to , 'l'..t Ha;·t La" is rieslped to c:-utt
read s...id ir.tc.-;,ref schedulc.s. 1c un- i:non c!e"e.1!.in!e s:.c.nj.ar--4..,:s ti: rugn
dcn".z.r,! ~j \:!It n:-Ju o! musJ.Te::iett. school graj~tio!l. "\li1'.at we are: :s.!k:..".£
a.nd :o :DU.e: ~ t . a.n:Jr!f olhe th.::",;,-. aboi..! btre is aecc~tab.llity ;• ht s.s..i.1.
The problem, .,.. furtd lo pracuca:
The m'J'Jmun, =pe:z.,,ey !tu>;iara, meeti.i.Z5-
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PETALUMA SCHOOL DISTRICTS
11 Fifth Street
Petaluma, California 94952

DATE:

March 7, 1977

MEMO TO:

All Secondary Principals

FROM:

Gerald J. Dadey, Assistant Superintendent,
Instruction

SUBJECT:

AB 3408 (Hart Bill) Student Advisory Committee

We are establishing a District Student Advisory Committee to
assist us in the implementation of AB 3408 (Hart Bill). It
is requested that three students from each secondary school
be assigned to this Committee; preferably from different
grade levels. Once you have determined who these students
are, please call my secretary at Extension 187 and give her
the names, addresses and phone numbers of the students.
As soon as the Committee is complete, we will set a meeting
date.
The meetings of students will be held during the school day
so that students riding a school bus will be back on campus
before school is dismissed.
Hopefully, you can attend to this by Friday, March 11.
GJD: l p

\.
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(

PETALUMA SCHOOL DISTRICTS
11 Fifth Street
Petaluma, California 94952

DATE:

March 7, 1977

MEMO TO:

All Secondary Principals

FROM:

Gerald J. Dadey, Assistant Superintendent,
Instruction

SUBJECT:

AB 3408 (Hart Bill)

Citizens' Advisory Committee

We are establishing a Citizens' Advisory Committee to assist
the District in implementing AB 3408 (Hart Bill).
The first meeting of this Corrrnittee will be held on March 21,
at 7:00 p.m., in the small Board Room at the Administration
Building.
We would like to request that one or two parents from either
your PTSA or your Advisory Corrrnittee be assigned to this
group as representatives of your school. If you have both an
Advisory Committee and a PTSA, a member from each group would
be welcome. As soon as it is determined who your representatives will be, please phone my secretary at Extension 187 and
supply her with the name, address and telephone number. Hopefully, you can attend to this by Friday, March 11.
Thanks for your cooperation.
GJD: l p
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PETALUMA SCHOOL DISTRICTS
11 Fifth Street
Petaluma, California 94952
DATE:

March 1, 1977

MEMO TO:

Secondary Principals

FROM:

Gerald J. Dadey, Assistant Superintendent, Instruction

SUBJECT:

Review minimum competencies in computational skills

Faculties in each school have identified minimal competencies in
computational skills relative to implementation of the Hart Bill
(AB 3408). I would request that ill departments be asked to review these suggestions, comment on them, suggest any changes, and
return them to your school staff committee member by Friday,
March 11, 1977.
It is imperative that the department members sign the signature
sheet so as to insure the fullest participation possible. If
feasable and does not interfere with previous plans, it is suggested that departmental meetings be scheduled for Wednesday
after school. Mr. Neil will coordinate the return of materials
from school staff committee members.

ittiirrM:zW

· ?" a-'f1"5>tbidN--&-z?'O i:wai ~w-ntcI¥YJCienititu-rainw19tJ-itrl'ti4',iiffiittiriHhri•·rtitNNffi2h:t¥#i'itnNt6iMl8ltMW+wt:t'.ilf'nktiM:¥:HitifY:tfft'ii\lf5:¥ti?retttWi:il't:dtCtltrrittft1WWittr&ttifiiitM1tiitriit'tWW1k:ili'1.f,,
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PETALUMA (ELEMENTARY) SCHOOL DISTRICT
PETALUMA HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
11 Fifth Street
Petaluma, California
94952
May 10, 1977
The Division of Instruction has prepared a list of Minimum
Competencies in Computational Skills to comply with the Hart
Bill AB 3408. The list of Minimum Competencies in Computational Skills is based on input from the District staff,
members of the community, and junior high and high school students.
A flow chart and a chronological list of meetings are
attached to visually illustrate the large number of individuals
contacted to develop this document.
The following representatives of the District staff, community
and students will present the fourth draft of the Minimum Competencies in Computational Skills to the Petaluma Board of
Education.
I.
II.

Introduction: Mr. Gerald Dadey, Assistant
Superintendent, Division of Instruction.
Mr. Dave Noble, Member District Staff Committee, Math Department Chairperson,
Petaluma Junior High School.

III.

Steven Wallach, Member District Student Advisory Committee, Junior at Casa Grande
High School, Student Body President,
Student Representative to the Board of
Education.

IV.

Mrs. Jean Conklin, Member District Advisory
Committee, Member of Advisory Committee
of Casa Grande High School.
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PETALUMA (ELEMEtlTARY) SCHOOL DISTRICT
PETALUMA HIGII SCHOOL DISTRICT
11 Fifth Street
Petaluma, California 94952

FOURTH DRAfT

MHlIMUM COMPETENCIES IN COMPUTATIONAL SKILLS

Mathematics
COMPETENCIES

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

I

i.

Mastery will be demonstrated
by the student in four basic
operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication and
division; also addition and
subtraction of fractions and
decimals.

1,1

Given 3 digit by l
multiplication problems
student
will select the correct products.

1.2

Given division problems with one
or two digit divisors, the student
will select the correct quotients.

1.3

a. Given a starting balance of less
than $900 and ten bills to pay, the
students will select the correct
final balance.

1.3

b. Given a facsimile check register
with a starting balance of less than
$900 showing transactions in one of
which an error has been made, the
student will identify the error.

1.3

c. Given a bill and four facsimile
it, the
checks written to
correctly
student will
written check.

1.4

Given addition problems with five
or fewer addends involving decimal
fractions written in either tenths
or hundredths, the student will
select the correct sums (the total
will not exceed 1,000).

1.5

Given subtraction problems involving decimal fractions written
in either tenths, hundredths or
thousandths, the student will
select the correct differences (no
number will exceed 1,000).

1.6

Given a facsimile payroll check
stub with the
earnings and
deductions
, the student will
select the correct take home pay.
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COMPETENCIES

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
1.7

Given the following decimal
fractions:
.25, .33, .50, ,66,
.75, the student will select the
correct common fraction equivalent
and conversely (vice versa).

1,8

Given addition or subtraction
problems involving two common
fractions with unlike denominators,
the student will select the correct
answers,
(The answers need not be
expressed in simplest form.)
Denominators limited to 2, ~, 8, 16;
3, 6, 12; s, 10.

2.1
2.

The student writes whole
numbers in word form.

3.

The student will estimate the
answers.

,.

The student rounds off numbers.

Given numbers up to 1,000 including
whole numbers, common fractions and
decimal fractions, the student will
select the correct word form and
conversely (vice versa).

3.1

5.

The student will demonstrate
ability to read whole numbers
and decimals, to read and interpret tables, schedules,
calibrated gauges and maps.

Given numbers less than 100, the
student will select the closest
estimated answer to a) addition,
bl subtraction, cl multiplication
and d) division problems,

~.l

Given decimal fractions written
in tenths or hundredths, the
student will select the nearest
whole number,

s.l

Given a facsimile bus or airline
schedule, the student will select
the correct arrival and departure
times.

5.2

Given a tax, time or mileage table
and relevant information, the
student will select the correct
response.

S.3

Given a facsimile thermometer, the
student will select the correct
temperature.

s.~

a. Given a facsimile road map with
a scale of miles, the student will
select the closest approximate distance between two points,
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Ma.thematics

COMPrTENCltS

PERfORMANCt INDICATORS
5.4

b. Given the map in 5,4 a, the
student will select the most
direct route between two points.

6.

The student counts correct
amounts of change.

6.1

Given a purchase made with ,1
$1, $2, $5, $10, or $20 the
student will select the correct
amount of change to be received.

7.

The student will demonstrate
ability to measure using linear,
liquid, weight, and metric
measures.

7.1

Given a facsimile ruler scaled
in sixteenths of an inch, the
student will match ruler markings
with the correct measurement and
conversely (vice versa).

7.2

Given line segments and a ruler
with markings of l", 1/2", 1/4",
1/8 1' , 1/16", 1 cm and l rmo, the
student will select the correct
length.

7.3

Given measurements of cups, tablespoons, teaspoons, gallons, quarts,
pints, and appropriate conversion
tables, the student will select
measurements which are equivalent.

7.4

Given an English/metric conversion
table, the student will select
measurements which are equivalent.

e.

Value determination.

8.1

Given cans of differing sizes of
the same brand and product and the
cost a~d weights of each can, the
student will select the best buy
per unit.

9.

The student figures elapsed
time.

9,1

Given problems which state the
starting and stopping time within
a
hour period, the student will
select the correct elapsed times.

:

~

1

will J:..;i;,v;1.;:.1ate
ability to understand percentage and interest.
.. :1-.!

.:it,J.J;!:4t

1 ,1 1
lU, l

,ij

Gi-...~

tl.1.: u,-..:1\ttdy :....t.:t·vict..! I'dle

..1~

a n,ixed number percent, such as
l½\ on a credit charge account,
the student will select the correct
monthly interest on an amount which
is a multiple of $100.
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~~athe:natics
COHPETENC!ES

11. The student will be able to
demonstrate ability to understand perimeter and area.

rh

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

10.2

Given the monthly payments and
length of time of a contract, the
student will select the correct
amount to be paid in excess of
purchase price.

10.3

Given a word problem that includes
the price of an object and the rate
of the down payment, the student
will select the correct payment.

11.l

Given simple geometric figures
such as a rectangle, the student
will select the correct perimeters
and areas.
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MEETINGS

1.

January 7, 1977
Superintendents and Assistant Superintendents from Fairfield-Suisun, Napa,
Petaluma, Santa Rosa and Vallejo met to share ideas relative to the implementation of AB 3408,

2.

februarv 2, 1977
Attended Workshop, ACSA sponsored, at Holiday lnn, Oakland, on the Hart Bill.

3.

February 4, 1977
Elementary Principals - Overview AB 3408.

4.

February 7, 1977

5.

February 7, 1977

Secondary Principals

Overview AB 3408.

Secondary English Department Chairmen • District Overview AB 3408.
6.

February 9, 1977
Staff Corrrnittee • Introduction and Overview AB 3408.

7.

February 10, 1977
Citizen's Advisory Cormiittee - Petaluma Junior High School • Overview AB 3408.

8.

February 15, 1977
Hart Staff Conf'littee.
implement Hart Bill.

9.

(3:15 to 4:30 p.m.)

February 24, 1977
Management Team - minimum competency.

10.

Organization of procedure to

Overview /\8 3408.

February 28, 1977
Hart Staff Corrmittee. (12 noon to 3:00 p.m.)
mend~tion, for computational competencie,.

11.

HJrch 2, 1977

12.

March 4 , 1917.

To assemble site staff recom-

Attended Hart law Conference at the Hyatt House, San Jose.
the Hart 8 i11.

Implementation of
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~
13.

March 2, 1977
Nc,rthern Area Citizens• Advisory Corrrnft tee.

14.

Overview AB 3408.

March 7, 1977
Home Economics Teachers - Overview AB 3408.

15.

March 9, l':l77
Facu1ty - Kenilworth Jr. High - Overview AB 3408.

16.

March l l, 1977
Mr. Dadey and Mr. Meyer attended a Conference in Val1ejo with Superintendents and Directors from Fairfield-Suisun, Napa, Santa Rosa
and Vallejo School Districts, relative to their progress with the
Hart Law.

17.

March 16, 1977
Student Advisory Meeting Overview AB 3408.
cies in computational skills.

JB.

Reviewed minimum competen-

March 21, 1977
Hart Citizens' Advisory Colflllittee - Overview AB 3408.
mum competencies In computational skills.

19.

March 17, 1977
Hart Staff Cornnittee Meeting.

20.

Reviewed mini-

Flow chart distributed.

March 25, 1977
Hart Student Advisory Meeting at North Bay Savings & Loan.
Draft Two, Math Minimum Competency.

21.

March 28, 1977
Hart Citizens' Advisory Corrrnittee.
Ora ft Two.

22.

Reviewed math minimum competencies,

~il J, 1977

Rotary Club - Rohnert Park.
23.

Reviewed

Overview AB 3408.

March 21 1 1971
Elementary Curriculum Advisory Meeting. flow chart distributed and
second draft for math competencies and performance indicators distributed.
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24.

February 26, 1977
Attended Workshop; ACS/\ sponsored, at San Francisco Hilton Inn, [nternationa l Airport, "Educational Renewal! Competencies for What?"

25.

March 15, 1977

26.

April 12, 1977

Citizens' Advisory Corrrnittee, Casa Grande High School - Overview AB 3408.

Student Advisory Meeting - Reviewed Draft Two of the Mathematics
Competencies and Performance Indicators.
27.

April 13, 1977
Work Experience Coordinators met at Petaluma High School.

28.

April 13, 1977

29.

Rotary Club Meeting at Sonoma Joe's. Overview AB 3408 and distributed Draft
Two Minimum Competencies Mathematics.
April 13, 1977
Hart Citizens' Aavisory Committee.
in Mathematics.

30.

Final meeting on Minimum Competencies

April 14, 1977
Hart Staff Cof'lllittee Meeting. Worked on Third Draft of Minimum Competencies
Mathematics and First Draft of Reading Competency.

31.

April 20, 1977
lion's Club Meeting. Overview AB 3408 and distributed copies of Draft Three
of Mini~~m Competencies in Mathematics.

32.

April 22, 1977
Staff Committee and Student Advisory Conrnittee Meeting held at North Bay
Savings and loan Conference Room. Copies of Third Draft Minimum Competencies
in Mathematics were distributed and, also, copies of the First Draft Minimum
Competencies in Reading were distributed.

33.

Hay 4, 1977

Student Advisory Corrrnittee Meeting at North Bay Savings and Loan Conference
Room. Reviewe<j First Draft Qf Minimum Competencies in Readinq.
J-1.

l't,_y J, 1977

35.

Mr. Da?ey and Mr. Neil lll€t with Dr. Bjorn Karlsen
of Minimum Co:npetencies in Mathematics.
.
and discussed Third Dra_ft
r~ay 4, 1977
Reading and Hath
Mathematics.

co nsu Jt an t s

reviewed Third Draft of Minimum Competencies in

FLOl-1 Cll1~RT
HART ACT 340"

1~!7-197:3

IMPLEMENTATION AND TIME LINE

W.'\SE I -1/7 /77
ilcrth Bay Supt.,
A.::~ist. Supt.

1:apa

'l/7/77
Secondary Curriculum
Advisory Enr,lish Dept.

luE;lTIFY

;,1rnwrn

-··. ----1

U:WETEl'JCIES -- U:WUTATION

3/2/77
Petaluma Council l"I'A
Overview Hart 3408

3/16/77

3/28/77

Cnglish ~pt. C,,sa
Grande Overview

Site ~taff l"'velop
Reading Corr.petencies

Chair,,crsons Review
Hart 3408

4/19/77
Ilra,ft 111 to staff,

Studcnn; and Ccrna,.m.i ty

..

3/2/77
Northern Area Citizen's

2/1/77
Supt. Assign

2/9/77

Div. of Instruction

2/2/77

District Staff Orientation and Organizational r.,eeting

ACSA Worksh:Jp

Hyatt House, San Jose
2/10/77

Citizen's Mvisory
Carmittee Overview

3/15/77

Overview

2/7/77
Appoint District

2/74/77

Overview to Management Team

3/21/77

Bay Progress Report,

Seconda.ry Principals
)ve......,,iew Hart 3408

Vallejo
2/28/77
Hart Staff Carrnittee
Asserrble and Review

-----rStudent Advisory
Review Draft II

I

S/4/77
District Cor,~ultants Revie\.l &

Revise Dl"aft I\'

4/13/77

',alley Rotary ovel'view and Input

-,,----~
Acceptance

3/11/77

Supt. Meeting North

2/7/77

'

----.....----J

.....

co

N

El"'11entary Curriculum
Mvisory Overview

Staff Ca:m.itte~

Review/Revise
Draft III

4/12/77

3/21/77

3/9/77~
faculty, Kenilworth

Overview

5/3/77

Test Consultants
Div. of lnstr-K:tion

5/4/77
Student Carr,,..i ttee

3/17 /77

Staff Review &
Revise Results of
Draft II

Citizen's Adv. Provide
lnput to LTaft II

2/15/77

Hart Staff Ca:rmi ttee
Review Site Input
Develop First Draft

4/1/77
Rotary, Rohnert Park

Overview and Input

llart

3/7/77
Home D:oncrn.i cs

2/4/77

Elem. Principals
Overview Hart 3408

~

3/4/77
Conference Hart 3408

.

Oakland

Advisory Overview

ist, Student Adv.
eview and Revise
Draft l

3/25/77

Student's Advisory
,Review !:raft II

Site Input
3/28/77
Citizen's Advisory
I Review Dre.ft II

4/13177
Citizen's Review and
lnput Dre.ft II

4/14/77
Hart Staff Review
II - tx?velop
I in Reading

rh
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o/ faducaUon

1~·

, ·. ~ ~l

'Ji1,fft cfefiool f!>iltttict&.
REGULAR MEETING
A.

✓

'- B.1.

_ B. 2.

AGENDA

MAY 10, 1977

Call to, Order --- 7:30 p. m. --- Administration Building
1. Pledge of Allegiance
Presentation --- Representatives of the District Staff, Community
and Students will Present the Fourth Draft of the Minimum
Competencies in Computational Skills. (Enc. B. 1.)
· Presentation --- Presentation of the Preliminary Budget for
the Petaluma High School District. (Enc. B. 2.)

'-B. 3.

Study Session --- Study of the Preliminary Budget for the
Petaluma (Elementary) School District.

""C.1. a.

Minutes --- RECOMMENDED MOTION: "that the minutes of the
regular meetings of April 12, 1977 and April 2 6, 19 77, and the
special meetings of April 1, 1977, April 20, 1977 and April 27, 1977
be adopted. 11 (Enc. C. 1. a.)

C.1. b.

'-----c. 2.

\..c. 3.

\ C. 4. a.

Policy Adoptions --- RECOMMENDED MOTION: "that Policy 6111
entitled Petaluma Schools School Calendar 1977-78, Policy 6111. 3
entitled 1977-78 Penngrove School Calendar, and Policy 6111. 4
entitled 1977-78 Cherry Valley School Calendar, be adopted."
(Enc. C. 1. b.)
Expenditures --- RECOMMENDED MOTION: "that the attached
list of expenditures be ratified. " (Enc. C. 2.)
Resolution 7677-23 --- RECOMTuIENDED MOTION: "that Resolution
7677-23 of the Petaluma (Elementary) and High School Districts
Boar.d of Education authorizing the application for funds for the
1977 / 78 fiscal year under the Education for All Handicapped Children
Act of 1975, as amended by Public Law 94-142, be adopted." (Enc. C. 3.)
Employment Termination--- RECOMMENDED MOTION: "that the
employment of Mrs. Barbara Mad~ck, a part-time probationary
school nurse, and Mrs. Paula Massey, a part-time probationary
speech therapist, en1ployed in the Trainable Mentally Retarded
Program at Valley Vista Elementary School, be terminated at the
close of the 1976-77 school year and that the Superintendent give
notice to these ce1·tificated employees that they will not be reemployed
;n I-ho Pol--::,h1rn~ {'fi;]pn,pnt::irv) Sc-hool ni~trirt for thP 1 q77_7g Q{•hnnl

Regular Meeting, Agenda
May 10, 1977
Page Two
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C. 4. b.

Empl9yment --- RECOMMENDED MOTION: ''that the attached
employment report be approved. 11 {Enc. C. 4. b.)

D. 1.

From Delegations

D. 2.

From Nonstaff Communications and Reports
a. Letter from State Senator David A. Roberti, dated April 29, 1977,
requesting endorsement of SB 359. {Do 2. ao}
b. Communication from Keith Hayenga, dated May 2, 1977,
expressing appreciation for help and support from the Districts,
and suggesting inservice work for board members. (Enc. D. 2. b.)
c. Invitation from the Future Farmers of America, dated May 6, 1977,
to their annual Parent and Member Banquet 1\/[ay 16, 1977 (Enc. D. 2. c.
d. Letter from Jim Raymond, City of Petaluma Recreation Department_.
dated April 28, 1977, noting projects to be worked out in cooperation
with the Petaluma High School District. (Enc. D. 2. d.}
e. Letter from James F. Churchill, Assistant Dean, Community
Services, Santa Rosa Junior College, dated April 25, 1977,
expressing appreciation of support of the cultural events sponsored
by SRJC Community Services Program by the Mentally Gifted
Minors Programo (Enc. D. 2. eo}

D. 3.

From Superintendent and Staff
a. Administrative Sta.{f Report (Enc. D. 3. a.)

D. 4.

From School Board Members

E.1.

Announcements
a. The next meeting of the Sonoma County School Trustees
Association will be held May 18, 1977. at Windsor Junior
High School.
.
b. The Sonoma County Committee on School District Organization
will meet May 12, 1977 at 8:00 p. m.

E. 2.

Preview of Topics for Future Agendas
a., The next regularly scheduled meeting of the Board of Education
will be May 24, 1977 at 7:30 p. m.
b; S~udy sessions.

F.

Signing of Papers of a Routine Nature

G.

Adjournment

w

D?l!fflltth#/WiW¥iifl'HflU%$i '-' ' - ., ' '
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DIVISION

or

INSTRUCTION

Pupil Personnel Services
Evaluat,on workshop

Page 21

Dr. Lee Sheldon, Bureau of Guidance,
State Department of Education, conducted a two day workshop at the distrkt office for high school counselors.
Dr. Sheldon led the group ,hrough
studies and activities designed to
develop background and skills in the
program planning process.
Teachers,
with substitutes paid for by the State
Department of Education, students,
parents, counselors, administrators
and psychologists took part in the
workshop.
Two sub-committees are working:
one
to prepare a plan for measuring desired outcomes and current status; the
other to develop an instrument to survey the present situation.
Hr. Walt Peckham, Dean of Guidance,
Casa Grande High School, and the Division of Instruction worked together
to bring the Guidance Workshop, sponsored by the State Department of
Education, to Petaluma.

Minimum Competencies

The District Staff Hart Committee
met half a day April 14th to consider
recommended changes on the second
draft of the minimum competencies in
computation.
The fourth draft was prepared as a
result of suggestions made.by staff,
the community, and the students.
The first draft of the minimum competencies in Reading was also prepared.
Copies have been distributed through~
out the district schools far review.

Testing

The spring testing program for the
district is currently being completed
in the schools for grades 3, 5, 7, 9,
and 11.
Results should be available
to staff by May 20, 1977,depending on
no delays.

Wetar¾Ws«mtffliPs;,f't1&¥4v M
1

mzw:ecw awe:,
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Health Educa:ion Committee

Page 22
The Divisjon of 1nstruction held
a workshop on Health Education to
review and evalL1ate current
materials on the market.
Three teachers with backgrounds in
Health Education will work this
summer to prepa~e a teacher's
guide.
Mrs. [i:oris Th:orsen, Kenilworth Junior High School, Michael
Pesutich, Valley Vista Elementary
School, and ~orman Hansen, Rancho
Cotate High School will share the
Task of writing the pror.ram.
All
the initial writing should
completed by June 30, 1977.

Textbookc

(Enc. I-1, 2)

Course Outline
(Enc. I-3)
Consolidated Applications

Tht-.; Mathernatics Departmer1t at Casa
Gr~nde High School requests the
adoption of two textbooks:
Mathematics In Life, by Bolster a ~
Woodburn and General Math I, by
Shaw, Wheatley et al.

The Social Science Department at
Casa Grande Hifh School recon~ends
tliat ,he Petaluma Board of Education
approve a new course:
"Sociology. 11
The Consolidated Applicatjon, Part 11
for state and federal funds, was submitted to the State Department of
Education on May 2, 1977.
The elementary district's application
includes CSEA, Title I, Miller-Unruh
Reading and Carly Childhood Education
Programs.
The funding for these programs amounts to $236,0~7.
The high school district's application
is for ESEA, Title 1, and the funding
is estimated at $112,612.

School Plans, 1977-78

Petaluma Junior High School, Valley
Vista Elementary School, McKinley

l ?X'i'fffllM1111UY'ltSIP!WU2Z¥1WIFffllti'f\1~
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or
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INSTRUCTION
[1emenrdr•y Schovl,

Peungr·ove f:le-

mentary School, Cherry Vdlh,y
Llenientary SchOt)],

McNeor Clemen-

tdry School arid t\c!Jowe11 I:lementary
School .:1r-e cr1~r1j•lr>1-inr, school

li•ve1

plans for 1Y17-7H.
The follo\.iing estimated amounts
will be available to each school:

Petaluma ,Junior lligh
L~EA Title l

f.117,Gl?

Valley Vista

r:sr:A Title

Valley Vlstu - E.C.E.
McKinley - c.c.t.
Pcnngrov~ - E.c.~.
Cherry V,tlley - t:.c.t:.
He'Jeu<' - !:SEA Ti tlc, l
Hcnowell - !:.C.!::.

39,487
30,145
19,905
1 11, 7Y 8
7 8 '8 01,
3 ;:, , J ,, 4
?8,3C'•

(Mcl1owell has been aprwoved for
1977-78, but i'undiug has riot be~n
approved by the leRislarur·e as of
this time.)
The school level
will be available for Board
Educat ior1 revie~
on June 14, 1977.
School plc1ns must he !:.>ubmi t t ed to
the State DeJJdl'tment of [ducation

by July 1, 1977.

Private School Tuition

Costs for private school placement
for chi ldrer, with exceptional 1u--eds
would hdve had to be pdid by state
dnd distr•ict with no cost to par·erirs
ir, l~7'i-78. However, the C.ililornia
Stu Le r>c,partmeIJt of [dtH.:,lt ion rl!cei ved verbdl communication from the

United States Office of Education
indicating that Public I.aw 94-142
requirements of private school placement at no cost to parents will not be
in effect until school year 1978-79.
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or
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On

t}1e

b<ls.is uf this rulinr:,, the De-

partr.:erit of t:ducation hdS ~,dde a
decision not to initiate urgency leg-

islation.

Instead, legislation to

provide appropriate state allowances,
as well as for providing for legislative changes needed to bring California
into compliance with Public Law 94-Jq2,
will be i11corpo1·ated ir1to th~ revisions
of the Master Plan legislation, A9 1250,
introduced by Assemblyman I.a11terman.
In 1978-79, if th<: ctJsrr·ict determines
that an apr,,·oppia,e fH'Off'iHli is not
available in any school, and, with
ental involvement and consent, the
cis:ion is mi:Hle to place the child in a
pr-ivat(~ eJucatior1al Sf•ttinr:,, the dist!"ict must insur·e thar such l.-]ac-ement
is at no cost to the pa1,ent.

Parer1ts will be requir~d to pay any
excess costs over fuuds p:rovlded: by
district and state in 1977-76 under
Education Cude Section 687n.
~ina~r~arten Screcnine

Two hundt•e'1 an,1 ei13ht children have
Leen enr·olled in kindergarten to datE:

for the school year 1977-7€.
Vision,
hearing and generdl health history
screening will take place in all
schools durine May and Aufust 0
Parents will be given information regarding special and eeneral education
programs available at their school
during the screening.
Anv child identified as ncedi

speech

an~ language instruction will

re-

ferred for the summer school language
program. Parent consent must be obtt1incd tur· pl.:.tct~Jtu·111 in th•· l;f·n; y.JJI).
1

I:S!::A Titlc: IV B

llndur the I: l omen tary and i;econdary Cducat ion Act, Title IV B Application,
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S1Arr REPORT, M<ly

]I),

1977

UVIS1G', Of IllSTRUCTI0:1
Petaluma [ldmdntctry and Petaluma
Hir,h School liisal'iets are eligible
for lib1·ary fund,;.

The elementary district will receive $6,531 and ,he r,onpublic
schools $909.
The hip.ch school
district will r~ceive $13,97C and
the nonpc:blic school $531.
J'unos must

l 978.

h1' C'Xp,.;r:d~d by Juni.; 30,

I ':JU

CASA GRANDE HIGH SCHOOL
333 Casa Grande Road
Petaluma, California 94952
Date _-cA;.:;.p.:..;:r:....::i;.;::l;_.;;:;2:::..9....
, --'1=9......7....,7

TO:

Gerald J. Dadey, Assistant Superintendent, Instruction

FROM:

William T. Anderson, PrincipaJ!,_ · YL'-

SUBJECT:

Textbook Adoption

It is requested that the textbooks, Mathematics in
and General Math.!_,
be placed on the Board Agenda for approval as soon as possible. Should you
have any questions, please don't hesitate to call.
WTA:pd
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!

ll!>mll in Triplicate

PC-213

7/24/75
PETALUMA HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
REQUEST FOR TEXTBOOK ADOPTION

I

.~,t:,
Grade Le,·el , -1,
---------------

course

Crnsu.c;o,-

0

-------

Ability Level .. , .

TEXTBOOK RECOMMENDED FOR ADOPTION
Book TiUe

Author(s)

Publisher

Edition and Copyright Date
19 77

Reading Level

-19

r-.::::.

Requested Year of Adoption

Brief Expla.s,ation of Need for New Adoption:

Staff Approval Committee (mini.mum of 3)

YJ·7 r:l..£1( 7(fu~6.

1

.}/

/ ;
i

_,

/
'

,

:f

/

. '

Department Chairperson
/

•

/!(...!~i~!!.,.v,: (

\_:1 UJ.,,i_»JJ. o-,./

Principal

TEXTBOOK TO BE REPLACED
Book Title

19
-19
Year of Adoption

Publisher

(To be completed by Central Office)

-

----Disapprove-----------------Director of Secondary Education

---~Approve

Date and Board of Education Action

--------------------------------------------------------------------------~
A rninimum of three weeks after reaching the Director pf Secondary Education
is required before final Board of Education action.
No requisition for purchase of a textbook ir.: to be submitted prior to Board adoptio.

r
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Submit Jn Triplicate

PC-213

7/24/75
PETALUMA IDGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
REQUEST FOR TEXTBOOK ADOPTION

I

I

C~urse__a_e_nerai
_ _Ma_t_h_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Grade Le\·el 9-10

Ability Level

TEXTBOOK RECOivrMENDED FOR ADOPTION
General Math I
Book Title

Author{s)

Houghton Mifnin
Publisher

Edition and Copyright Date

low
Reading Level

19 77

et al

-19 78

Requested Year of Adoption

Brief Explanation of Need !or New Adoption:
Replaci:--,s an individualized program with the best text available.

Staff Approval Committee (minimum of 3)

2n ~ ~ . ,R/4.,,,,, ~ ...L.

\.. "\I

I

-~ ({/i~~

,

&.>la_

Departmen~ai.rpeffs,en

TEXTBOOK TO BE REPLACED
NA

Book Title
19

Publisher

-19

Year of Adoption

.,
--------------------------------------------------------------------------(To be completed by Central Office)

~-----=------

_ _ ____,.;Approve_ _ _ _ Disapprove_ _ _ _ _ _ _
Director of Secondary Education
Date and Board of Education Action

--------------------------------------------------------------------------·
A rnintmum of three weeks after reaching the Di:ector of Secondary Education
is required before final Boarcl of Education action.
No requisition for purchase of a textbook if: to be submitted prior to Board adoptio
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Enc:7,:3

PC-271.

PETALUl'v!A HIGH ECHOOL DISTHICT
CCUfi.SZ OUTL!NE:

TITLE:

SOCIOI.QGI

SCHOOL:
DEPrlRT!l;ENT:
NEW COURSE:
REPLACES CCUR~E:

1,0

REASON FOR CHANGE:
MEETS DISTIT!CT GOAL(SJ: (V!hich one) r::',UEY I t.ucr~':'Y 1 ;•J.Jl r, E:IVJ'tOlz:.iU:T
REQUIRED EDBJECT

or

ELECTIVE

XXX

FULFILLS GRADUATION REQUIREJ\,,E?!T:
(Social !"ciencc, Math, etc. J
I,

Course Cb3ectivcs: '.:'m: OllJn::Tivr::: or TJrt CCL-::::;;; tJn: '1'0 ll!:LP
e) TO LOviC AT '.I'll.& SOCIAL IN!illJ AJ'CUUU T!!I::I !'.(.;.~; c.·JLCTIYJ.:LY

::Tu::i:::r:r:.;:

b) 1'0 c:.rn 11;.;IGHT :LJ:1'0 l!C\J !:CCI:::i.'Y 1:; :;:'j U::'i'(J1:;J.J ,.:ID l!C, IT rn:1CTIUJ;:;
cl ru su: llC\l THl:lP. uvr::.; >.r.r: rn,1.u:.::c,:) IlY .SXLU, 1;;:;n::ur10:1;;
d) TO 13X!X 1,.-,1.,E o:r SOhE (jj,' Tel.: I~W'°L::;:.S rn l:L'l1 :X.Cl:..'J:Y /JID
TO GI\fl: 'lH.C:: J.. CHJJ:~rc 1.i'O cci:sru!...s~ IC.::f.i.Ir.!.Z !:i(JLU1'IO:i3
e) 'l'O DEVwLP Ali r::-r:;n:::T IN TW:rn ?.;(;CI/.L \.'C;JLll TilAT '.IILL CC!;';:lJ!iIT.

11.

M"'T~ l\:,::L'.L WUC,1.!'lo;I IS

Course Cont~nt:

cu::rLi.:n.:o

TlllS C.'.)t'RE \/ILL m: A ll.t.SIC WTIICDUCTIO:I TO Tm: :::TUDY 0r Hu:u,:i
::O::li'.H AW) '.i'll:E VARLCTU.:S OF C..'RCUP S!'HlJ.::'.i'OF.:::S Ti!:.'l' HAY.J;; ll? SC:CIEU.
llU!lmG :;;JI: rrr.::.i (;UAF.·r:R '.i'IIE CCUJ::;r; r'"IlJ, Nl'TC !Pl' TO FA:JILllllL:ID
Till:: zru:;n::rr 111'11! ·rm; liA'i'Ui<E OF SC-Cl0JJ:G1 W c:::,;:;::AL :~'1D I/ILL
D'Jl.A:;:W.: 1¥:15 STUDY Cf ':.'lU: BIi.SIC IJ,~'l'I!u"'!I0:I OF !,;::CliT1-;"/,MlLY
XH::l'.:n•• C:lUIIC, >J;D TCLI.7ICAL GhOiil'.;. :w 'l1lE ::;;x:o;m QU~'.i'r:R, :;?;;JJEllTl:
\i'll.L FQCCS lJ: c:1 SI'.U:::lrIC 1.::::.u::;:; AUD r:1;::ilJ..I:(!) I.I sven::r. :mcll
:'JPIC3 :,s c;m:!:, R.:c.:; i::r:t.\'.:!c::.s, fCVwTY, J;J;UG Al1\J$E, ClW:GES Di
SEX RGu::; /.:11) :rm: l{A'.i'L'RE CF '.i'JU: FAillLY I /JID ovr:mcPJLATIO:, WILL

BE COV'Cr{ED.

Ill.

Textbooks and !:iupplementary l\laterialz:
Tl,Xl'Dcl(JKS JJ;f) ZUPPUl!F7/T#_lly IIA:r!;l~ !:!AVE YU' TO EE C!ICSE.1.

(Use otl)er side for further information)
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PETALUMA (ELEMENTARY) SCHOOL DISTRICT
PETALUMA HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
11 Fifth Street
Petaluma, California
94952
May 10, 1977
The Division of Instruction has prepared a list of Minimum
Competencies in Computational Skills to comply with the Hart
Bill AB 3408.
The list of Minimum Competencies in Computational Skills is based on input from the District staff,
members of the community, and junior high and high school students.
A flow chart and a chronological list of meetings are
attached to visually illustrate the large number of individuals
contacted to develop this document.
The following representatives of the District staff, community
and students will present the fourth draft of the Minimum Competencies in Computational Skills to the Petaluma Board of
Education.

I.
II.

III.

Introduction:
Mr. Gerald Dadey, Assistant
Superintendent, Division of Instruction.
Mr. Dave Noble, Member District Staff Committee,
Math Department Chairperson, Petaluma Junior
High School.
Steven Wallach, Member District Student Advisory
Committee, Junior at Casa Grande High School,
Student Body President, Student Representative
to the Board of Education.
j:

IV.

Mrs. Jean Conklin, Member District Advisory Committee,
Member of Advisory Committee of Casa Grande High
School.
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REGULAR MEETING

AGENDA

FEBRUARY 28, 1978

A, 1,

Call to Order --- 7:30 p. m. --- Administration Building
a. Pledge of Allegiance.

B.

Presentation --- The Division of Instruction will make a presentation
to the Board of Education on the Minimum Competencies in Mathematics,
Reading and Writing Skills developed by staff, students, parents and
members of the community, (Enc. Bl
Resolution 7778-23 --- RECOl\1MENDED MaTION: "that Resolution 7778-23
of the Board of Education of the Petaluma (Elementary) and High School
Districts, to transfer land from the Petaluma (Elementary) and High
School Districts to the Cotati-Rohnert Park Unified School District, be
adopted." (Enc. B. 2.)
Expenditures --- RECOMMENDED MITTION: "that the attached list of
expenditures be ratified," (Enc, B. 3. a.)
Resolution 7778-24 --- RECOt,!MENDED MOTION: "that Resolution 7778-24
of the Board of Education of the Petaluma High School District, rejecting
the claim of Gregory Edgar Friley, be adopted. 11 (Enc, B. 3. b.)

J-3,c.

Inlrabudget Transfers --- RECOMMENDED MOTION: ''that the attached
intrabudget transfers for the Petaluma High School District be approved."
(Enc. B.3.c.)
·
Employment Report --- RECOM!\1.ENDED l\IaTION: "that the attached
employment report be approved." (Enc. B.'4. a.)
Extension of Insurance --- RECOl\ll\lENDED MOTION: "that the Superintendent be authorized to extend Blue Cross or Kaiser health insurance
coverage and California Dental Service insurance coverage for a period
of one month, dated from March 1. 1978, at the increased premium
a.mounts for members of the classified bargaining unit who are qualified
for coverage in accordance with Policy 4H.4. l; also that the Superintendent
be authorized to extend life insurance coverage al the curren~ premium
rate for the same period and employees, in accordance with Policy 4144. 2. "

B.4.c.

Resolution 7778-25 --- RECOMI\JENDED J\JaTIO:N: "that Resolution 7778-25
of the Board of Education of the Petaluma (Elementary) School District,
regarding the lay-off of certificated personnel, be adopted. 11 (Enc. B. 4. c.)
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Regular r.leeting Agenda
February 28, 1978
Page Two

B,5. a,

Course Outlines --- RECOMMENDED MailON: "th:i-t the following
course outlines be approved for use in the Petaluma High School District:
Foundations of Science Fiction, Modern Literature, Poetry and Lyrics,
California Writers, Literature of Social Protest, Women's Literature,
War Through the Ages, Area Studies: The r.liddle East, Area Studies:
The Third World, Advanced Small Gas Engines, Environmental
Horticulture and Art of the Human Body." (Enc. B. 5, a.)

C.

From Delegations

D.1.

From Nonstaff Communications and Reports
a, Resolution and Order of the Governing Board of the Fort Bragg
Unified School District, endorsing the moratorium on major school
legislation. (Enc. D. I, a.)
b. Letter from the Sonoma County School Trustees Association, dated
February 14, 1978, asking for nominations for an annual award to
be given by that group for special contribution to education by a
member or group of the community. (D. l. b.)

D. 2,

From Superintendent and Staff
a, Administrative Staff Report

(D. 2. a.)

D. 3.

From School Board Members

E.l.

Announcements
a. The NSBA 38th Annual Convention will be held in .''lr.ahcim, California
April 1-4, 1978.
b, The Sonoma County School Trustees will meet Monday, March 6, l 97 8,
7 p. m., Oakmont Inn, 7025 Oakmont Drive, Santa Rosa.

E.2.

Preview of Topics for Future Agendas
a. The next rEcgular meeting of the Board of Education will be held
March 14; 1978.

E.3.

Signing of Papers of a Routine Nature.

F.

Adjournment to an Executive Session on Negotiations

G.

Adjournment
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ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF REPORT, February 28, 1978
DIVISION OF INSTRUCTION
New Courses

(Enc. I-1, 2)

Page 21
The administrative staff for the
Adult Education Program recommends
the Board of Education approve a new
course:
Basic Home Repairs.
The English Department at Casa Grande
High School recommends the Board of
Education approve a new course:
Functional English.

Inservice

The Division of Instruction is currently offering a Workshop on Elementary Art in the Classroom for Teachers.
The workshop is offered at Valley Vista
Elementary School Thursday afternoons
3:30 to 6:30 p.m., February 9, 16, 23,
March 2, and 9.
Mr. Michael Pesutich
is the instructor.
One inservice
credit or one college credit is available to staff through Dominican College.

Minimum Competencies

The Division of Instruction met with the
members of the District Staff Committee,
District Parent Advisory Committee, and
the District Student Advisory Committee
on Minimum Competencies. The final
draft was presented to the committee
members for approval. The members of
each committee circulated copies of the
final drafts to fellow members of their
respective committees. The committees
each picked two representatives to present the Minimum Competencies to the
Board of Education for approval.

Follow-up Study,
Vocational Education

The Division of Instruction compiled
data on the students participating in
the District's Vocational Education
programs.
As of June 1977, 492 students
completed one of seven programs during
the school year.
Graduates attending
post gr11du11tc, inMLituLiomi numb@rnd HL
The report is required by the State
Department of Vocational Education to
report the number of students completing
preparatory vocational education programs the preceding year.
•
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ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF REPORT, February 28, 1978
DIVISION OF INSTRUCTION
Early Retirement Consultants

(Enc. 3, 4, 5, 6)

Alcohol Education

Page 22
The consultants working with the Division of Instruction provide service
to district staff thpt would not be
available without them. The Division
of Instruction has agreed with the
consultants to a schedule that provides intermittent service throughout
the course of the school year.
Each
consultant has indicated a professional
interest in the assignments by being
available on unscheduled days to better
serve the staff and the community. Each
consultant files a brief summary of
monthly activities with the Division of
Instruction.
The abuse and misuse of alcohol is
covered in the instructional program
for all -children kindergarten through
twelfth grade.
Teacher suggestions
for practical approaches to instruction
on alcohol are given in the Curriculum
Guide to Health Education in Chapter V,
Use and Misuse of Substances, pages 87
to 110.
The principals submitted reports on
the instruction of the Misuse and Abuse
of Alcohol in the classroom. The
reports indicate that teachers are using
the curriculum guide to garner ideas
for the instruction of alcohol abuses.
Instruction on the subject of alcohol
abuse is covered in science classes at

the 7th and 8th grade level in each of
the junior high schools. The science
course is required for all students.
At the high school level the subject is
covered in a required course for all
sophomores. Alcohol is also covered in
a variety of elective courses. i.e.,
Child Development, General Biology,
Career Decision Making and Life Science.
Elementary teachers provide instruction
on the subject as it fits into the
course throughout the year.
The curriculum guide is used most extensively at
the elementary level
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ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF REPORT

February 28, 1978

DIVISION OF INSTRUCTION
ESEA Title IV,
Part B

Page 23
An application was made to the State
Departmeht of Education on behalf of
Petaluma Elementary and High School
Districts for funds under ESEA Title
IV, Part B.
Advisory committees representing each
of the schools in the districts recommended that funds be expended in the
area of reading and career education.
This recommendation was in part, based
upon a review of district achievement
scores in reading and language, and input from schools regarding the area of
career education, K-12.
The State Department of Education is
currently reviewing the district's
applications and notification of approval
is expected in March, 1978.

Educationallv
Handicapoed Prourams

Two applications were made to the State
to exceed the 2i limit for learning handicapped or educationally handicapped enrollments in the Petaluma Elementary and High
School Districts.
Approval was given the districts to start
two more special day classes in the elementary district. Approval was given to start
two special day and one learning disability
class in the high school district.
This brings the total number of classes
for 1977-78 to:
8 E.H. classes
Petaluma Elementary
School District
Petaluma High
School District

4 E.H. classes
6 L.D.G. classes

Jt I~ ~ntlclp~t@~ thqt a~~jtjnn~l ~lasses
will be needed in 1978-79 as students are
referred under P.L. 94-142.
February 1st
Student Count

A February 1st survey of all special education students enrolled in the Petaluma
Elementary and High School Districts was
completed on February 15, 1978.
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ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF REPORT - February 28, 1978
DIVISION OF INSTRUCTION

Page 24
The total number of students enrolled in
all special classes was 274 in the elementary district and 287 in the high school
district.
Additional students have been
screened since February 1st.
The "student count" will establish the
funding available to the districts for
1978-79 under Public Law 94-142.

ESEA TITLE I

Income to the Petaluma Elementary and High
School Districts is based upon the number
of identified children on aid for dependent
children.
The number of children identified for 197879 program was 281 in the elementary district,
a reduction of 36. The high school district's
count was 284, a reduction of 188.
Unification of the Rohnert Park Schools, El Camino,
Rohnert Park Junior and Rancho Cotate High
Schools was responsible for the drastic reduction.
':'he secondary district will have to reduce
the 1978-79 Title I Program at Petalwna
Junior High School.

County Master
Plan Application

A limited amount of funding resulted in six
Master Plan for Special Education applications
being approved for the entire state.
The Consolidated Master Plan for Special
Education application submitted by the
Sonoma County Office of Education was not
approved for 1978-79.
The word from Sacramento is that districts
will be phased in over the next few years.
The basis for phasing in districts has not
been resolved to date.
A presentation on the State Master Plan for
Special Education will be made to the Board
by the Division of Instruction on March 28, 1978.
Dr. Robert Whitenack will review the County
Consolidated Master Plan for Special Education.

ESEA Title I, ECE
District Advisory
Inservice

A series of six workshops will be held beginning on Thursday, March 2, 1978 in the District
Administration Building for parents, teachers,
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AD~INISTRAT!VE STAFF REPORT - February 28, 1978
DIVISION OF INSTRUCTION

Page 25
instructional aides and school administrators.
This series of workshops will deal with planning, implementation, evaluation, communication and coordination skills. Another goal
of the workshop will be to develop skills in
analysis, decision making and problem solving.
The main thrust of the seminar is to prepare
personnel to be effective participants of
school site councils.

Health Education
Guide

Principals have submitted reports on the use
of the District's Health Education Guide
prepared by staff and the Division of
Instruction.
Teachers are utilizing suggestions within the guide to implement
health instruction in the classroom.
The reports submjtted to the Division of
Instruction list many good suggestions to
improve the guide.
The major complaint is
the size. Staff throughout the district
feel that the document would be more useful
if each section (elementary, junior high,
high school) were separated. Staff members
also indicate a desire to improve some sections i.e., nutrition at the junior high
level.
District staff members that participated in the development of the guide
have put on workshops and attended faculty
meetings at most of the district's schools
to assist teachers in the use of the guide.
The Division of Instruction is continuing
to monitor and review use of the guide tor
future revision.

•
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Course Outline
ADULT EDUCATION

BASIC HO.ME REPAIRS

Course Title
I.

GOALS OR PURPOSES

This course is designed to instruct and· demonstrate t9 the
student methods of home repair, maintaining the home and its
appliances, and to handle specific home repair problems of
individual students.

II.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

The student ~ill:
A.
B.

C.

III.

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES
A.
B.

C.
D.

IV.

Be able to name and use tools common to the household.
Learn and demonstrate safety procedures when working on
home projects.
Learn to perfor.m specific home repairs such as cut glass,
strip wood, minor plumbing and electrical repairs, etc.

Individual demonstrations by instructor of tool usage.
Demonstration nf specific operations related to a repair
procedure.
Individual instruction as required.
Films/filmstrips where appropriate.

TIMES OF INSTRUCTION
This class will meet weekly for three hours for one quarter.
A.

B.

C.
D.
E.
F.

V.

Basic tools, uses and safety, fasteners and
special tools
Electricity - use and safety, outlets, switches,
appliances
Plumbing - water, gas, waste
Carpentry - doors, windows, glass, weather
stripping, woods
Sheetrock - instruction, repair, taping
Building codes - preventative maintenance,
periodic maintenance

3 hours

4 hours
6 hours
6 hours
3 hours

3 hours

EVALUATION
Visual observation of student's participation in the class by
questions asked and performance in group demonstrations.

tbP!t
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LU j

VI.

REPETITION

A student may wish to repeat the course if he/she does not
feel comfortable with his/her knowledge in one or more areas covered.

VII.

TEXTBOOKS AND SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

A.
B.

Sunset Magazine on Home Repairs
Teacher prepared materials

W1
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PC-271
PETALUHA (ELEMENTARY) SCHOOL DISTRICT
PETALUXA HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
ll Fifth Street

Petaluma, California

9~952

COURSE OUTLINE

TITLE:

:rt'NCTIONI.L DiGL!SH

SCHOOL: ___c_1~~k.:;...;G~~.:..·~·:~c=~-~~~:I~G~~--~~c=~~·oo=L;____DEPARTMENT
NEW COURSE: ___x_________DEPARTMENT

ENGLIS'l

Need for Senior level remediation in basic survival, consumer

REASOM FOR CHANGE: .::'°.:.:.k::.:il:.:lc=s.:. ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
MEETS DISTRICT GOAL(S): (Which one)

:Sasic skills

sur-vival

REQUIRED SUBJECT ___t_,o_ _ _ _ _ _ or ELECTIVE
SEHESTER ___x_ _ _ _ _ _ _ONE YI:AR _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ GRADE LEVEL
FULFILLS GAADUATIO!l R.EQUIREMr:NT:
I.

COURSE OBJECTIVES:
a.

:r.

Enable students to have the ability to c<>:::,:iunicate effectively.

COURSE CONTENT:
Writlnr o: letters, notes and form5, completing job applications.
Use of dictionary• phonebook I instructions.

II.

T!:>.7S00X'S

},_JJ!)

SUPPLrtit)IT/'t'WI t'JITtiUl'.LS:

?iewspa.,::er:s
Basic g~a~=ar text
Spelling lists
0-..1tside •ork rr,aterials (forms. letters, applications, etc., telephone book)

lJ
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;1,1-6601

PETALUMA CITY iELEMENTARYi SCHOOL DISTRICT
PETALUMA HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
11

FIFTH STREIT

PETALUMA. CALIFORNIA 94952

TO:

Everett Neil, Director
Curriculum Development
Division of Instr~ction

FROM:

William B. Montgomery, Consultant
Business Education

DATE:

February 7, 1978

SUBJECT:

Resume of Activities for
January.

Month of

During the month of January I worked 5 days;
10 , 1 7 , 2 4 , and 31 .
This
of a
have
high
with
High

January 3,

month, due to mid term exams and the beginning
new semester, teachers were very busy.
I did not
much contact with them.
I did visit each senior
and discuss inservice day
March very briefly
the department chairman (all except Rancho Cotate
School).

I sent a memo to each department chairman, including
junior high business teachers, asking for their suggestions
for March 15 meeting. Most have returned their answer.
I spent some time in the Learning Resource Center in
a
Rosa-checking film for business education subjects. A
1 t of recommended film was sent to department chairmen.

rh

---

"diversitas intra unitatem"
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,-----1-------------------------------------------PETALUMA CITY I ELEMENTARY) SCHOOL DISTRICT
PETALUMA HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
11 FIFTH STREIT
PETALUMA. CALIFORNIA 94952

MEMO TO:

Everett Neil Director
Curriculum Develoument
Division of Instruction

FROM:

Lydia Crowl, Consultant
Soci
Studies

DATE:

January 6, 1978

SUBJECT:

\fork for month of Januarv, 19 78

1 number of days:

3-1/2,

Worked at home one half day preoaring classroom
mat
als for social studies teachers at Petaluma
High School.
Spent most of the three remaining days in process
of engineering the circulation of elementary
social studies curriculum materials among the
various schools.
Planned and conducted a meeting of the districtwide selection committee at McDowell School with
cooperation of Mr. McHenry, Principal.
Reported
results of this meeting to Mr. Gerald Dadey,
Assistant Superintendent, Instruction.

rh

"diversitas intra unitatcm"
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(,si-6601

PETALUMA CITY , ELEMENTARY, SCHOOL DISTRICT
PETALUMA HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
11

FIFTH STREET

PETALUMA. CALIFORNIA 94952

TO:

Everett Nejl, Director Curriculum
Development, Division of Instruction

FROM:

Al Miner, Consultant, Science
Division of Instruction

DATE:

February 31,. 1978

SUBJECT:

_Monthly Report

In seven working days this month, quite a lot of time

was spent assisting elementary teachers.
Each elementary school was visited at least once.
Prer•ared and delivered a working model of a volcano
for McNear; a unit on cryst
growing for Cherry Valley.
Researched material to be used by Cherry Valley for a
school museum.
Met with a Valley Vista teacher to discuss materials
for a new unit in outdoor Bducation and to plan a field
trip for her class.
Continued work on the Science (Secondary) Course of
Study.
Set up a meeting of secondary and elementary teachers
using Laguna Ranch to discuss contracts and use for
1979.

rh

"diversitas intra unitatem"
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PETALUMA CITY <ELEMENTARY! SCHOOL DISTRICT
PETALUMA HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
11

FJFTH STREET

PETALUMA. CALIFORNIA 9-4952.

TO:

Everett Neil, Director
Curriculum DeveloDment
Division of Instr;ction

FROM:

Art Flynn, Consultant, Industrial Arts

DATE:

February 1, 1978

SUBJECT:

Consultant Activities, January, 1978

January 4 and 5, 1978

Planning and preparation for
Industrial Arts Teachers Workshop.

January 10 and 11, 1978

Vis ed and screened local establishments for workshop visits.

January 12, 1978

Escorted group of teachers on visit
to Kvalheim Machinery Company, Petaluma

January 17 and 18, 1978

Vis ed all three high schools.
PreDared and distributed notices and
letters concerning workshop.

January 19, 1978

Escorted group of teachers on visit to
Hamilton Cabinet Shop, Petaluma.

January 25 and 26, 1978

Vis ing and screening local extablishments for workshop consideration.

January 31 , 19 7 8

Visited County LRS and surveyed films
in Industrial Arts area.
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Petaluma <SlementaAy and
:Jfi9k c:Scltool 0i~tAic ta.
CZ/he cSckool q)oaAd °l<_epo/1,tiJ..
SUM.MARY OF THE MINUTES

MARCH 2B, 1978,

The meeting was called to order at 7:30 p. m.
The Division of Instruction, represented by David Robbins, and the Office
of the County Superintendent of Schools, represented by Robert Whiteneck,

presented an overview of the California Master Plan for Special Education.
This Plan seeks to equalize opportunities for all children in need of special
education services; and will be phased into all districts during the next four
years.
3.

Mr. Clair Norman, President of the Petaluma Federation of Teachers,
presented that group's initial bargaining proposals. _A, public hearing will
be held tm these proposals at the regular Board of Education meeting on
April 11, l 978.
The minimum competencies were adopted for the Petaluma High School
District.

5.

The expenditures were ratified.

6.

California History, Leon G. Bush, Fearon Publishers, was adopted for use
in the Petaluma lligb School District.

7.

Policy 4141. l 5, Petaluma (Elementary) and High School Districts' Management
Team Summer School/Intersession Salary Schedule, was amended.

8.

The Superintendent was authorized to extend Blue Cross or Kaiser health insurance coverage and California Dental insurance coverage for a period of one
month, dated from April l, ·1978, at the increased premium amounts for members
of the classified bargaining unit who are qualified for coverage in accordance with
Policy 4144. l; and to extend life insurance coverage at the current premium rate
for the same period and employees in accordance with Policy 4144. l.

9,

One unit of inservice credit was granted the following teachers for participation

In II l>i111rle1 n111,111wrnl M11lli11u,dio Fin,I Aid/Curdi11c Pt1lmnn11ry WorhAhop:
Elena Cahill, Virginia Donati, Ann Hobrecht, Barbara McGee, Irene Hice,
Phyllis Rogers, Sue Scheer and Walt Strom.
10.

The employment report was approved.
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Summary of the Minutes
March 28. 1978
Page Two
JI.

Under delegations Mr. Clair Norman presented information on Jarvis/Gann
prepared by the League of Women Voters and information on SB l (Behr)
prepared by Mkhael Wornum•s office.

12.

A notice was received from the District Superintendent of the Manteca
Unified School District, dated March 1, 1978, urging the State Legislature
to declare a two year moratorium on the passage of major educational
legislation.

13.

A letter was received from Keith Hayenga, dated March 17, 1978, concerning
play fields at certain elementary schools.

14.

The Administrative Staff Report was presented.

15.

Dr. Ebert reported on the recent Delegate Assembly of the C.S.B.A. which
he attended. The Assembly, at th.is meeting, adopted a resolution which
opposed Proposition 13, and a resolution in support of Proposition 8.

16.

A meeting will be held Thursday, March 30, 1978, at 2:00 p.m. for the
purpose of the distribution of property between the Petaluma High School
District and the Cotati-Rohnert Park Unified School District.

17.

The next regular meeting of the Board of Education will be held on April
11, 1978.

18.

The meeting adjourned at 9:21 p.m.
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MR. LESLY H. ru:n::R, SUPERl NTENDENT

'l'O:

CHARLES N. CADAAX, ASSISTANT SUPSRINTl:NDENT, ADMlNISTAATlON AND PERSONNEL
SUBJECT:

EMPLOYMENT !>£PORT FOR BOARD MEETING OF MARCH 28, 1978

l.

CERTlPICATED LEAVES OF ABSENCE, Yvonne Barnett (H), i/1/78-6/30/79, Sabbatical;
Marilyn Stratford (H), 7/1/78-6/30/79, Sabbatical.

2.

CERTIF'ICATED l.:MPLOY~.ENT - uAY-TO-DAY S!JBSTIT!JTE TEACHERS; District, Elementary
High; John Chanct, 3/27/78; Bonnie Dorfman, 2/10/78; Gary Dutton, 3/27/70; Susan
Lombardo, 3/2/78; Shirley Von Stith, 3/27/78; Beverly Woodfin, 3/27/78.

3.

£

CERTIF'ICATED !:Ml'LOYllENT - DAY-TO-DAY SUBSTITUTE TEACHER BEYOND THE TENTH DAY:

J. Clyde.Akey {H), 1/19/78.
4.

5.

CERTIFlCATED EMPI.CYMENT - ADULT EDUCATION TEACH£RS: L. Lynn Graha<r, {H), Arts
· Crafts 50 (Creative Crafts), 3/28/78; William Howson, Jr. IH), Special Ed. 10
(Substitute), 2/8/78.
CEl<TIPICl'.TEu f:!-:PLOYMFNT

!,

HOME TEl\CllERS: James Dempsey (H), 3/8/7 7; Steven Owen (H),

3/15/78.
6.

CERTlF'lCATED t.'IPLOYMENT ~ JNTERSESSJON TEACHERS: District:

Elementary; Effective:
3/13/78-3/17 /78; Marianne De La Hon tan ya, Dave DeJong, Anita Holmes, Sandra

Vieira-Potter.
7.

CERTJC!ATED EMPLOYME!;T
OUTDOOR EDtlCATlON JNSTRUCTORS; District:
Effective: 2/27/78-3/J/78; Sandra Augustine, David Weis.

8.

CERTIFICATED O!PLOYMENT - EXTR~ l\SSIGNMENTS:• Kurt Hotaling {ll), Drama Coach
(High School); Michael Mejia (H), Assist. Track coach (Jr. High): Marvel
Gardner-Price (H), Assist. Drama Coach (High School). •Effective 1977-78 School Year.

9.

CLASSIF'IED RESIGNATIONS: Dwayne Reaves (H}, Custodian ICETA), 3/29/78, Personal:
Melody Robbins (E}, Instructional Aide, 3/31/78, Family.

10.

Elementary;

CLASSIFIE:D £P.PLOYMENT: Timothy Brown (ll), Custodian (CETA), 3/21/78: Janyce

Buell (£), Sht Tnn/Sub Secretary, J/10/78, and Long Term Substitute Instructional
Aide, J/13/78; David Royal (H), Sht Tnn/Sub Campus Caretaker, 2/25/78;·Elizabeth
Winter (tl, Instructional Aide, 4/3/78.

11111
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Petaluma Slementa~y and
:J-figh r§cltool <!l>i~tlli ct A.
o/he c:S'ckool q)o(lJtd <?R..e1101titi.
SUMMARY OF THE MINUTES

MARCH 2!:, 1978.

1.

The meeting was called to order at 7:30 p. m.

2.

The Division of Instruction, represented by David Robbins, and the Offjce
of the County Superintendent of Schools, represented by Robert Whiteneck,
presented an overview of the California Master Plan for Special Education.
This Plan seeks to equalize opportunities for all children in need of special
education services; and will be phased into all districts during the next four
years.

3.

Mr. Clair Norman, President of the Petaluma Federation of Teachers,
presenttd that group's initial bargaining proposals. A public hearing will
be held on these proposals at the regular Board of Education meeting on
April 11, 1978.

4.

The minimum competencies were adopted for the Petaluma High School
District.

5.

The expenditures were ratified.

6.

California History, Leon G. Bush, Fearon Publishers, was adopted for use
in the Petaluma High School District.

7.

Policy 4141.15, Petaluma (Elementary) and High School Districts' Management
Team Summer School/Intersession Salary Schedule, was amended.

8.

The Superintendent was authorized to extend Blue Cross or Kaiser health insurance coverage and California Dental insurance coverage for a period of one
month, dated from April 1, 1978, at the increased premium amounts for members
of the classified bargaining unit who are qualified for coverage in accordance with
Policy 4144. l; and to extend life insurance coverage at the current premium rate
for the same period and employees in accordance with Policy 4144. 1.

9.

One unit of inservice credit was granted the following teachers for participation
in a District sponsored Multimedia First Aid/Cardiac Pulmonary Workshop:
Elena Cahill, Virginia Donati, Ann Hobrecht, Barbara McGee, Irene Rice,
Phyllis Rogers, Sue Scheer and Walt Strom.

10.

The employment report was approved.
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Page Two
11.

Under delegations Mr. Clair Norman presented infor-matlon on Jar-vis/Gann
prepared by the League of Women Voters and information on SB 1 (Behr)
prepared by lVUchael Wornum's office.

12.

A notice was r-eceived from the District Superintendent of the Manteca
Unified School District, dated March 1, 1978, uq;ing the State Legislature
to declare a two year moratorium on the passage of major educational
legislation.

13,

A letter was received from Keith Hayenga, dated March 17, 1978, concerning
play fields at certain elementary schools.

H.

The Administrative Staff Report was presented.

15.

Dr. Ebert reported on the recent Delegate Assembly of the C.S. B.A. which
he attended. The Assembly, at this meeting, adopted a resolution which
opposed Proposition 13, and a resolution in support of Proposition B.

16.

A meeting will be held Thursday, March 30, 1978. at 2:00 p.m. for the
purpose of the distribution of property between the Petaluma High School
District and the Cotati-Rohnert Park Unified School District.

17.

The next regular meeting of the Board of Education will be held on April
11, 1978.

18.

The meeting adjourned at 9:21 p. m.
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TO;

MR. LESLY H. MEYER, SUPERltlTttlDENT

Ji'l<OM:

CILJ;RLtS IL ChD!".hN, ASSISTANT SllPERHlT.L:NDENT, ADMlNISTR.ATIOtl ArlO PEl<SOlmE:.

SUBJtCT:

DIPLOY/1£NT xEPORT !'OR BOARD /-tE!:TlNG Or' MARCH 28, 1978

1.

CERTIFICATED LthYES OF ABSENCE: Yvonne Barnett ltt), 7/l/78-&/30/79, Sabbatical;
Marilyn Stratford (H), 7/l/78-6/30/79, Sabbatical.

2.

CERTIFJCATED EMPLOY!'IENT - DAY-TO-DAY SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS: District:
Elementary &
Hi9h; John Chance, 3/27/78; bonni~ Dorfman, 2/10/78; Gary Dutton, 3/27/78; Susan
Lombardo, 3/2/78; Shirley Von Stith, 3/27/78; Beverly Woodfin. 3/27/78.

3.

CERTIFICATED EHPLOYf\ENT - DAY-TC-DAY SUBSTITUTE TEACHER BEYOND THE TENTH DAY,
J. Clyde.Akey (H), l/l~/78.

4.

CERTIFICATED EMPLOYMENT - ADULT EDUCATION TEACHERS: L. Lynn Graham (H), Arts ,
· crafts 50 (Creative Crafts), 3/28/78; William Howson, Jr. (li), Special Ed. 10
(Substitute), 2/6/78.

5.

CEP.'.l'1FICA:J'£D E>lPLOYf'.ENT - HOME TEACHERS: James Dempsey O!), 3/8/77; Steven 0.,en (HJ,

3/15/78.
6.

1NT£RSESSION TEACHERS; District:
Elementary; Effecuve:
3/13/78-3/17/78; Marianne De La Montanya. D.Jvt DcJong, l'1.nita Holmes,, Sandra
Vieira-Potter.

7.

C£'.R'1'lC1.A'I'ED £,"1PLO'.:'~U:!JT
OUTDOOR tDtlCA'J'JON INSTRUCTORS: District:
Effective:
2/27/78-3/J/78; Sandra Augustine, David Weis.

8.

CER'l'IFICATED EMPLCYME!!T - EXTRA ASSIGNMENTS:• Kurt Hotaling {I!), Drama Coach
(High School); Hlchael Mejia (H), Assist. Track Coach (Jr. High); Harvel
Gardner-Puce Oil, l\ssist. Drarut Coach (High School). •Effective 1977-78 School Year.

9.

CLI\SSIFIED RESlG!lATIONS: D\Jayne Reaves (H) , Custodian (CETA) , 3/29/78, Personal;
Melody Robbins (!:), lnstructional Aide, 3/31/78, Fa,nily.

10.

111111

WlttWo/'t't'.vJtMWtn~

CERTIFICATED EMPLOYHCtlT -

El eroent.ary:

ClJ\SSIFIED EMPLOY!".ENT: Timothy Brown (li), Custodian iCETA), 3/21/78; Janyce
Buell (E), 5ht Tnr./Sub So.cretary, 3/10/78, and Lang Tenr. Substitute lnstructional
Aide, 3/13/78; David Royal (Hl, Sht Trm/Sub campus Caretaker, 2/25/78;-Elizabeth
Winter (E), instructional Aide, 4/3/78.
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Petaluma 0lementaJly and
:Jfi9h c§cltool ©iA..t/t.i ct a.
<1/'he J'ckool 59oaAd Of<.epo1ttti.
SUMMARY OF THE MINUTES

MARCH 28, 1978.

1.

The meeting was called to order at 7:30 p. m.

2,

The Division cf lnstruction. represented by David Robbins, and the Office
of the County Superintendent of Schools, represented by Robert Whiteneck,
presented an overview of the California Master Plan for Special Education.
This Plan seeks to equalize opportunities for all children in need of special
education services; and will be phased into all districts during the next four
years.

3.

Mr. Clair Norman, President of the Petaluma Federation of Teachers,
presented that group's initial bargaining proposals. A public hearing will
be held on these proposals at the regular Board of Education meeting on
April 11, I 978.

4.

The mirJmum competencies were adopted for the Petaluma High School
District.

5.

The e>.-penditures were ratified.

6,

California History, Leon G. Bush. Fearon Publishers, was adopted for use
in the Petaluma High School District.

7.

Policy 4141. 15. Petaluma (Elementary) and High School Districts' Management
Team Summer School/Intersession Salary Schedule, was amended.

8.

The Superintendent was authorized to extend Blue Cross or Kaiser health in·
surance coverage and California Dental insurance coverage for a period of one
month, dated from April 1, 1978, at the increased premium amounts for members
of the classified bargaining unit who are qualified for coverage in accordance with
Policy 4144. l; and to extend life insurance coverage at the current premium rate
for the same period and employees in accordance with Policy 4144. l.

9.

One unit of inservice credit was granted the following teachers for participation
in a Oistrlct i,pcmuori,d Mullllm•diu FinH /\id/C;.rdJ~t- I 'uli11Gl1illY W11rk~l1t1p,
Elena Cahill, Virginia Donati, Ann Hobrecht, Barbara McGee, Irene Rice,
Phyllis Rogers, Sue Scheer and Walt St_rom.

10.

The employment report was approved.
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Summary of the Minutes
1.l«rch 28, 1978
Page Two
l 1.

Under delegations Mr. Clair Norman presented information on Jarvis/Gann
prepared by the League of Women Voters and information on SB l (Behr)
prepared by Michael Wornum•s office.

12.

A notice was received from the District Superintendent of the Manteca
Unified School District, dated March 1, 1978, urging the State Legislature
to declare a two year moratorium on the passage of major educational
legislation.

13,

A letter was received from Keith Hayenga, dated March 17, 1978, concerning
play fields at certain elementary schools.

H.

The Administrative Staff Report was presented,

l 5.

Dr. Ebert reported on the recent Delegate Assembly of the C. S. B. A. which
he attended, The Assembly, at this meeting, adopted a resolution which
opposed Proposition l 3, and a resolution in support of Proposition 8.

16.

A meeting will be held Thursday, March 30, 1978, a\ 2:00 p.m. for the
purpose of the distribution of property between the Petaluma High School
District and the Cotati-Rohnert Park Unified School District.

17,

The next regular meeting of the Board of Education will be held on April
11. 1978.

J 8,

The meeting adJourned at 9:21 p. m.
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Tu:

HI<. LESLY II, MEYER, SUPERJt/Tt:!luf.llT
CHARLES N.

SUBJECT:

ChDKA.N,

ASSISTANT SUJ'ERltlTEIWEtJT,

AD.'1lNISTRATION M;I.J l'EH.50NNEL

DIPLOYHEf/T REPORT FOR BOARD !'.££TING OF' !".ARCH 28, 1978

l.

CERTIFICATED LEAVES OF' ABSENCE:
Yvonne Barnett (II),
Marilyn Stratford (HJ, 7/1/78-6/30/79, Sabbatical.

2.

CERTIFJC)..T£D Ei'-'.PLOYMEtJT - DAY-TO-DAY SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS:
District:
Ele.::!lentary &
High; John Chance, 3/27/78; Bonnie Dorfman, 2/10/78; Gary Dutton, 3/27/78; Susan
Lombardo, 3/2/78; Shirley Von Stith, 3/27/78; Beverly Woodfin, 3/27/78.

3.

CERTIFICATED l:MPLOYHENT - DAY-TO-DAY SUBSTITUTE TEACHER BEYOND THE TENTH CAY:
J. Clyde_Alcey (HJ, 1/19/78.

4,

5.

7/1/78-6/30/79, 5i>!Jbatical 1

CERTIF'ICATED EMPLOYMENT - ADULT EDUCATION TEACHERS:
L. Lynn Graham (HJ, Arts &
· Crafts 50 (Creative Crafts), 3/28/78; William Ho..,son, Jr. (HJ, Special Ed. 10
(Substitute), 2/8/78.
CERTIF'lCAl'ED D-~PLOY!-'.:ENT -

HOME TEACHERS:

James Dempsey

(H},

3/b/77;

Steven Owen

(H),

3/15/78.
6.

I NTERSESSlON 'JT.J.CHERS: District:
El emcritary; Effective:
3/13/78-3/17 /78; Marianne De La Montanya, I.Jave LlcJong I Anita Holmes, Sar1dra
Vieira-Potter.

7.

CERTICIATED E.HPLOYMENT - OUTOOOR EDUCA.TIOt~ INSTRUCTORS: District:
Effective:
2/27/78-3/J/78; Sandrd Augustine, David Weis.

B.

CERTIFICATED EJ-l.PLOYM.ENT - EXTRA ASS!GW1.EHTS:"' Kurt Hotaling (H), Ora.ma Coach
(High School); Michael Mejia {H}, Assist. Track Coach {Jr. High);
Marvel
Gardner-Price (H), Assist. Drama Coach {High School). •Effectiv~ 1977-78 School Year.

9.

CLASSIFIED RESIGllATIONS: Dwayne Reaves (HJ, Custodian (CETA), 3/29/78, Personal;
Melody Robbins (E}, lnstructional Aide, 3/31/78, Family.

10.

CERTIFICJ..'J'ED £!-H'LOYM.Etn -

Elementary;

CLASSIFIED EMPLOYMENT: Timothy Brown (ll), Custodian (CETA), 3/21/78; Janyce
Buell (E), Sht Trm/Sub Secretary, 3/10/78, and Long Term Substitute Instructional
Aide, 3/13/78; D<>vid Royal (HJ, Sht Trm/Sub Campus Caretaker, 2/25/78;-Elizabeth
~inter (E), Instructional Aide, 4/3/78.
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